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Terms; Eight Dollars a Year in advance. To
inail eubscrlbers Seven Dollars a Year if
paid In ad-

vauce.

THP MAINE STATE PRESS

WANTS.

Booksellers and Stationers.

Wanted.

HOYT, A FO«« No.lH Middle Street.
T. P, McGOWAN, 354 Congress St.
Book Binders,
WM. A. QUINCY, Boom II, Printer’*
Exchange, No. Ill Exchange St.
SMALL & SHACK FOB JO, No. 35 Plnm
Street.

is published even- Thursday Morning at
$2.50 a
year, if paid in advance, at $2.00 a year.
Bates of'Advertising ; One inch of space, the
column, constitutes a “square.**
die1
$1.50 per square daily first week; 75 cents per week
after; three insertions, or less, §1.00; continuing
every other day after first week, 50 cents.
Hail square, three insertions, or less, 75 cents; one
week, $1 00; 50 cents per week after.
Special Notices, one third additional.
Under head of “Amusements,** and “Auction
Sales,’* $2.00 per square per week; three insertions
r less $1.50.
Advertisements inserted in the “Maine State
a lar«e circulation
hiewry
°
for ®*.00 I'er ^Uiire for first insertion,
i ceT,f*Pcr
square for each subsequent nsertion.
Address all communications to
PORTLAND PUBLISHING Co.

pS

PfBS88c.'h“
_

CARDS!

BUSINESS

BUSINESS DIRECTORY.

op.

Dye-House.
FOSTER’S Rye Home, 34 Union Street.*

Fnrnitnre—Wholesale and Retail.
WALTER COREY & CO., Arcade, No.
18 Free Street.
CEOROK A. WHITNEY, No. 5« Exchange St. Upbolatering of all kind*
done to order.

E-A-

RENA. ARAMS, cor. Exchange and Federal Street*.
L. F. HOYT, No. 11 Preble Street. Up-

holateriugdone

done to order.

80 MIDDLE ST.
myt>__dtt
W.

I.

Portland

ABNER LOWELL, 155 Middle Street.
Axents for Howard Watch Company.

tf

HOOPER,

A. A. MERRILL & CO., 139 Middle St.
J. A, MEHRIA. KEITH.

Manufacturers of Trunks, Valises and

UPHO LSTERER
Nos. 31 and 33 Free St,
Suite, Lounges, Spring
Beds, Mattresses,
■cDsaengb Patent Bed Uounges, Enameled Chairs, Arc.
UP“A11 kinds of repairing neatly done. Furniture
Pled and matted.

oet5-’60IX&Stf

all parts ot the State.
E. J. 9IOBBELL.
B. C. NOBRELl.

my2ftltlBe26eodtt

C.

S.

ANDREWS,

Counsellor at
88 MIDDLE

Law,

STREET,

(in Canal Bank Building,)

PORTLAND,

Pattern and Model Maker.
BARBOUR, 350 Fore Street, Cor. o<

J. I.
Crom. Portland.

DR. .A..
Dentist, corner

EVANS^

of Congress and

Dr. Boothbv.

A. S. DAVTS & CO., No. SO Middle Street.
J. H. DAMSON, 153 Middle St.,cor. Croon.

Real Estate Agents.

Pictures, Religious Articles, Ac.
354 CONGRESS STREET,
Under Congress Hall.
Biliks Sold on Instalments.
jy2tf

J. B. MATHEWS & CO.,
Wholesale Dealers in First Quality

Street.___
Roofers.
J. Jf, IflcCOY ft CO., 38 Spring Street.

S, G. DORMAN.

JAMES

L.

every Town in the State of Maine to canvass for
American Homes Magazine. The largest premium Chromo and best Terms by any Company,
Apply or address
HENRI? L. SHEPARD & Co.,
Branch Office, 361 Congress St., Portland, Me.

IN

uoI3

Gentleman and Wife a suit of unfurnished
roams with board in a prviate
family either on
the line of the horse railroad or within five minutes
walk of the City Building. References given and re-

quired.
Address, P. O. Box 1076, Portland, Me.

__no!3tt
Wanted.
227 Cumberland Street Girl to do genera
AT housework.
Pay liberal.nol2tf
a

Wanted.
SITUATION as nurse in Respectable Families
by an American Widow Lady. Good References given. Address C. C., 77 York St., Portland,

A
Me.

oc313w*

to Board.
having Horses to board for the winter
kill please address
JAMES «. MESEBVE,
oct28-lm*So. Gorham, Me.

PERSONS

warned

an
or nurse.

an

city

give. Apply at 59
High St.oc20tf

Wanted.
Nutter Bros. & Co.
first class tin plate and
iron worker. None but first class need
AT sheet
29 MARKET
Portland

apply.

SQUARE,

se29tf

Me.

Street.

Stair Builder.
B. F. LIBBV, Lo, 353 Fore Street, cor.
Cro.a St., in Deleno’o Mill.
«. U. HOOFER, Cor. Fork A Maple
Street*.

Watches, Jewelry, Ac.
J. W. & H. H. MCDUFFEE, Cor. Middl
Sc T1 nion Sts.

Let.

Board Wanted.
unfurnished and two fnmisbed rooms, with
hoard, hy three singlo gentlemen, in the south
west part of the city, vicinity of State St.
Address
S., P. O. Box 829.
nol8dtf

ONE

To Let

TWO

Boarding1.

ROSS, Treasurer of the Portland,
WILLIAM
Bangor and Macliias Steamboat Co.,has
ed his
from

Office
179 Commercial Street to Railroad
Wharf at the landing of tho Co A Steamer.
mar23
dtf

To Let.
BOARD, suit of rooms at 37
HIGH & SPRING ST.

WITH

a

Suit of Rooms
with

hoard at 152 PEARL ST.

REMOVAL.

se23dtf

Booms To Let.
Gentlemen and their wives and two or three
gentlemen can be accommodated with

single
CROSS TWO
pleasant

&

have removed

ol

comer

and board at 75 Free street.

rooms

o

oc7tf

Board.

Office 1 1-2 Union Wharf.
aul8

islwttf

Gentlemen or a Gentleman and his Wife can
bo accommodated with first class Board and
Rooms at No. 20 Brown Street.
myl9dtf

TWE'TVTP AT. TVW/P A UTTVrP'APT

MANUFACTURERS OF

BABCOCK.

d&wly

WM. M.

MARKS

55tli annual

promptly and carefully

BERRY,

Card

Book, Job and

(WEEKS.

ed

Circulars containing full information may be obtainon application to the Registrar, E, H. ELLIS, M,

D.,

oc29tf

Attorneys
No 15 FLUENT

Law,

BLOCK,

COR. OF CONGRESS & EXCHANGE STS.
POHTLAHD, me.

oct26

W. €.

tf

CLARK,

Secretary.
MITCHELL, M. D., Secretary.
Brunswick, Me., Nov. 11, 1874.
dl8tST&T&w6w47

WESTBROOK SEMINARY.

3 Door. East of Temple Hi.,

GAS

WATER

AND

PIPING.
tf

»p21_

PORTLAND

VIACHINEWORKS
Engineers, Iron Founders,

Boiler

Makers and Blacksmiths.
MANUFACTURERS

MARINE,

AIcott’s Turbine Water Wheel,
Elevators, Derricks, Hoisting
Engines, and Blanchard’s
Patent Boiler.
215 COMMERCIAL STREET,

THE

mence on

Wharf containing about 100,000 feet,
having connection with the Railroads by a
track
to
the end of the Wharf, 11 feet of water
good
in the docks at mean low water 18, feet at end of
the Wharf, and in good condition. Possession given

DYERS

Mrs.

Mabel

Dry Air

Refrigerators

The Largest and Best Assortment in the State,
combining all the latest Improvements, called

5

A. F.MERRILL.

Manufactory, Rear of No. 10 Cross St.
PORTLAND, MAINE.
may26dtf

The

Bates

Exchange

than ever before

aplitt

A

Law,

STREET,

(2nd door below Cana Bank,)

SPLENDID LINE OF

SHAWLS, INDIA SHAWLS,
LONG AND SQUARE SHAWLS—CHEAP.
OUR

STOCK

VERY

LARGE.

The above goods were bought last week lor Cash and will be sold,
many of them, cheaper than yon ever saw them.

163

MIDDLE
RINES

nolt>

An Entire New Stock of

DRY & FANCY
C3-OOZDS,

No

Adjusta-

The most useful attachment ever Invented for Sewing Machines.
Thaonly one which box n Folding Slide,
which keep* the Inckorhcu perfectly even,
Doing away with creasiug, measuring or folding by
hand, thereby making a great saving of time and
labor. It will tuck any thickness oi gootlB, from
Lace to Broadcloth, The Hernmer attached will
hem any desired width irom oue fourth to two aud a
fourth inches. It needs only to be seen to be apprecltilodReduced Price S3.50,

MRS. STEPHEN! B. SMITH,
Sole Agent for Portland,
NO. 137 OXFORD STREET.
ju30tf
Winter Board lor Horses
near the city. Address
E. G. O'BKION,
Portland P. 0.

PRINTING of every description ncntl
xecuted at thi- Office.

BROTHERS.dtf

—

at

OF NEW YORK,

“ONE FOR IIS.”
and we are determined not
to be behind last year in
our sales, and for the

To Let.
FINE New Store to let opp, Portland Co.'s
works, well adapted for first class Meat and
For particulars enquire of PATProvision Store

RICK McGLINCHY,138 Fore Street, or Casco Brewery.nolOdtf

To Let.
half Double Brick House, 13 Rooms, No. 33
Possession given immediately.
Danlorth St.
Apply to S. W. ROBINSON, 205 Middle St.
Nov. 3,1871.11

Dress Goods,
HOSIERY AND GLOVES.
From cur ample experience in selling Goods to tlie
people of Portland and vicinity, wo feel confident
that vro have the

FOR 6 DAYS ONLY

The Dr.

9

COR S

’!

40 cents.

her information address JOHN BROWN.
Oct. 31st, 1874.
d3w&w3w

House to Let.
NO. 142 Oxtord Street, containing two
tenements, of eight rooms each, with modern
improvements. For particulars apply to F. H. WIDBEK, 220 Commercial St.oc21tf

HOUSE

Buck,

PERFECT-FITTING CORSET
Km Offered to the Public !

For the Ladies!

Jobbers of Fancy Goods,

PORTLAND,
Sole
au27

Agents

for the State of Maine.
(13m

A. P.

TO BUY HOSIERY

upuiW) vuj/3

colored.

We

ouu

make

1U

oacuio,

UUIU WUllO

cl

HI

a specialty of REPELLENT
are prepartd to furnish at snort
notice, in quantities to suit our customers. We believe that our tactitjes for the manufacture ot yam arc
now unequalled, and purchasers will do well to com-

WARPS, which we

TO BUY WORSTEDS

FULLER,

is at Nelson & Co.’s

•—

AND

—

Large lot Neck Ties 5c
Bog Skin Gloves 75c.
Overcoats and Reef-

municate with us before purchasing elsewhere. As we
have always a surplus of yam on hand, orders can be
filled with the utmost promptness. Orders should he
addressed to BATES MANUFACTURING CO.,
Me.

C. I. BARKER, Agent.
dim

CONSUMERS

GAS

Important Notice.
You can save 20 to 40 per cent, of your gas bill over
burners commonly used, and 10 per cent, over ANY
OTiSEK BURiER. with same amount of
iglit, by using the

ELLIS PATENT GAS BURNER.
CALL AND

(SEE

JAPANS,
AND DEALER

SPECIALTIES.

double Brick House, teu rooms
Pleasantly situated on Oanfortb Street, No. 33.
Possession giveii October 1st. 'Enquire of S. W. ROBINSON, Real Estate Agent, 205 Middle street.
dtf
Portland, Sept., 30,1874

ONE

a

House to Let.
No. 62 Pine Street (Hull Block), recently
occupied by Robert I. Hull, long or short lease.
Possession given immediately.
MATTOCKS & FOX.
Inquire of

HOUSE

Bp24dtf

oc30

tf

Grand Trunk Railway Co., of Canada.
SCRAP FOR SAFE.

_No. 27

Improve this opportunity
lay in your stock of
Clothing for the coming

and

IN

Don’t forget the place,

BURLEIGH’S

EMBROIDERIES,

FRINGES

AND

REAR-

GIMPS,

I

(

FRINGES,

COR-

SETS.

NELSON & €0.,
Old Ho.

Hew Ho.

297

Ur.

IV. Kcuinod
&

THE PREBLE HOUSE.

Son*)

LOCATED

are

Feed for Cattle.
of food for Cattle and Hogs at Casco Brewery, opposite Portland Co.’s Works, Portland,
p. McGLINCHY, Prop.

i

S*

U*

For Fall and Winter Wear.

HOTEL,

j on the second Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday, Friday,Saturday

BOSTON
!

Since
1840.

diseases of the feet treated
iin the most skillnl manner with•out pain.
WiTExaminalion of the feet
I free.
nol7eodtf

FIVE

All

HORSES

be

box stalls.
Apply at Office

lo

Attention is called to the choice stock of these
Black and Colored Gros Grain Silks, which may now
he obtained from leading dealers throughout the
country.
These goods

made lu the most approved manguaranteed to surpass in
weight, finish nnd durability, any that
can be obtained at corresponding prices.
ner,

and

CHENEY BROTHERS,

Portland Packing Co., Commercial
Sreet.not7eod2w

Notice.

oel3

done pleaBe apply
requiring
Home” of W. C. A., No. 16 Spring St., plain
PERSONS
and

NEW YORK AND BOSTON.
eod2m

a

family sewing, dress-making, copying, embroid-

ery and fancy-work In wools, &c., &c.

oc29tf

tl6m

30.000

HAVANA
the

of

every description neatly

Clothing
Emporium,

&

89 Middle Street
dtf

CIGARS,

WHOLESALE
Paper Collar Warehouse
BCBLOCK’S AND SANS

best ill the market for

WHITE
8

cts., Each, $7.50 per Hundred,
—

LEAVITT

AT

&

Only

Headquarters for

DAILEY’S,

Cents

BETWEEN

all the abore
manufacturers of

EMERSON, LELAND
uolG

Don’t Pay the High Railroad
Prices.

& CO.

17 Boylalon Street, Bouton.
U3m

Horse Blankets !
Horse Blankets 2
At the Mart on Plmn

Bteamers

JOHN BROOKS AND FALMOUTH.

goods,

GENTS’ NECK WEAR.

Portland and Boston,

NEE

SHIRTS,

Gray’s Norwich Moulded Collars,
Elmwood and Warwick Collars,

—

JO

by the elegant

PARE1L

The Best, Cheapest, and the Best Fitting
in the market.

Cor middle anti Exchange Sf,Opp. P* O
oc30
clJin

Trimmed

Street,

Horse

Blankets
91.33 to 98.00.

from

Call and get your supply before tney are all gone.
A full assortment of I,A P ROB tS, Nl'Kd.V
OLES and UALTEKS.

F. O. BAILEY & CO.

ADVERTISEMENT.

"'•30_

tt

Cider Barrels
For Sale.

One Thousand Cider Barrels
best quality, in good order.
HENRY T. CARTER, ISS For* St.
tt
set
ot

PRINTING
JOB
executed at this office.

Ba-

no5

For sale to the trade only by

warm

work

are

are

.

oc31

board for the winter in the
Stables at Walnut
Sebago water in stable and

taken
and commodious
WILL
Hill Farm in Gorham.
warm

AMERICAN SILKS

~A1 1HE

Chiropodists

Great
zaar

203 FORE STREET.

dlw

Cheney Brothers’

VISITS PORTLAND

M

O I 2Lb S

495

noil

CHIROPODIST,

AND WOOL

octl7

JUST ABOVE

Dr. N. Kenison & Sous, 57
Temple PI., 37 Tremont St., and
23 Winter St., Boston,

BURNING

YAK

CONGRESS ST.
Widgery’s Wharf.

ojrjjrbm,

EACES, MAETA EACES, BALE AND

UK. KEN1SON,

Tv

invited for the following Scrap now
lying on the Company premises at Portland.
Estimated Quantity.
100 tons
Old Wrought Iron
50
Cast Iron
“
0
Burnt Grates (east .)
4i
5
Steel
Spring
*'
3
Iron
and
Turnings
Light
Rubber Springs
400 Its.
The al>ove Scrap can be seen on application to Mr.
D. F. Corser. Deputy Store Keeper, Portland.
Tenders giving the price per ton of 2240 lbs. and
endorsed “Tender for Scrap,** will be received
by
the undersigned on or before Wednesday, 25th, inst.
JOSEPH HICKSON
General Manager.
Montreal Nov. 11,1874.
no:4eod5t

no5eoilGm

ED

To Let.
No. 33 Plum Street.
STORE
Apply to ST. JOHN SMITH.
se!5dtf

prices.

Suits too
cheap to
mention, and everything else in our line
as long as they last for
any price they will

MACHINERY,

GOODS,

from

Fir-Reliable agents wanted wherever gas is used.

LOTS

WORSTED

WORSTED

CATERPIEEAR

To Let
half of

GAENTEETS,

THEM AT

GENERAL AGENTS FOR MAINE.

Me.

if

dtf

ocl2

LYNDON & COOKE.

TENDERS

noiver

all

year.

TO BUY KID GLOYES

LET J

Primer*,’ IxelimiL'e. ivitli

8 oz. Brown
75 cents.

bring.

VARNISHES

is at Nelson & Co.’s

required. Apply to PRESS OFFICE
or to B. THURSTON & CO., Ill
Exchange Street.

“Brilling,”

MANUFACTURER OF

is at Nelson & Co.’s

this

country.—Courier

An Irishman recently stopped at a hotel in
Des Moines, Iowa, where pretty high bills
were charged.
In the morning the laudlord
made out the amount of damages and
presented it to Pat. After he had glanced over
it the latter looked the landlord in the lace
and exclaimed, “Ye put me in mind of a
snipe.” “Why ?” asked the landlord. “Because ye’re very nigh all bill.”

In an Illinois town, not long ago, one of
the attractions of an evening entertainment
to be a tableau of the

“Prodigal Son,”

A writer deserves the respectful sympathy
of all gentlemen who give out their washing.
He says: “It is awful annoying to have some
other fellow’s clothes leit in one’s room by the
washerwoman. Saturday we put on another
fellow’s shirt, but couldn’t wear it. Although
it was ruffled around the bottom, the sleeves
were too short to button cud's on, and there
was no place for a collar.”

TIIE FARM AND HOUSEHOLD.

It seems probable that we are but yet in
the infancy of our knowledge about manures.
As a general thing no one goes wrong in the
use ot stable manure.
For almost everything
it seems suited. With an abundance of this
one needs nothing else.
But it is not always
abundant. Too often it is not to be had at
any reasonable price, and hence one has to
find a substitute, or go on cultivating poor
ground, only to find himself poorer and poorer in the end.
Every once in a while we see astounding
statements as to the success or want of success with various
applications. One to-day
tells us of some application wh'ch was of no
more use than so much
brick-dnst; auotber
writes that an application ot brick-dust increased the crop enormously; and we do
know

one

who

a

few

years ago

was

in the
to his

general practice of applying brick-dust

land.
We are led to notice this matter through a
note in the Country Gentleman from a correspondent who, alter digging a hole in a
piece of sod to bury a large rock, shattered
the poor earth all around as far as it could
be thrown, and the result was an amazing
rrrntr*l ll

A

AA.ml

m.nen

A

nnn

--O-—7 -'1---J

o-

--

IT

~

—

-7-7—

V7

dinary

manure, yet every one knows the evils
wh ch often attend the bringing of poor soil
to the surface. It is, indeed, ane of the ob
jections made to deep plowing that it brings
up the poor surface-soil, and which is several
years before it can be brought into good cultivable condition. Yet we know that often
top-dressing of earth has a wonderful fertilizing power. We know of an orchard which is
top-dressed annually with nothing but wa«te
earth got together from wherever it could be
obtained, yet these trees make annual growth
of from three to five inches and are the admiration of all who see them. When asked
what he thinks best for top-dressing orchards
this friend always seems hard to understand
when he replies anything whatever; it makes

difference what.
It is likely, however, that it does make
some difference sometimes.
It has been contended by some agricultural chemists in Enno

ers

Merrill, Prince & Co.,

TO BUY BUTTONS

Story in Store, No. 235 Middle Street
Inquire at Shaw’s Tea Store.
oc23tf

Room in tlie Secoud Story of the

Drawers

Working Pants 60c,
75c, $1.00, $1.25.

other.

TO BUY UNDERFLANNELS

we

Overalls,

^“Particular attention is called to the
method of fastening Bones in this Corset,
which is acknowledged superior to any

PLACE

and

Overalls,

DIRECTORY

THE

the battle,
have

Shaker Socks 25 ets.

JACQUELINE

Tlio peculiar style of cutting gives sufl'cient fullness at the bosom, without folding at the top. gradually and closely fitting to, and over the hips, is longer front and back than ordinary Corsets, and in fact,
is the only Corset cwrset cut n this form.

>a. Said house containing seventeen rooms
vith large hall and ante-rooms. Lease giv:n if desired.

J’louse,

To begin

PATENT

is at Nelson & Co.’s

Saccarappa,

Ruinous Prices !

THIS IS THE MOS1

DYER.__nolOtf

shall sell goods at

Shirts

Congress Street.

T©_LET.

Tho property known as the Central
situated on Main street, Saccarap-

we

PALMERS

is at Nelson & Co.’s

no3tf_

TO

FREE.

Discribes your disease without asking a question.
Office hours from 9 to 12 a. m. 2. to 8 p. m.
dlw*
iiolG_

LOWEST CASH PRICES,

SECOND

Manufacturing Co.,

nil diseases of whatever

EXAMINATION

Being entirely NEW, of tlie BEST STYLES and
QUALITY, and bought at the

at

13 Lincoln St.

no2

treats

name or nnttare.

Best Selected Stock of Goods in
the City.

ONE

House to Let.
ROOMS. Sebago water and Gas. Inquire

NEXT 60 DAYS

FALMOUTH HOTEL

AT

Commencing Monday Nov. 16tb,

O II ILDKEN’9

E. E.

in

.Vlnnurew.

The Panic has come again

DRESS GOODS,

537

such tall cllfft

Journal.

a com-

A. Specialty made of

?£i?at?d

On the 30th of June there were 1551
navy invalid pensioners, at an
aggregate annual rate
of $169,492, an increase in the
year of 121 >n thu
number of pensioners, and $18,954 25 in the annual rate of pensions of this class. On the
doth of June there were 1785
pensioners on the
the navy roll of widow* mod
dependent relatives, at a total rate of 8287,53#, an increase for
^ in the number of
2*1!**
names, ami
8o,98# in the rate of peusions.
THE VETERANS OF 1812.
The names of 571 new nenainnApa wur.. a.l.
ued to the roll of survivors of the war of
1812
and 1217 of this class were lost
by death, leaving on the 30th of June 17,620 pensioners of
this class at a total annual rate of
$1,691 52—a
decrease for the y**ar of 646 in the unmbe. of
pensioners an 62,016 iu the rate of pensions of
this class. The names of 813 widows of soldiers of the war of 1812 were added to the roll
and 554 were lost by death
during that period
leaving, ou the 30th of June, 5312 pensioners
of this class, an iucrease for the
year of 259 in
the number of pensioners, and
$24,864 in tho
rate of pensions.
WIDOWS OF REVOLUTIONARY SOLDIEBS.
The total number of pensioners of all classes
on the 30th of June 30,1874, was
236,241, a decrease of 2170 during the
year; the aggregate
annual rate of pensions of all classes on June
30, was $26,254,071 10, a decrease from the preceding yea* of $5645 13. The roll contains the
names of 410 widows of soldiers in the
revolu-

tionary war.

Certain specific increases allowed to iuvalid
pensioners, by laws passed at the last sesaloa

of

Congress,

and the
steady increase iu the
the invalid pension roll, will probab'y bring the disbursements to invalids for the
present fiscal year up to those of last year; but
iu the payments to
widows, miuors, &c.» a reduction may reasonably be
expected.
number

537 COaNTGTi KSS ST.

CLOAKINGS, SHAWLS,
WHITE GOODS,
HOISERY, NOTIONS,
FLANNELS,
DOMESTICS,
PRINTS, ETC.

On the 30th of June, 1874, there w'ere
102,457 army invalid pensioners on the roll. The
aggrerate anuual pay of this class was $10,058,377.53. The increase in the number of this
class was 2653, ami the aggregate increase of
pensions was $431,137.43.
During the
3051 new pensions fur army widows anuyear
derelatives
pendent
were allowed, at an aggrerate of W16,433. and tbe
pensions
s?5?.a!!?ual
of 12,932 pensioners of this class were
increased
at an aggregate annual
rate of $408,111.22.
There were stricken from the roll of this class
of pensioners, 7623 names whose pensions ai»81,-’50.113 05 Cn the 30th of J une.
18< *3, there were on the roll of array widows and
dependent relatives, 107 516 names, at an aggregate annual rate of $'3,537,195.56 the decrease for the pear being 4572
names, and the
decrease of pensions of this class
being $424,568.03.
THE NAVY PENSION BOLL.

The Detroit Free Press says:
Mrs. Joaquin Miller says her husband wasn’t a
fool until he fell over a cliff; but she
may be
prejudiced in his favor.” If it may be said
the higher tne fall the bigger the fool, we
wouldn’t have supposed that there were any

was

—

have just selected, with great care,
WEplete
and attractive Stock of

A witch being at the stake to be burned,
her son there, and desired him to give
her some drink. “No, mother,” said he, “It
would do you wrong, for the drier you are,
the better you will bum.”
saw

after Dubufe’s painting. But the best looking young man in the place had been selected
for the Prodigal, and every one of the girls
wanted to be the woman who should hang on
his shoulder and look lovingly at him, and
that broke up the business.

Co.

Tukesbury &

5

made

NEW!

and

ST.

!

Pay
G.IOVATT,

DR.

E. M. G. TUKESBURY,

House To Let.

No. 11 Market Square.

I'ARRAND’S IMPROVED

OF

Cotton Prints, Flannels, Blankets and Waterproof
IS

To Let.

YARNS.

are now prepared to furmarket,
j
nish Cotton Yarns, in numbers from 10 to 30, on

PORTLAND, MAINE.

oc-2dtf

variety!

CASHMERE

Remember the Number,
2w*

extensive addition to their
Recently
HAVE
machinery, with view to the manufacture of
the
and

O’Donnell & Sylvester,

at

given in Portland.

Colored Dress Fabrics in endless

we are able to suit the trade, and can sell
very cheap.
Call and examine before purchasing elsewhere.

Street.

WITH
uol3

4

It is unsurpassed in Simplicity, Ease of Management, Durability, Dryness and Purity
of Air and ECONOMY of ICE.
Wholesale and Retail at Manufacturers’ Prices.
Cheaper than any other. CAN SAVE THE ADVANCE IN ICE IN ONE SEASON, and get a better article by buying of manufacturer or agent.
Don’t fia.il of being convinced of this fact before buy-

COTTON

to

ALBERT MARWICK.

A

In all Styles, Grades and Sizes.

mIalesroom 353 Fore St.,

apply

Board, large, pleasant Rooms, furnished
and unfurnished. 62 Free Street.

NO.

ocistf

SAVE THE ADVANCE ON ICE !

oct2G

00___Box 1514

House and

New Goods,
New Place,

Wilmot SP, one of the best rents in tlds
part ot tho City. Apply to
L. TAYLOR, 178 Commercial St.
nolltf

Frankliu Family School
Tops ham, Hie,
Rt. Rev. H. A. Neely, D. D., Visitor. Oscar L
Billings, B. A., Rector. Send for circular. oclOtf

FOR SALE—One New Portable Engine, 40 borse
power, built to order.

ble Hcmmer.

Ell two stories
thirteen finished rooms, double parlors with marble
mantles, Wood-house and Stable connected—all in
good repair, painted and blinded, Barn 40 x 60 on the
premises; grounds contain 15} acres, excellent land,
well fenced, 30 apple and pear trees, } acre choice
strawberries, three good wells of water upon the place
and good cistern in the cellar, cellar under whole
House, fine cement bottom; grounds ornamented
with fine shade trees. This is one ot the finest residences in the county. Terms easy. Enquire ot G. R.
Davis & Co., Portland, or Otis Brown, Westbrook.

To Let.

Burnham,

Teacher ol Singing.
Order, left at Stockbridge’,.

Lewiston,

Self-Folding Tucker

lor terms

nolSJlm

Tuesday, December 15tl% 1874,
and continue eleven weeks.
For farther information, address
G. M. BODGE, A. M., Principal
oelQdeodSw
&w6w

PORTLANIl, N1AINTE.

SOMETHING

residence one-half mile from the Railroad
A FINE
Depots, Post-ofiice, good Schools and Churches,
six miles from

going at prices lower

Yarns for

STATIONARY AND PORTA-

84 MIDDLE

lw*

FOR RENT.

a

OF

BLE STEAM ENGINES.

Counsellors

part

immediatly

Winter Term of this Institution will com-

THE PEERLESS.

FEDERAL STREET,

103

in

ALFRED

KNOWLTON,

at

oi nve

nol7

to the

or

Removed to

No. 3T Plum Street.

x

man

St. Augustine’s School for Boys,

PRINTER,
H. & W. J.

of Lectures at the

Stevens Plains, me.

cecutea, and at the lowest prices
ai>22

STEPHEN!

course

ikwjb.jnciiN

109 EXCHANGE ST.,

work

For Sale in the Town of Westbrook.
Portland;

defy competition.

Black Cashmeres and Black Brillia.nt.inas

commence

Book, Card & Job Printer

Every Description of

TENEMENT

Mcdicat
To Let.
THESchool of Maine, will
iiooms,
gooa repair Wlttl
and wife without
Scbago and gas, to let to
February 18th, 1875, A
children. No. 6 Mechanic St. Lower
of house.
AND CONTINUE SIXTEEN

noU

(DAILY PRESS PRINTING HOUSE.)

at Prices that

EDWIN CHURCHILL,
No. 4 Portland Pier,
mar28From 12 to 2 o’clock. P. M.

TWO

To Let.
for a small family in chambers of
House 33 Parris St. Sebago water. For information inquire on the premises,
nol8tf

P.

deep,

Boarding

X

BOWDOIN COLLEGE.

0.

front of> about 61 feet and is about 194
feet
and plans have been drawn b,
How, for a
block of seven or nine genteel and convenient residences, and adapted for the same. Enquire ot

at 223} Cumberland st., comer
Wilmot, Also table board.
oc5

WOODFORD & BABCOCK,

F. WOODFORD,
myl9

silks

or

TO LET.

O.

It may be ennobling to labor, as the philosays, but it’s no time to tell a man so
after he’s just finished carrying in two tons
of coal with a basket.

sopher

—BY—

pleasant rooms, furnished
unfurnished,
with
without board, at 54 Winter St.
TWO
nol8

EDUCATIONAL.

PORTLAND, ME.

PORTLAND.

Sts.

to

good rooms, connected, to let, with hoard, at
203 Cumberland St., corner of Franklin. Also
other good rooms,
oiTtf

REMOVALS.

FOGG.

Watch and Chronometer makcrs’M Tools,
mathematical, Optical and Philosophical Instruments, School
Apparatus, Ac.,
56 market Street. Printers Exchange,

IBL.A.aK

side

a

a

To

A man with a nose long enough to pull is
never very long in doubt bow much
fooling
around other women his wife will put up

or

RICHARDSON"

JOBBERS,

of vacant land, sltnated
the west
A ofLOT
High, between Pleasant and Danforth,
This lot has

Keporl of CoumWutr Baker.
Cen. J. H. Baker,
Commissioner of Pensions, under date of October 13, 1874, lias submitted his animat
report to the Secretary of
the Interior. During the
year. 8,738 new applications for army invalid pensions were alat
an
lowed,
aggregate annual rate of $39,332.50; the pensions of 8063 pensioners of thia
class were increased at an
aggregate annual
rate of $416,257.50; the losses to this roll
from
death and other causes were
3103, whose pensions, with amount of reduction of the
rates
of other invalid pensions,
aggregated $377,4o2.55 annually.
THE ARMY PENSION ROLL.

GOODS!

SHOWN IN

No Cure !

seventy five dollars
and various papers of no value but to the owner a
liberal reward will be paid for the books and papers
with or without the money.
E. TROWBRIDGEnoli
tf

fifty

storm.

SALE.

FOUND!

ju9(ltf

MODEL MAKERS &

EVER

Portland, containing about 11 ac-es situated in
Cape Elizabeth, within one mile from the city. Will
be sold at a Bargain, ii not sold, will be Let. For
particulars inquire of
JOHN C. PROCTER.
°o4tf93 Exchange Street,

the pocket of the undersigned yesterTAKEN
day morning in front of Catholic Church pocket
book
from

contiining

16,

“I know what it is, its God winking!” observed a smart child in Stockton, Cal., during
the raging of a terrific thunder and lightning

with.—Brooklyn Argus.

of the most desirable Lots in the vicinity of

as

care

ITO'V.

BLACK

immediately,

SITUATION by
houseexperienced Lady
The
A
of
keeper
invalid pre
ferred. Best of
references

OPEN

For Sale or to Let.

on

a

NOV. 19, ’74

Pensions.

—

sold with or without furniWM. H. JERRIS,
Apply to
no!71w*Real Estate Agl.

ONE

HORNING,

“The one thing,” says Jeau Paul,“which a
maiden most easily forgets is how she looks.
Hence mirrors were invented.”

tlie largest assortment or

or

FOR

Wanted.
By

Will be rented

lw*

BOARD.

jaSdly

Silver and Plated Ware.
ABNER UOWEUU, 155 Middle

NO. 119 COMMERCIAL STREET
MATHEWS.

WANTED

AGENTS

Sign and Awning Hanging.
S. VOUNC, No. 103 Fore Street.

State of Maine Roofing Slate,

B.

A
ture.

BROTHERS

IvCOlTID-A.'S',

House On State St. for Sale or Rent.
FURNISHED house, containing twelve rooms.

from

JOHN C. PROCTER, No. 93 Exchange

remov-

J.

guaranteed with satisfactory security for capital.
Address Box 1991, Portland, Me.
nol7»lw

LOST AND

Removal.

and dealer in

dlw

Stolen.

Brown streets with
ag6eod&wtf

Bookbinder,

non

THURSDAY

Gossip and Gle.inlngs.

WILL

a

JAMES Mir.UEK.No.91 Federal Street.

T. P. MCGOWAN,

Catholic Bookseller,

A

PARTNER.

A

Photographers.

MAINE.

Will practice in Andro?ccggi» and Oxford Countde9eod&wtf

For Rent.
Genteel Tenement of eight rooms and Gas and
Sebago Water at No. 23 Brown Street. Further particulars of F. G.
Patterson, 13 Fluent Block.

Two Thousand dollars to extend
well
WITH
established business in this City. 20 per cent

Plumbers.

House and Ship Painters and Grainers.
Office at 1J Dauforth St., Up Stairs.
Order Slate at WHIPPLE & CO.’s, 21 Market
Square.
Prompt attention paid to all orders. Special attention given to polishing hard wood. Contracts taken
iu

Wanted.

Carpet-Bags.

J. MORRELL & CO,,

E.

_4t

THE PEESS.

RTiiAri ?

RIMES

on

G. PATTERSON, Dealer In Real Estate, Gfflce 13
Fluent
oc4dtf
Block._

mar21tf

J. R. DURAN <V CO.. 1T1 Middle and
116 Federal Strecn.

MANUFACTURER OF

Fttrlor

18, 1874.

Wanted, Horses

Watches, Jewelry, and Silver Ware.

Me.

Irif__
/. H.

and Fine Watches.

Jewelry

STREET.

MAT

6

By S. Young A Co. Experienced Horse
Shoero, at ItgWI Fore *treot-oc!5

READ 2

to Loan.

or

$2000 to $3000. Direct P.O.Box 875.

No.

Horse Shoeing.

SO. 333 CONGRESS STREET,
RESIDENCE

Hair Goods and Toilet Articles.
A. F. SHERRY, No. 9 Clapp’* Block
Congress Street, opposite Old City Hall.

KELLER,

FRESCO FAINTER,

a

to order.

Furniture and Upholstering.
DAVID W. BEANE, No. 89 Federal St.
All kind* of Uphole'ertng and Repairing

Estate

first class Real Estate Secuiity, in Portland,
purchase small dwell ng house pleasantly sii- ON vicinity—Rents collected, taxes paid, &c.,
TO uated,
Commission. Houses bought and sold. Apply to F.
convenient, in the western part ot tbo
Price trom

SPECIAL

po»ite Park.

money

Wanted.

Carpenters

8nd Builders.
WHITNEY & MEANS, Pearl Street,

G. Patterson’s Real
BULLETIN,

immediately.

necessary.

Nov.

Tonfectionery.,

F.

nol83t»_M. SIMMONS, 6 Tremont St.

A. PERKINS manufacturer ofplain
and fancy Candle*, 387 Congrea* St,
_Portland Me.

I>.

established
Treasurer,

in an
to act as

city.

Fnrnitnre and House Furnishing Goods.

EDGAR S. BROWN,
Counsellor at Law.

wanted with $300
PARTNER
travelling Variety Troupe,
experience
Address

No

MISCELLANEOUS.

REAL ESTATE.

dtf

Cheapest Book Store in the World.
119 EXCHANGE STREET.
All who buy any book at the lowest
price on
est circular can have a tree ticket to

the lat-

“OLD HUN COLBI ’S” LECTURE
at

Ci»y Hall. November 28th, exposing the Delusions

Dangers ana Great Wickedness of “Modem Spiritualism.”

ALBERT COLBY dc SONS,
ag;tf

Pnbliabcr* and Rooh.rllrr..

gland that it is
the soil, as the

to apply nitrogen to
capable of absorbing all
of this necessary fertilizing ingredient from
the atmosphere that it needs.
But this
probably will only hold good in clayey soils.
It has been found that dry clay is a powerful
absorbent of ammonia, and it is extensively
used now as a deodorizer; and it is perhaps
in clayey soils that it has been noticed in this
way. It may be that the good effects of
mere earth as a top-dressing may have folno

use

soil is

lowed from the

same cause.
The earth conand tbe clay absorbed ammonia,
and becce the good results, especially on
grass-land, which always seems to lie so
much benefited by nitrogenous manures.
It may be worth many a one’s while, who
has various kinds of earth on his land, to try
experiments with some of them as fertilizers.

tained

clay,

We suspect that often it would be found that
many a dollar sent to a distance for some fer-

tilizer

might

be saved

by looking

at

home.—

Germantown Telegraph.

To Ascertain tbe Quality of Csw’allilli
Provide a number of half pint white vials,
corresponding with the number of cows in the
dairy. Label and number them consecutively
and the cows to correspond. Fill each vial
with the first milk of the cow bearing the same
nu nber.
Note down the quantity of milk
each cow gives. Alter the milk has stood in
the vials about twelve hours, examine them
aud mark down by sixteenths of inches the
ItlUVUUH

V1

VIVWUJ

vuwv

vuvu

piuuuvug>

the same plan at the next milking, about tne
middle ot‘ the time of milking, and again a
third time at the latter end of milking. After
this, compare notes, and the cream producing
qualities of the milk of each cow will be seen
at a glance.
Removing Cream; S|»ola.
In taking out grease from clothing with
benzole or turpentine, people generally make
the mistake of wettiug the cloth with the turpentine and then rubbing it with a sponge or
piece of cloth. In this way the fat is dissolved,
but is spread over a greater space and is not
removed. The benzole or turpentine evaporates and the fat covers a greater surface
than before. The only way to remove a grease
spot is to place soft blotting paper beneath on
top of the spot, which is to be drst thoroughly
saturated with the benzole and then well
pressed. The fat is then dissolved and absorbed by the payer and entirely removed
from the clothing.
_

To Render n Cesspool Inodorous.
The contents of a cesspool may be rendered
comparatively inodorous by frequent additions
of plaster, or ground, unburned gypsum or diluted oil ot vitrol, or solution of copperas.
Probably the easiest way of using the contents
for manure is to throw fine earth into the unsemi-liquid mass is formed, and to scoop
tilja
this out and cover it with a quantity of dry
soil gathered in readiness for it. The easiest
absorbs all the liquid and all the gaseous matter, and it kept covered from rain for a few
days, it will be in excellent condition to spread
over meadows or fallows to be prepared Fall
crops.
To

Baui»>h Kali.

A correspondent of the Ceu try Gentleman

says the way to banish rats is, plant asphodel
near the barn or stable where they are, or put
Eats have such an aversome in their holes.
sion lor this plan* that they will quit the premises where it is. If they are iu drains or in
cellars, scatter sulphate of iron (copperas) in
Iheir runs. The copperas should not be dissolved. It is our best and cheapest disenfectant. The sulphuric acid burns their leet, and
they leave in a short time, without d>lu».
This wl.l be appreciated by every housekeepe,
that has had to endure the stench of a dead

rat.

on

BOUNTY LAND WARRANTS

AND CLAIMS.

During

tbs year 234 cla ms for bounty land
warrants were allowed, the warrants
calling
for 35,640 acres of land. The number of
applications for bouuty land received during the
year was 529. There are uow upon the suspeode I files of the office
nearly 100.000 applications
for bounty lands. Of this number. 350 cases
were pros* cuted during the year.
Toe existence of suspended claims is a
temptatiou to
unscrupulous ageuts to fabricate testimony
with a view to obtaining ihe allowance of
claims not admissable upon existing known evidence. The last act of Coogress
granting
bounty lands has been in force for iwecty years
a sufficient time for all those who are
entitled
to its benefits to avail themsolves of its
provis*
ions. It would, therefore, in the opiniou of
the Commissioner be consistent with
justice,
and for the in crest of the government that a
limit should be put by Congress to the period
during wbichjtho various acts granting bounty
lands shall continue in force.
TENSION FRAUDS.

During the la9t fiscal year the Secret Service
Division has performed important service in
the detection and prevention of fraud in the
prosecution of claims for pensions.
Claims
were investigated by this division
numbering
1263, and during the year tbirteea persons were
convicted cf violation of the law relative to the
prosecution of claims, and live awaited trial at
the close of the year.

A young man of Spanish extraction has arrived in this city from Liverpool. His history,
as it is related to us, borders on the romantic.
He appears to have been with Dr.
Livingstone
in two of bis
campaigns, was smitten by tho
famed sirocco or desert wind and left for
dead;
recovered and came back to Ecgland. and set
out to try his fortune In the New World: ar*

aa

iwuuni

ui

nrrjimuK

(clothing included) except hi« letters and testimonials. Some of these letters are from Dr.
Liviogstoue himself. The young man, as we
are told, is a linguist, a first class
perman, a
rapid accountant, aod is apparently' highly

educated.

His testimonials are said to be
His errand to this city is
the purpose of fiuding a pos'tion where
as
others do, make his fortune.
may,
Any
sition will bo acceptable until his abilities
him oat of it.—Boston Advertiser

exceptionable.

un-

for
he
po-

lift

News and Other Items.
Montaua is short of women.
Richard H Dana of Boston atta:ne«i hi* eah
birthday on Sunday l««t.
The Indi*us have concluded to let Professor
Marsh’s party go to th« Black Hills for bones.
Governor elect Tildeu is unmarried, and the
New York Herald is anxiously looking aronnd
for a wife for him.
C. C. Bean is declared elected delegate to

Congress from Arizona territory instead of
Stevens. Great excelement reported.
The Eastern Railroad Company is now defending two snits for damages for injuries—one
in Boston where tho claimant wants 810,000.
and one in Salem where the injury is
thought
to be worth 825,000.
The Rev. Francisco Ignacia de Christo, director of colleges at Rio Janeiro, who is visiting the primary schools of this country to learu
tbeir

improvements, acknowledges their superiority to the old European system.
Fish commissioners of Massachusetts Vermont and Connecticut, visited Turners* Falls,
Mass, last Thursday, and approved plans for a

fishway 450 feet long, with a tall of thirty feet.
The work will cost 83000, and be ready for ambitious shad next spring.
The drought iu the middle states, is the
severest ever known. The Delaware has nnrer
been so low in November before. If the ground
freezes hard before rain comes, there is likely
to be much trouble by fires iu the cities during
the winter.
James l. fields has been lecturing to small
but appreciative audieuces in Philadelphia. The
Press of that city tabes upon itself to cry Peccari for the people, hut adds, “If Mr. Fields
thinks himself neglected by having only half a

house, let him remember Thackeray at the
reading desk in Philadelphia.”
The proceeds of iuterual revenue stamps for
notes, receipts, etc., are in Venezuela devoted
to the suppoit of common schools.
The ladies
of Caracas at the iccent celebraiiou ofBuhvar's
Day placed ou a Are balloon stamps to the
value j { 82000, which were bur ed in the air to
the great delight of the spectators and to the

great profit of the seboo's.
The University of California lias received a
munificent gift from James D Keene of Sun
Francisco, coosistiug of au extraordiu—rv collection of minerals, and forming one of the
most complete cabinets of the kied,
placiug the

University

museum in the front rank of the
of the country, and materially enhancing the value of the College of Miuiug.
Two parties of Dartmouth College Juu urs
will take a pedestrian tour through Euglaud
museums

aud Scotland next summer.

They will laud

Liverpool, journey through Loudon aud
the South of England, thence, goiug North,

at

pass Into Scotland, and, if time p-rmit, take
passage from Edinburgh to Havre, whence
they will sail home, after a flying trip Pi Paris.
They estimate their actual
at
expeuses
something less than 8100 pet head for the

trip.
Jay

Gould is reported to have declared that
a few woeks a colossal
combination of
certain railway interests will be revealed that
must take the public by
surprise. The comwithin

bination, which represents several hundred
million

dollars, will restore, it is supposed,
New York the full control of the railway
situation anil cut off other seaboard towns
that have boon
tryiug to get the trade of the
to

West.
Rev. Mrs. Olympic. Brown Willis is in a
quarrel with her charge, the Uuiversalist
church at Bridgeport. She seems to the offi-

of the church to be trying to have everyher own way, aud some of them have
withdrawn from the society, blie receutly accused James Staples, ous of the trustees aud a
prominent business man, of appropriating the
funds of the society to bis own use, but an investigation proves him innocent, and 'lie has

cers

thing

retracted and

apologized.

THE
THURSDAY

PRESS.

MORNING,

NOV. 19, ’7*

Evkby regular attache oftbel’BEsa is furnished
with a Card certificate countersigne<l by Stanley T.
Pullen, Editor. All railway, steamboat and hotel
manageis will cooler a favor upon us by demanding
srodeutlals ol every person claiming to represent our
lournal, as we have information that several “bummers” are seeking courtesies in the name of be
Press, and we have no disposition to be, even assively, a party to such frauds.
We do not read anonymous letters and communications. The name and address of the writer are in
all cases Indispensable, not necessarily for publication
bat as a guaranty ot good faith.
We cannot undertake to return or reserve communications that are not used.

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA.
BY THE PRESIDENT.
A

for a Day of Public
Thanksgiving and Praise.

Proclamation

We are reminded by the changing seasons that it
is time to pause iu our daily vocation aud otter
thanks to Almighty God for the mercies and abundance of the year which is drawing to a close. The
blessings ot a free go eminent have continued to be
vouchsafed to us; the earth has responded to the labor of the husbandman; the land has been tree from
pestilence; internal order is being maintained; and
peace with other powers has prevailed. It is fitting
that at stated periods we should cease front our accustomed pursuits, and from the turmoil ot our daily
lives, and unite in thankfulness for the blessings of
the past and the cultivation of kindly feelings towards each other.
Now, therefore, recognizing
these considerations, L Ulysses S. Grant. President
of the United States, do recommend to all citizens to
assemble in their respective places of worship on

Ttmrsd.y,

the 26th Day of Nov. Next,

ters, messages and words of congratulation,
sympathy and gratification which have
poured into the Press office since Monday
from all parts of fhe state and from Republicans of all shades of former opinion, it would
conclude that the Press but affords verbal
form to a prevailing sentiment and gives
voice to what many men are thinking. The
long time chiefs of the party are not always
the best judges of the magnitude of disconteut; the voices which reach their ears
are those of men content through place attained or submissive through place desired.
_

We have sincerely hoped the “Republican”
who addressed an open letter to the Press
through the Advertiser last evening, could
have resisted, bythe exercise of a martyr’s self
denial,the impulse to infuse his frivolous and
irrelevant tittle-tattle into the discussion of
the Senatorship. Suffice it for us to say that
any general rule respecting the limit of public service would have put an end to that
“Republican’s” office-holding day years since.
Because there is no such a rule and because
no common sense man desires one, he is yet

glad to add,
Ii may happen
a very excellent one at that.
that difference in the quality of public service
should have something to do with the length
of an individual’s official life,though from the
“open letter” we see that such a common

a

spared

monument

city

independence of the United States the ninety-

ninth.

U. S. GRANT.
President:
Hamilton Fish, Secretary of State.

Bv the

BY THE GOVERNOR,

A

idea .'never

In accordance with a revered custom ot our Fathwith the recommendaticn of
ers, aud in
the President of the United States, I do hereby, with
the advice and consent of the Executive Council, ap-

compliance

point
Thunday, the 30th of Nov., as a Day of
Pablic Thanksgiving and Praise;
aud I recommend that all the people of the state
unite in such an observance ot a day hallowed by so
tender memories, as will most appropriately render
grateful acknowledgement to Almighty God for the
blessings which He has vouchsafed us as a state and
a nation.
Given at the Council Chamber in Augusta, this
thirtieth day of October.in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and seventy-four, and of
the Independence of the United States of America
the ninety-ninth.
NELSON DINGLEY, JR.
Geobge G. Stacy, Secretary of State.

The Senatorship.
The position taken by the Pbess of Monday that the success of Mr. Hamlin in his
candidacy for the United States Senate will
seriously imperil the continued ascendancy of
the party in this state attracts very general
attention.
While many of Mr. Hamlin’s
friends and former supporters are compelled
to reluctantly admit its truth and to recognize the question, as distinctly defined between the party and Mr. Hamlin, the Bangor
Whig makes the effort to sink this, which is a
great public question in the mud-puddle of
personal controversy. The only essential point
of its defense is the denial that Mr. Hamlin
is a candidate in deference to the demands
of office-holders, and the assertion that he beeame a candidate from the strong urgency of
a “large number ot prominent Republicans of
the state,” including the “editor of the Pbess
himselt who eloquently pressed upon Mr.
Hamlin the imperative duty ot yielding his
preterence tor retirement, to the interests of
the party and the public.” We present this

point quite fully

as

it seems to be the

Whig's

chief reliance. The purpose is obvious. It
is an attempt to obscure an important public
question by raising a personal discussion and
to avoid an issue which cannot be successfully met. by the more congenial and familiar
tnrowing airt. But we uo not propose to be beguiled from the plain duty devolving upon the Pbess as a Republican
journal, by any such device. There was a
time when the editor of this paper preferred
Mr. Hamlin to the candidate who was then
prominent in the field and said so. But there
was never either “urgency” or “eloquence”
on the subject, aud Mr. Hamlin will not say
that it was in consequence of our advice that
he became a candidate for the Senator drip.
He well knows that his decision depended
upon the result of a perambulation of the
state, which was made by Mr. S. S. Marble,to
ascertain whether such candidacy could be
safely ventured or not. It is true that the
editor of this paper has always entertained,
and still has, a very strong feeling of friendship and admiration for the truthfulness,
sincerity, kiudness of heart and loyalty to
raevo -Khioh
distinguish Mr. Hamlin, and this
feeling makes the ncooeoitv of opposition to
him particularly painful. But the Republican party is of more consequence than
auy
We need not love Caesar less in order
man.
to love Rome more. When the conviction is
forced home that a journalist’s personal inclinations and duty are antagonistic there is
but one legitimate course to pursue,and duty
must be paramount. We do not question the
fact that many former supporters of Mr.
Hamlin can support him uo longer, aud we
freely concede to the 1 VhUj all the advantage
which arises from that state of facts.
But of what practical consequence is it
what any man thought on this subject mouths
or years ago? The question is—What shall
be done now? We have just received a solemu and earnest warning that the Republican party can no longer live on its past alone
—glorious as that is—and that, if it expects
to survive, it must bring forth new men and
new measures.
We must have for the high
position which is the subject of all this controversy, some active, vigilant man, whose
present deeds will help to give life to the organization. All that Mr. Hamlin’s age, experience and position could give, wo have had
for the last six years; and yet the last six
years are the years of the Credit Mobilier,
Salary Grab. Simmons. Sanborn and Javne.
and of all that vast accumulation of discontent which has caused our overthrow in other states and, unless we take good heed to
our steps, will produce like results here.
All
subterfuge, all attempts to disguise the plain
issue by the introduction of collateral matter
and personal controversy serve only to more
strongly emphasize the popular conviction
that Mr. Hamlin represents the obnoxious elements of politics which have met such stern
rebuke elsewhere. Granting every word Of
Mr. Blaine's eulogy to be true, the fact remains unchanged. Mr. Hamlin is much better than his surrounding?, and it is against
the system in this state to which he gives life
and power, that the people protest. The
warning is fresh upon us that, unless this unorganized protest he heeded by the men
whoso diligence and experience have given
them control of the party machinery, then
the machinery will be broken, and good and
bad will go down together. Revolution is
the last resort of outraged humanity, but it is
a sacred right and, in some cases, even a duty.
It is Ihe most commonplace wisdom in rulers
to stop short of the last and fatal aggravation.
So hot a partisan is the Whig that it cannot, or will not, see that there is a wide,
spread and Intense discontent in Maine; that
men are talking precisely as the
Republicans
of Massachusetts talked who
preferred to
give their state for once to the opposition
rathet than submit to the
leadership of men
whom they distrusted and
despised. Massachusetts will hereafter he a better
Republican sta'e than before;
camp followers will go
to the rear where they belong and the leadership Will fall into more suitable and reputable
liands. The Massachusetts method of reform is a hard one. We can accomplish the
same result here iu Maine by easier methods
if we be wise; and the first step is to relieve
the party from the intermeddling and control of the men whose power as a coherent
force depends upon Mr. Hamlin’s continued
occupancy of the Senitorship. The Whig
thinks—or rather says—that the Pkess represents the views only of a coterie of men in
Portland. Could the Whig hut see the let*
tasK oi

*

Current Notes.
The Democratic
ou

majority

in

Pennsylvania

Lieutenant Governor is 51, in

a

total vote

of 554,339.

Secretary Bristow says that Architect Muletl’s powers must be restricted. The press
generally remark that it is time.
The navy yard organ in the next state is
confident that Senator Hamlin is our last
hold

PROCLAMATION.

we are

dawned upon the brilliant
writer ofit.
Why, then, stir up a subject
which has a peisonal and very disagreeable
application ?
sense

and express their thanks for the mercy and favor of
the Almighty God, and laying aside iwl piratical con-

tention and all secular occupations, to observe suen
day as a day of praise.
In witness whereof I have herewith set my hand and
caused the seal of the United States to he affixed.
of Washington, this the 29th day
Done at the
of October, in the year of our Lord, 1874, and of the

and,

So do-but names

we

won’t

call,

Republicans don’t.
Houston, Texas, says the correspondent of
the New York Times, is not exactly a paraIt matters not how
dise for Republicans.
good a man a Republican there may be, he is
a “dirty Radical” all the same.
In reply to the remark of Mr. Talmage’s
paper that the “independent Christian men
of the country” produced thtf late political
changes in New York, the Commercial says
that Tilden and the principles of ’89, Tilden
and greenbacks, Tilden and bad whiskey
were the only observable agents.
The Charleston News says that in Fernando Wood as Sneaker of the next House, the
South will have the impartial, fearless and
liberal friend that she requires, and by voting
for him the Southern Congressmen will pay
a debt of gratitude which, until now, could
only be felt and acknowledged.
“W. D.”,which means the ex-Duke of Madawaska, is wasting the valuable columns of
the Presque Isle North Star to write down
The trouble is the
the Madawaska schools.
ex-Duke no longer expends the money. Let
us see; in the State Superintendent’s report
for 1868 or ’9, “W. D.” said that the Dickeyville High School was one of the best ia the
state! Oh! “W. D.” and ex-Duke!
Mr. George S. Houston, the newly elected
Democratic Governor of Alabama, is one of
the wealthiest men in the state, an able
lawyer and a Tennesseean by birth, having
removed to Alabama in 1821, when twelve
He was elected to Congress in
years old.
1841, and served altogether seven or eight
terms. During the war he remained at his
home. He was despoiled of his property;
but, although a lifelong Unionist, he refused
to take the oath of allegiance.
It is given out that no attempt has been
made to induce the Grand Trunk managers
to acceed to the Saratoga contract. Perhaps
it may be because those managers say that
their road is not willing to have its rates controlled and its business interfered with by a
Board of Commissioners. Be that as it may
the commercial interests of New York as,
affected by the railways, appear to be in a
critical position. When the Grand Trunk
road ventures to take the bit bet wen its teeth,
it is because it has counted the cost and
knows it can afford to do so. Its profits will
be made at onr expense.—N. Y. Commercial.
They greatly err who think that the Republican party is on its last legs. Those who
believe that the defections from the Republican ranks are great will do well to ask themselves, Where can Republican deserters go ?
To the Democratic party ? The element of
repulsion of that party for the Republicans is
too great to permit of an affirmative answer.
And if they do not go over to the Democrats
they will remain with the Republicau party,
only they will insist on being better served by
the men they elect to office than has been
The party
the case in the immediate past.
York county

self-correcting may reasonably hope
for a long lease of life and of usefulness.—
Chicago Tribune.

BY TELEGRAPH.
MATTERS IN MAINE,
Stonier Exhibition nt Cslby.
[Special to Press.]
Watkuville. Nov. 18.—The exhibition of
the Senior class of Colby University took place
this evening in the Baptist church,interspersed
with Junior parts. The exercises were of
The following
than average excellence.
is thj order of exercises:
Latin version from the Greek of Demosthenes.
tAlblon Woodbury Small, Portland.
The condition of Art In America.
Gustavus Isaac Peavey, Waterville.

more

Charles Francis Hall,* Oxford.
The Development Theory of Creation.
Edward Andrew Reed, Gardner, Mass.
Protection and Free Trade.
Henry Hudson, Jr., Guilford.
English version from the French of Abbe LamenB. Brown, Jr., E. Mathias.
nais.
Jesse
t
Culture.
George Bassett Howard, Winslow.
The Prejudice of Race.
CyruB Knapp Merriam, Houlton.
Samuel Austin Reed,* Gardner, Mass.
The

Philosophy ot Tennyson.

William Goldthwaite, Lawrence, Mass.
French version from the English of Cbauning.
IGeorge Franklin Youngman, Waterville.
Methods of Investigation.
George Washington Hall, Hermon.
Edward Hawes Smiley,* Fairfield.
Conservative Skepticism.
Leslie Colby Cornish, Winslow.
Herbert Tilden,* Lewiston.
Tlio Power ol Sentiment.
Edward John Colcord, Parsonsfield.
Greek version from the Latin of Tacitus.
tFred Virgil Chase, Fayette.
Science in its Relations to Culture.
Mary Caffrey Low, Waterville.
Josiah Oden Tilton,* Milford, N. H.

says that when Adeliua Patti commenced her
musical career she was unable to sing in opera.
She had a fine voice, but it was incapable of
enduring the tremendous strain which the
leading role of an opera would subject it to.
She sang in concert, bat even after that she
was sometimes hoarse; and her throat was
very much irritated. The docter examined
her throat and saw that the tonsils were very
large. The tonsils are of no use to the voice,

except

as

modifiers, dut they easily become

inflamed .and inflamation exrends to the vocal
organs, producing hoarseness and sore throat.
This was Patti’s difficulty.
The doctor proposed to remove her tonsils entirely. Maurice Strako3Ch and her uncle Scola, the tenor,
objected strongly, that it would destroy her
voice entirely.
“Very well” said tne doctor,
“I think differently. When you are ready
come to me and I will perform the operation.”
Patti’s voice continued to trouble her, aud at
last they did come. The doctor cut out the
tonsils and sent her into the country lor three
months, and at the end of which time she
appeared in Italian opera with immense success.
From that day her voice has been constantly improving. That success in treating
Patti gave the doctor much practice. Singers continually came to him wanting their
tonsils out.
sometimes he pertormed the
operation, butoftenerhe refused. The doctor says he never attended Parepa for throat
troubles. Nothing ever ailed her throat. It
was a beautiful, perfect organ.
She used to

be troubled with rheumatism, but never with
throat disease. Nilsson he has never attended.
She is a homeopathic, and so also is Hiss
Kellogg. Mai io -was before the doctor’s time,
that is, his former visits here were. Miss
Cary, like Parepa, is always well, and the
doctor has never known her to he troubled
with her throat. Capoul never consulted him
Nothing could ever all his throat, for bis voice
He couldn’t sing. He
was all in his bands.
only gesticulated, lime. Heilbron had a
sweet voice but the doctor says she must he
careful or she will ruin it entirely. On the
whole, the doctor inclines to the opinion that
our climate is bad for the voice. A prolonged
stay in New York he says, would be fatal to
most voices. Even Parepa, with her magnificent vocal organs, could not remain here.
So the artists vacillate between here and Europe. The geat trouble is catarrh, and it is

almost

impossible

ter a

singer

who remains

here long enough to escape its attacks. The
doctor complains, moreover, that the artists
in some cases do not take proper care of
themselves. For instance, the other evening
Del Puente was to sing in “II Trovatore”.
That morning the doctor was called to his
room and found him ill from the effects of an
attack of cholera morbus. The night before
he had simg in the Terrace Garden, afterwards eating heartily of oysters. The result
was the doctor told Mr. Strakosch that Del
Puente could not sing, so Tagliapietra was
obliged to fill the role, and make his debut
sooner than be intended.
As a rule, however, the artists are well aware that their
voices are their stock in trade; that ou them
depend their bread and butter,and so,as a rule,
are very carefui, refrain from all dissipation,
and lead quiet lives. Sometimes a siuger,
dissatisfied with the role assiged, feigns illness, but it is hard to deceive a physician,
and that artifice rarely succeeds. As a class,
the artists are honest, simple-hearted ptople,
devoted to their art, aud not caiing much for

auytliingelsc.___

been made with Austria.
The Comptroller of the

Currency

has de-

clared a final dividend of 20 per c.uf. to the
creditors of the Bank of Commonwealth, N. .T.,
and one of i per cent, to the creditors to
Farmers and Citizens* bank of Brooklyn.

the

late last

night

it

was

found in the woods

so tne

It is believed that
distance north of the city.
nearly if not quite all the money is recovered.
Col. Kiersted, with one of the Metropolitans,
and Mr. Fargo of the Express company to-day
visited the place where the tin bucket of money

found lost in a hollow stump, and searching deeper in the same stump they found
wrapped in a cloth and covered with leaves,
$10,090, making with that recovered last night
from the same place, $37,000, leaving $8,000 or
$9,000 to be accounted for, It is supposed that
$12,000 or $15,000 are divided among the
thieves and $15,000 to $20,000 burned yesterday
morning by Mrs. Hackney, wife of one of the
robbers. The three men charged with the robIn default of $2,000
bery implicate no others.
bail they were placed in the county jail towas

night.

Shot iu
Nov. 18

a

Quarrel.

Last Saturday, at BearMemphis,
field, Grant county, Ark., Tom Waguer and
another planter named Coblo had a difficulty
about some steel traps, and meeting again on
Sunday near Wagner’s house, the difficulty was
renewed. Coble was accomnauied by two boys.
The quarrel terminated iu Coble shooting Wag—

through the left breast.
After he fell one
of Coble’s sons attempted to shoot him, but the
ner

pistol snapped.

Wagner

bors and carried home.
tained of his recovery.
Bank

was

Ne

found by neigh-

hopes

are

enter-

Thief.

Philadelphia, Nov. 18.—Holman B. Kelley
real estate agent, had a hearing to-day on the
cqarge of conspiracy to rob the First National
Bank of Wellsboro, Pa., and receiving bonds
knowing them to be stolen state bonds to the
amount of $14,000 that had been stolen and
were negotiated with Towusend, Wheeler &
Co., who advauced $12,000. Tho defenda nt
was committed to answer the
charges of felo nious burglary and of falsely and maliciously
conspiring with one Cosgroove and one Cook
and J. K. Fleming to negotiate stolen bonds.
The prisoner asserts ha can prove his innocence.
a

John Hosrner Cox, Lewiston.
tJuniors.

‘Excused.

NEW HAMPSHIRE.
End of a Long Legal Content.
Concord. Nov. 18.—In 1861 the office of the
Democratic Standard in this citv. was destroyed by a mob, and five suits to recover damages
were brought against the city
by members of
the Palmer family, the proprietors of the paFour
of the suits have been settled at vaper.
rious times and the last was settled by Mayor
Kimball, who paid John B. Palmer $2000, for
which he agreed to withdraw all suits and
claims, all the necessary papers wero passed.
The suit was for between $7000 and $8000. In
a trial of the case last year the city recover ed a
verdict against Paimer for all the costs.
Mercantile Swindlers.
Nashua, Nov. 18.—Eaton & Harvey, a ue w
firm here, professing to be commission merchants, have absconded, leaving liabilities of

$1100.

THE SOUTH.
Another Appeal from Smith of Arknnsns.
Washington, Nov. 18.—The President received another lengthy telegram to-day from
Lt. Gov. Smith of Arkansas, reciting anew the
points contained in his recent proclamation,and
asking in addition for early action ou the part
of the general government in the pending contrnVPNV in Arlrnnonq

Thu

fulnorrum

nrnc

rn.

ferred to the Attorney General in accordance
with official usages.
The Vote Counting.
New Orleans, Nov 18.—Mr. Arroyo, who
was seated yesterday as a member of the returning board, now says that the responsibility
is too great for only one Conservative me mber,
and that if another is not appointed wi thin 21
hoars he will resign.

LOUISIANA.

_

Arrest for Fraud at Election.
New Orleans, Nov. 18.—J. Beau, Supervisor of
Begistration of Desoto parish, was
brought before U. S. Commissioner Craig to
on an affidavit charging him with having
Disaster to Freight Trains on the day,
on the 17th inst, at No. 11 Dryodes street,
concealed
and destroyed certain statements and
Eastern Railroad.
certificates of election, and substituting certain
false,forged and fraudulent statements and
certificates. The accused waived examination
I.urge Number of Curs Burnt.
and gave bail to appear before the Circuit court.
Sale of a Bnilroad.
The New Orleans, Mobile & Texas railroad
Newbubyport, Mass. Nov. 18 —The up
sections
of the Mississippi river were sold
west
freight train on the Eastern Bailroad, due here
at four o’clock this morning, broke apart about I to-day by the U. S. Marshal for 8150,000, to
Frank N. Ames, sou of the late Oakes Ames.
two miles east of this city.
Seven oi eight cars
A new company will probably be organized to
thus detached from the train ran back on the
track, and were met by another freight train complete the road to its Texas terminus.
following the first one. The cars and train
came together with great force, telescoping
Western Associated Press,
several of the cars and throwing the rest off
Detroit, Nov. 18.—The annual meeting of
the track. The cars were set on fire, and with
the Western Associated Press was held here
their contents were entirely consumed.
to-day, Hon. H. N. Walker in the chair. BeThe locomotive was one of the most costly
vised by-laws were adopted and new officers
and powerful owned by the road,and was burnt,
and
a board
elected as follows;—
nothing being left but the boiler and wheels. President, H.ofN.directors
Walker of the Detroit Free
Mr. Henry Hill, one of the oldest and most
M.
Hoi instead of CinPress; Vice-President,
faithful engineers of the road was severely incinnati Commercial; Directors, James Mcdill
jured, having had his arm broken and receiving of tire Chicago
Bichard
Smith of the
Tribune;
several bruises on his head and body. He was
Cincinnati Gazette; W. N. Holdman of the
taken to East Salisbury.
The burned cars
Louisville Courier-Journal; J. S. Siebeneck of
were mostly loaded with liav, cloth and other
the Pittsburg Chronicle; D. L. Phillips of the
merchandise, and with the locomotive the loss
Springfield Journal; Jno Knapp of the St.
will be large. Fortunately, no lives were lost.
Louis Bepublican;A. J. Kellarof the Memphis
The Pullman and Dover trains are at East
Avalanche; Henry W. Farrerof the Chicago
Salisbury,and their passengers and baggage are
Journal; Secretary, H. E. Baker of the Detroit
being brought to this city by teams. Manager Tribune.
Hatch was on the Pullman train, and has
charge of operations at the scene of the disasEnd of a Strike.
ter.
The road will probably be opened in a
few hours for travel. The light of the burning
St. Louis, Nov. 18.—The strike by the coal
cars was seen from this city distinctly.
miners of St. Clair county, 111., which has been
in progress for some days past, was virtually
Killed by a Fall.
ended
the adoption of a resolution at
Boston, Nov. 18.—Peter McCarthy, and old a massto-day by near
French Village, allowing
meeting
mao, fell from the building of the N. E. Life
all union men who can get four cents a bushel
Insurance Co., to day, a distance of sixty feet,
for
to
digging commence to-morrow. The obauu was auieu iiisiuuuy.
ject of the strike, which was to compel all coJudge Abbott to Contest.
operative men and blacklegs or non-union men
Notwithstanding the official count and de- to join the miners’ nnion and thereby establish
cision of the Board of Aldermen, it is now said
a uniform price tor digging, was not effected,
and matters stand about where they did when
Judge Abbott, through his attorney, is taking
depositions and following np all reports of al- tho strike began.
fraudulent
with
the
intention
of
voting
leged
contesting Frost’s seat in the llthCongress.
Kansas Election Return-.
Short of Water.
Atchison, Nov. 18.—The Champion has full
The water supply of this city has become so
returns of the vote of the state. The total vote
limited that the Board has requested cooperacast was 80,900, nearly 15,000 less than two
tion of all consumers to assist in suppressing
years ago. Osborne, Republican, for Governor
the waste and observing the strictest economy
has 13,447 majority. Tho average majority for
in the use of water, for it is evident that unle ss
the rest of the state ticket is about 19,000. Tbo
the daily consumption is largely reduced a
opposition vote is 1700 and the Republican vote
water famine will ensue before spring, in
14,000 less than two years ago. Tho Legislature
which case the supply for all consumers mnst
is two-thirds Republican.
be limited to certain hours of the day.

MASSACHUSETTS.

lUKTEOROliOGICAJL,

NEW YORK.
The Scuudal

New York, Nov. 18.—Tho

enOBABIl .TIES FOB THE NEXT TWENTY-FOUR
HOURS

Suit.

of Tilton vs.
Beecher came up this morning in the Brooklyn
city court, before Judge Beynolds. The counsel for the plaintiff stated that they were ready
to proceed.
The counsel for the defendant said
that they were waiting the disposition of the
bill of particulars, and added that if a decision
should accord them what was deemed the
rights of their client they would be ready to
proceed; but if it should be adverse some delay
might be asSed for. The case was finally set
down for December 8tb.
Good for “Varinonlh.5’
The affairs of tho defunct Cooimouwealth
Bank have been so well managed by Isaac H.
Hailey that the creditors have been paid in full.
This is said to be tte only instance of this nature that has occurred here during the last
fifteen years.
An Official Visit.
J’ostmaster-Geueral Jewell visited the New
York post office early this afternoon. After
holding a reception in the post master’s office
he was escorted by tho postmaster and staff
through the building on a tour of inspection.
On his arrival at the head of the stairs leading
to tho gallery he was introduced to the employes, all of whom had assembled on the main
floor and in the gallery to greet him. Mr.
Jewell made a short address, which was received with loud cheering. The tour of inspection was then continued through tho various
departments of the office. Mr. Jewell leaves
for Boston to-night.
Various diallers.
The longshoremen’s strike is still in operation, but large forces of new hands are at
work, and the stevedores express confidence
that none of the steamshipe will be forced to
sail without a full cargo. Police arrangements
around the piers are effective, and up to noon
no disturbance had occurred.
On the application of ex-Judge Waterbury,
who is joint defendant with Mayor Havcmeyer
in libei suits brought by John Kelly, Judge
Donohue to-day granted a further extension of
ten day's t > answer.
The Post says that about 8700,000 in gold
coin was put up for shipment to-day, hut all
except 5-ju,uw

vv

case

as wituurawu.

imi

tutai ex-

port to-day, including silver, was .$374,400.
Joseph Stuart, the eminent banker, is dying
from an apirpleptic fit, to-dayt
It has cost the

tax

payers of

Brooklyn just

thirty cents for every dollar spent by their
questionable board of charities.
At a wrestling match iii New Jersey, yesterday,

David Howard twisted his leg, dislocated
his knee, sprained his ankle and lost $500,
James Baitlcy, bis contestant, winning the
match.
Mr. Duncan informs thej Tribune that! tho
Erie railway has made a contract with President Jewett for a salary of $40,000 a year.
Most of the railway commissioners under the
Saratoga contract aro in town, but have held
no meeting yet.
Some of them do not believe
that any material advance in freights will be
made.
Tbe Secretary of the Chicago & Northwestern railroad has notified the stock exchange
that fifteen forged $1000 bonds of the issue of
1857 have been discovered. The company were
unable to stop the fraud as far as payment is
concerned, the bonds being well executed and
taken in the regular course of business.
The Atlas Steamship Co. is the first to surrender to the demands of tbe longshoremen,
and 80 of the old bands were set to work to-

day.

_

WASHINGTON.
Sal aula's

Case.

Washington, Nov. 18.—In regard to tho recent despa.ch sent by order of tho President to
the Governor of Texas, it is stated that without
forming or expressing any opiniou a3 to
whether or not Satanta had violated bis parolo
tbe President and Secretary Delano fearing he
might be executed before the evidence could bo
fully collected, considered it merely just to delay his execution. It is to-day ascertained that
duriug Gov. Davis’ incumbency the sentence
of Satauta was committed from death to imprisonment for life Under this commutation
lie has lately been placed in the Texas penitentiary.

Prince Gortschakolf has discussed with Emperor William and Prince Bismarck proposals
for a revision of the ltuseo-Gcrman customs
regulations for the benefit of commerce and International intercourse.
Prince Gortscbakoflf
explained a similar arrangement which had

The Express Robber)-,
Cincinnati. Nov. 18.—The robbers of (he
American Expeess office in this city have finally confessed where they secreted the safe,and

Materialism.

that is

Singers’ Throats.
A New York Sun reporter describes an interview held with an Italian physician ol that
city, whose skill in treating diseases of the
throat and lungs has brought him into more
Intimate connection with the operatic singers
who have appeared in that c!ty than perhaps
any other New York physician. The doctor

CRIMES.

Treasury Balances.

following are the Treasury balances for
to-dayCurrency, $1(5,121,758; special deposit
of legal tenders for redemption of certificates of
deposit, $55 020,000;eoin, $82,708,(540, including
coin certificates, $22,5572,700; outstanding legal
tenders, $382,000,000.
The

Various Haller-.
Tbe receipts from ensioms for tbe week ending Nov. 14, were, Boston, $215,510;New York,
81,64(5,503; Philadelphia, 8102,256 Baltimore.
$90,329; New Orleans, $60,131.

Bullard, tbe notorious bank robber, plead
guilty in Boston yesterday.

War Dep’t, Office Chief Signal i
Officer; Washington, D. C.,
>
Nov. 19, (1 A. SI.))
For Hew Euglnud,
and the Sliddie states and lower lake region,
generally clear and colder weather with north
or west winds and rising barometer.

FOREIGN.

er.

Paris, Nov. 18.—An article iu the journal
Des Bats, on Disraeli’s disclaimer, concludes

“It is apparent from this incident
as follows:
of Mr. Disraeli’s apology, that England iu her
time, has been invaded. Tho prime minister
can no longer speak without
submitting to a
censure from Berlin.
Tho Russian foreign office, which recently
invited a renewal of the Brussels conference,
early next year, has received replies from several powers who generally express their approval of the principle on which the proposal
is based, hut demand time for consideration.
Redaction in a Nteam-hip Line.
London, Nov. 18.—The decrease of emigraot me

neels ot

the German Transportation Steamship Go. unavoidable. The chairman of the North German Lloyds Co. is now in England seeking to
dispose of the superfluous vessels of that lino.
Hr. Emerson Rejected.
The students of St. Andrews’ University
have rejected the proposal made by some of
their number, recommending that Ralph
Waldo Emerson be elected Lord Rector.
The Catholics on Gladstone’s Pamphlet.
London, Nov. 18—A meeting of Roman
Catholics was held at Willis’ rooms this evening to consider the questions raised in the controversy between Gladstone and Archbishop
Manning. Speeches were made denouncing
the imputations and assumptions in the recent
pamphlet on the Vatican, and a resolution was
unanimously adopted declaring the civil loyalty of the Roman Catholics is in no way interfered with by the decree of papal infallibility.
The Syria Persecution.
Lord Derby to-day in replying to a deputation promised that the government would address a friendly remonstrance to the Porte in
favor of the persecuted Chnstiaus iu Syria.
Domiuion Cabioet Change.
Montreal, Nov. 18.—It is said that Hon:
Lesteller Saint Just will retire from the government and he replaced by the Hon, M. Cauchon.
The harbor is almost deserted.
Only two
ocean going vessels and a number of small

craft remain.

MINOR TELEGRAMS*.
Otis Jones’s taunery at Wilmot, N. H., was
burned at 3 o’clock yesterday morning.
Loss
about 38000; insurance not known.
The girls employed at Adam’s mosquito netting mill in Paterson, N. J., struck Tuesday
on account of a reduction of wages.
The mill
has stopped.
The Glendeuning case was closed Tuesday
afternoon so far as the testimony is concerned.
The Presbytery assembles again for final action on the 30th inst.
The receipts of internal revenue yesterday
were 8275,859. The amount of bank notes received in Washington yesterday for redemption
was

FINANCIAL AND COMMERCIAL
Review ot Porllaud Markets.
Week Ending Nov. 18, 1874.
The general market has been quiet the past week
We have no great advance or depression to notice
in any articles. The volume of the business will average that of any preceding week this season. The
money market is easy and gold has varied but little
from 110, closing Wednesday, Nov. 18, at 111*.
Apples are plenty and fUIr; cooking apples sell for
pi 75, good eating at $2 50 and the choice varieties at
S3 00. Beans show no change; the market is not
very well supplied, but pricos keep the same. There
is little doing at present in bex shooks, and they are
hardly worth quoting. Butter is a little firmer than
last week, hut there is no change to note in prices.
Good lots of Vermont butter find a ready market at
42c; State of Maine butter sells at 30@35c. Cheese
is steady and Vermont sells at 14@15c, factory 161@
17c,New York dairy 14@15o. Coal is in good demand,
and prices remain unchanged. Cooperage is dull.
market is very active
there is no change to
note in prices. Drugs and dyes are unchanged with
the exception of opium, which is quoted at $0 75,
showing a slight advance in price since our last report. Duck of Portland manufacture is in good demand ; sales during the past week have been unusually large to fit the vessels at this port alone; prices
remain the same. Dye woods show no change; the
market is a little depressed. Tho fish market is a
little quiet just now; tho houses are preparing to
close their business tor the winter season, and thero
is but little doing; in fact there will not be for several months; no change in prices. Flour shows no
change, the market is steady, but rather inactive.
Fruit is unchanged, and the supply is gcod. Grain
is rather firmer in the western markets this week,
and prices of corn have advanced several times, but
now remain the same as last week; the market here
has remained unchanged throughout the week. Hay
is steady with no movement; the supply is rather
large at present. Iron remains the same, with the
exception of Norway, which is a little lower and
is quoted at 7@7$c. Lard is higher; keg is quoted
at 15J@16c, tierce 15@i5Jc, pail 18c, caddies out
of the market. Leather is firm with hut little movement. Lumber is in good demand; spruce is higher
and the supply is hardly equal to the demand; the
large amount of building vhe present season has used
up a great quantity of our best lumber. Molasses
is active, hut shows no change in prices. Naval
stores are in good demand and prices are a little
firmer. Oils are higher, Portland kerosene is quoted
at 12£c, linseed at 78@70o, boiled linseed 83@86c.
Paints show no change. Plaster is in good demand,
and white is quoted at $3 00, and blue $2 75. Produce is active and prices a little higher than last
week. Pork is firmer and clear is quoted at $26 25@
26 50; the supply is limited. Salt is unchanged and
the market is dull. Spices are without change and
the market is fair. Sugars show no change; granulated is quoted at ll@ll*c, Coffee A Ilf, extra C 10J,
C 10; syrups 65,g)75c. Teas are in good demand but
show no change in prices. Tin is unchanged, with
the exception of zinc, which is quoted at 10|@llc.
Tobacco is unchanged. Varnish shows no change in
prices. Wool is the same as quoted last week.
the
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FREIGHTS.—Freights

are

unusually

dull

this

week. The rates are low and the vessels are many.
We have to note the charter of the brig Henry P.
Dewey for Matanzas with hhds for 11c.
Foreign Export*.
HAVANA. Scbr Lizzie Dewey—1685 shooks and
4053
box
shooks, 1297 bbls potatoes.
heads,
CARDENAS. Brig H E Wheeler—5570 box shooks,
21 empty casks, 938 shooks and heads, 62 pkgs head-

ings.

PORT ANTONIO, JA. Schr J G Craig—48 lbs
chocolate, 60 bbls Hour, 4000 lbs beef, 1000 da park, 00
bush potatoes, 14 do ouions, 155 lbs lard, 117 do butter, 41J do tobacco, 174 do bread, 240 do soap, 2180 do
mackerel, 1 doz pails, 89 gr.ls kerosene oil, 3 cases
condensed milk, l do brooms, 128 lbs cheese, 2 boxes

dry goods, 3000 tt lumber,
Jellies,
boots and shoes, 1 doz glass cutters.
390 pcs

pairs

200

Ila:Jy Domestic Receipt*.
Grand Trunk Railroad—King & Gilman 200 bbls

flour. D W Coolidgc500 do do, Norton & Chapman 99
do do, David Keazer 100 do do, W 1* Alden, W P
Hubbard 100 do do, J B Fisko 100 do do, Dominion
Bank 400 do do, Blake & Jonos 100 do no and 2 cars
corn, Waldron & True 1 do bian, Geo Thaxter 1 do
corn, Albert Dodge 1 do oats, S C Bartlett 1 do corn,
J W Jones 1 do do, Y I Libby 2 do potatoes, G F
Libby 1 do do, I S Crockett 150 bbls apples, M L Burr
17 do do.
By water conveyance—1000 bush commeal to G W
True & Co.
Boston Stock fjist*

iSaies at the Broker’s Board, Nov. 18.]
Boston & Maine Railroad.—
Eastern Railroad.

@111
@ 54J

—

Sales at Auction.
Franklin Company Lewiston.100
Mills.
125
Androscoggin

Railroad.53J @ 54
Bangor City 6s. 1894. 932
Bath City 6’s, 1891,.93

Vienna, Nov. 18 —The editors of the Vieuua
journals, including the Presse und Official Gazette, have been summoned before the district
tribunal upon a requisition from the court of
Wurzburg, for prematurely publishing a full
text of Kullman’s indictment. The editor of
the Presse refuses to indicate when and how he
obtained the document.
The German Parliament.
Berlin, Nov. 17. In tho Reichstag to-day
there was a two hours discussion on the standing orders, at the conclusion of which action
was taken contrary to the views of the
presiding officer, Herr Forkenbeck, autl the latter
immediately resigned the presidency, which
act
produced a decided sensation, A uew
president will be chosen to-moirow. Tho bank
bill was subsequently taken up and after a debate of six hours was referred to a committee,
by a vote of 158 to 127. Tke result is regarded
as a defeat of the government.
A French Journal on Disraeli’* Disclaim-

nas renaereu me reuucuon

Patrick Judge, aged 73 years, was instantly
killed by an engine on tho Norwich & Worces-.
ter railroad at Worcester, yesterday.
Jacob L. Michaels, Grand* Senior Warden of
the Grand Encampment of New York Odd
Fellows, died Tuesday night.
The Brussels and Ingrain carpet weavers at
Bobson’s mill, Philadelphia,have signified their
willingness to resume work, but the other operators refuse.
Elisha Creveling of the firm of Crevcling &
Conway, New York importers of crockery,
shot himself probably accidentally yesterday,
inflicting a fatal wound.

Eastern

Overhauling the Pec—.

non

Alexander H. Stevens has left for Washington. He is in better health than the past ten
years. He weighs 80 pounds.
Four Providence wholesale druggists have
beeu swindled within a few days by means of
forged orders purporting to come from country druggists. The fellow escaped detection.
The Central Club had their annual dinner at
the St. James Hotel, Boston, yesterday.
The Sultan of Turkey has promulgated a
decree forbidding the governor of Syria, carrying into exeentiau his threat to suppress all
Protestant schools in his province.
Brockhaus, the well known publisher of
Leipzig, is dead.
The body of Henry Junkins, one of the buried Wilkesbarre coal miners, lias been found.
The packets and provision dealers of Chicago
have formed an evening board.
Tho hoard
will hold a meeting each Monday
evening dusing the packing season.
New York Importers and Grocers Board will
send delegates to the cheap transportation convention.

8039,000.

The British polar expedition will consist of
two ships commanded by Capt. Markham.
It
will start in May.
A Vienna despatch says that 32 Turks have
been sentenced to 20 years’ imprisonment for
murders committed iu the province of Albania.
A Paris journal is very severe upon Mr. Disraeli for bis reference to Von Armm in bis recent speech. It says that the Britisl>| p cmicr
has apologized to Bismarck.

Bath City Sixes, 1887. 93*
Eastern Railroad 7’s. 1887.— @
Boston & Maine Railroad.:
@ 111

92j

—

Portland, Saco & Portsmouth Railroad.111 \
City Sixes, 1897. 95
City Sixes, 1887.— @ 92J
Eastern Railroad 7s. 1892.92
Portland
Portland

TIouct Tlnrkei.
New York. Nov. 18—Evenino.—.In Wall street the
New York .^tock aud

---J-

«1 ill market are ol a common grade. We quote Ex*55 @ 95; ordinary *25 @ *50; Store Cows *13 @
p head.
Sheep and Lambs—From the West the supply
was light, all owned by
batchers.
From Maine
there were 1600 head, costing landed at Brighton
5 @ 61c 19 ib. From the North there was a good supply ; prices about the same as last week.
Swiue—No Store Figs in market. Fat Hogs—16,400 in market; prices 71 @ 7Jc t> lb.

SPECIAL

Anticipating

CLOAKS!
CLOAKS!
CLOAKS

steady

leading

during^this

old.118$
...

4

DWIGHT C. GOLDEK, Agt.

75c @ 1 25 each.
The supply of Beef Cattle from the West was larger than that of one week ago; the
npon an
average was not much different. There were a few
very extra beeves among those from the West, which
sold as h ghas8cplb. Prices upon all grades remain unchangea. There were a few Beet Cattle in
among those from Maine, but the larger portion of
Eastern and Northern Cattle in market were Working Oxen and Stores.
Working Oxen—The supply for the week has l>eon
large, most of the Cattle from Maine being Working
We quote sales of 1 pair, girth 7 feet, live
Oxen.
weight 2900 lbs, for $180; 1 pair, girth 6 feet 8 iuehes,
28U0 lbs, for, $165; 1 pair, girth 6 feet 6 inches, 2400
lbs, for §142; 1 pair, girth 6 feet 10 inches, 2950 lbs.
for $170; 1 pair, girth 6 feet 8 inches. 2750 lbs, for
$160; 1 pair, girth 7 feet, 2850 lbs, for $145; 3 pairs,
girth 6 feet 4 inches, for $135 p pair.
Store Cattie—Yearlings $11 @$15; two year olds
§15 @ §27; three year olds §25 @ $50 p head. Prices
lor small Cattle depend much upon their value for
beef, many of them being bought up by butchers to

quality

slaughter.
Milch Cows—Good Cows most always command
fair prices and a ready sale. Most cf the Cows offer-

PRICES.

less tliau two-thirds the cost of importation.

at

,

OCR PRICES THIS WEEK,

1.05, 1.15, 1.22, 1.37, 1.50.

91.00,
One

Domestic Market*.
New Yottk, Nov. 18—Evening.—Flour—receipts of
8539 bb’s; exports 3:iC0bbls; sales 15,545 bbls. Rye
flour steady; superfine 5 25 @ 5 75; State 4 90 @ 5 10
for extra; 5 15 @ 5 65 for fancy. Buckwheat flour
at 3 00 @ 3 50 for State and 3 00 @ 3 50 for
Pennsylvania; there were a limited number of bujrers present who generally demanded concessions; medium
Winter Wheat flour slow; Minnesota steady and in
fair demand; Southern quiet; St Louis moderately
sought lor; No 2 and superfine in moderate demand.
Wheat—receipts 111,461 bush; exports28,008 hush;
sales 120,000 bush: market with firmer freights; No
2 Milwaukee
Spring 112 @ 114, including some to
arrive, and closed atl 12 @ 1 13 afloat; No 3 Spring
1 06 afloat; 118 @ 1 25 for Red Winter in store; Amber do 1 25 @ 1 28 in store; No 2 Minnesota Spring at
115 @ 116; No 2 Chicago Spring 1 09 @ 110 afloat;
do in store 108; White Winter 125 @140; market
closed about 2 @ 3c lower than vesterday’s prices for
Spring. Com—receipts 39,2u0 bush; exports 0000
bush; sales 160,000 bush; 84 @ 8flc for new Western

Tbibeto,

tbo.e Fine

raw more
or.,

b9c yard.

tor

nil col-

17 Piece. Brat Quality Lyon. Poplin, at
$1.97 yard.
41 Piece. Blarlt Brilliant!ae., worth tt'lr
lor 43c yd.
1 Ca.e more Ladie.’ Merino Paula and
Vest, at Ihe Low Price of Stic each,
old price $1.
Fine and Heavy Repellent, for 73c yd.

OUR ENTIRE STOCK MARKED DOWN,
—asD—
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EASTMAN BROTHERS,

Mixed; 92@92}c afloat for old; marker closed dull
and easier; old White 100 @ 1 03; new do 90c. Oats
—receipts 46,365 bush; exports none; sales 60,000
bush at 67 @67}c for No2 Chicago Mixed; 68c for
load called White afloat; 61c on track for inferior
State; 66} @ 67c for State; do in store 65c; market
closed quiet and firm buyers holding off.
Barley-

534 CONGRESS STREET.
se29

If

receipts 48,687 bush; sales 2,0,0 bush; 1 35 @ 1 40 for
2-rowed State; 6-rowed do held at 1 50; Canada 1 63.
Rye—receipts 85u5busb; exports 8240 bush; sales 8,-

000 bush on p t. Barley Malt—receipts 1500 bush; held
at prices above buyers views. Oatmeal steady at 7 75
for City and Western; 8 50 forOnt: sales 100 bbls.
sales 1200 do;
Seeds—receipts 545 bags; exports 5
Clover last evening at 9}c; to-day firm, auoted held
at9}c; Timothy nominal at 2 85 @ 2 90; Domestic
tiax seed, car lots at 2 05 @ 2 10. Cornmeal—receipts
0000 bbls; sales 550 bbls and 500 sacks at 5 10 @ 5 15
for brandywine; 4 15 @ 4 75 for Western Yellow;
city sacked, coarse 1 73; fine sifted 177; bolted Yellow 1 85; do White 210. Whiskey—receipts 336 bbls;
sales 350 bbls atrl 03 and 50 do at 92c per proof gal.
Pork quiet and firji and held at 21 00. Lard is quiet
and firm at 13 9-16c seller all the year; 13 7-16cfor
seller Jan.
Tallow steady at 8 15-16c. Linseed Oil
at 78c. Ptroleum quiet ; crude in bulk nominally at
5c; R S W at 10|e; cases at 16} @ 16|c. Naval Stores
—Rosin is more active at 2 20 @ 2 25 for strained. Tar
neglected; Wilmington is nominal. Spirit* Turpentine firmer at 36c. Coffee—sales 5518 bags per Drummond 18|c: ordinary lots 15} @ 17}c; fair 18 @ 18}c;
good 19 @ 19}c; prime 19} @ 20}c; choice to fancy 20}
@20}; ordinary cargoes 16} @16}; fair 18@18}c.
Raw Sugar—holders very firm ana offerings light;
buyers hold off hoping to obtain some concessions in
prices! fair to good refining 8 @ 8}c; refined Sugar
dull; extra C 9} @ 9}c; standard A 9}c.
Ocean Freghts—The engagements have been as follows, Liverpool by steam at 6} @ 7d bid and held

DRIVES.
ALL WOOL EMPRESS CLOTH,
all the new shades,
33 to 37 1-3 cents a yard.

do;

higher; parties ajart.
Cotton market is dull; Middling uplands 142c.
Gold closed at 111}.
Chicago, Nov. 18.—Flour steady and moderately
active; shipping extras nominally 4 25@ 4 65; Fami-

ly Brands at 4 37 (3) 4 87: Minnesota, annri tn fthnlm
5 00 @ 5 50. Wheat is easier and moderately active
at 88c cash; 88$ @ 88jc for seller Dec ; 89$ @ 89|c
seller Jan. Corn quiet and easier at 77$ @ 78c cash;
77$@77$c for seller Nov; 73$c seller all the year.
Oats steady with fair demand at 50 @ 50$ cash; 49$
@ 50c seller Nov; 49| @ 49$c for seller all the year.
Rye i§quiet and firm at 88c. Barley strong and higher at 1 31 cash or seller Dec; No 3 at 115 @ 1 19.—
Whiskey quiet; offerings light; sales at 99c. Provisions active. Pork irregular at 19 65 @ 19 70 for seller
Feb; 19 10 seller all the year; 19 90 @19 20 do Mar;
nominally at 19 10 cash. Lard is nrm at 13$ @ 131c
cash; 12 92$ @ 12 95for seller all the year; 13 10 do
February; 12 95 do Jan. Cut Meats strong with a
good demand; green hams saleable at 10$c lor 15-lb
averages; beef hams boxed 201c; shoulders 7$c; short
rib and long clear 10c.
On the will of the board in the afternoon—Wheat
unsettled at 87$c seller Dec; 88$ do Dec; 89$ @ 89gc
do Jan. Com quiet at 77$c seller Nov; 73$@73|c
do all the year; new No 2 offered at 68$ seller jear.
Oats quiet and easier at 49$ @ 49$c seller all the year;
nomnally 49$c seller Nov.
Receipts—8066 bbls flour, G1.310 bush wheat, 27,G2G
bush com, 12,120 bush oats, 2550 bush rye, 13,720 bush

of barley.
Shipments—4738 bbls flour, 118,237 bush wheat, 74,bush com, 9700 busu oats, 490 bush rye, 4915 Dust»
barley.
CINCINNATI, Nov. 18.—Provisions are firm. Pork
nominal. Bacon is quiet; shoulders at 9$c; clear rib
sides 13c; clear sides 1 c. Sugar cured hams at 12
Cut Meats quiet; shoulders at 7$c; clear rib
@ 13c.
sides at 10$c; clear sides at ll$c. Lard quiet at 13$c
for steam and 14c for
city kettle. Live Hogs active
and firm; common or mixed lots 7 00 @ 7 10; medium or fair packing 7 20 @7 30; good and butchers
7 35 @ 7 59; bulk of sales at 7 25 @ 7 40; receipts 12,798

923

head; shipments

none.

Whiskey

firm at 98c.

toledo, Nov. 18.—Wheat dull and declining; No 1
White Michigan held at 114$; No 1 Amber Michigan
held at 1 09. Corn a shade easier with fair demand;
high Mixed new 70$c cash; 69$c seller Nov; 68c do
Deo; low Mixed do 631c. Oats dull and a shade low-

Michigan at 53c. Clover Seeds 5 30.
Freights ftmi—5 Wheat to Buflalo; 8$ Wheat to
Oswego; 9c to Ogdensburg.
Receipts—26,300 bush Wheat, 46,300 bush Com, 2,er;

700

bush Oats.

Shipments—41,900 bush Wheat, 283,300

bush Corn,
Oats.
Milwaukee, Nov. 18.—Wheat weak; No 1 Milwaukee at 1 01; No 2 do at 92c for cash: 90$c seller for
Nov; 87$ do Dec. Cora dull; high Mixed 76c. Oats
firm; No 2 at 49£c. Rye is steady; No 1 at 91$c. Barley firm; No 2 Spring at 1 32.
Freights—Wheat to Buffalo 54c; Wheat to Oswego
2100 bush

bush corn, 3923 bush oats.
Shipments-1231 bbls flour, 3o,G19 bush wheat,' 1297
bush corn, 3398 bush oats.
Oswego, Nov. 18.—Flour firm and prices advanc
od; sales 2400 bbls; No 1 Spring 6 73; Amber Winter
7 00; White do 7 25; YY 7 75. Wheat is firm; No 1
Milwaukee at 1 20. Cora steady; new high Mixed 85
@86c. Barley is steady; sales last evening 10,000
bush Canada at 1 49.
Freights—Wheat 9c, Corn 8$e, Barley 8c.
Receipts—32,974 bush wheat, 00,000 bush corn, 71,140 bush barley, 3682 bush rye.
Shipments—8000 busu wheat, 00,000 bush corn, 22.840 bush barley, 0038 bush peas.
Buffalo, Nov. 18.—Wheat dull and nothing doing. Com dull; sales new high Mixed at 75c; old
do 85c. Oats—oflerings light at 58c.
Freights nominal; Wheat 9$, Corn 8$, Oats 53c.
Receipts—61,090 bush wheat, 52,000 bush com, 00,-

ALL WOOL DOUBLE WIDTH

..

oi nnn

00,000 bush oats.
charleston,

easy; Middling uplands I4gc.
Savannah, Nov. 18. Ourton quiet and Ann; Middling upauds at i«c; low Middlings 13gc.
Modile, Nov. 18.—Cotton is quiet; Mid lling uplauds at 145c.
New Orleans, Nov. 18.—Cotton quiet;
Middling

uplands 14|c.

CLOAKS J

European fflarkeu.

London, Nov. 18—12.30 P. M.—Consols at 93 @ 03*
@ 26J.

ple as the Americans, a meritless article, or have established by mere advet tising such a reputation as
the Bitters enjoy, it they did not possess a substantial title to public confidence. The truth of this statement is proved by the iact that bogus nostrums, no

extensively puffed, usually enjoy

but

a

transient existence, are then discovered to be worthless, and discarded. Hostetter’s bitters, on the contrary, after a career of twenty years, were never so
popular as they are to-day. Soon alter their appearance it became manifest that they possessed in a remarkable degree the power of toning and regulating
the human system, aud to-day they rank as the
standard restorative of the age.

August Flower.
The most miserable beings in the world arc those
from
sufiering
Dyspepsia and Liver Complaint.
More than seventy-live per cent, of the i>cople in
the United States aro afflicted with these two diseases aud their effects, such as sour stomach, sick
head ache, habitual costiveness, impure blood, heartburn, water-brasli, gnawing aud burning pains at
the pit ol the stomach, yellow skin, coated tongue
aud disagreeable taste iu the mouth, coming up ot
the lood after eating, low spirits, &c. Go to your
Drug Store and inquire about it or get a sample bottle for 10 cts. W. F. Phillips & Co., wholesale agents
se25
TS&T&weow3m

SPECIAL

NOTICES.

Members of Maine Lodge, No. 1, are requested to
meet at O. F Hail, THIS (Thursday) AFTERNOON
at ONE o’clock for the purpose of attending ihe iunMembers of
eral of our late Bro. Simeon Higgins.
other Lodges are invited to attend.
S.
ALBERT
PorOrder.
WAY, Sec’y.
suit
✓
n&19

LIANTINES,
33 reals lo 81.33

CLOAKS,

COLORED

Far 816.00. Worth 808.00,
—
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new
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shades,
yard.

a

DIAGONALS,

STREET.

FREE

(2nd

ali the

34

all the new and beautiful shade*
33 real* a yard at
COGIA nASSAS’S,
139 Middle and 6

FJjpr,)

D. C. GOLDEK, Agent.
sneodfm

ocl

yard.

a

ALPACAS,

—

Temple

no7

SL

sulni

“EL SOL DE CUBA”

WEST

KEY

CIGARS,

For sale in Portland only by

W. W. WHIPPLE &
SOLE

CO.,

AGENTS.

not

Mill HI

C
Wc De
liver small lots ol Coal anywhere about Town for $8.50 PER
TON THOROUGHLY SCREENED
AND CLEANSED. A fact ol little
consequence—only so lar as it relates TO THOUSANDS who very
much dislike PATINO HIGHER
PRICES for the same kind of

goods.

anti

Hiss Clara E. Hunger,

SAMUEL

36

Consumption Can

Be

consumption. Many

complain

in the side, constipation,coated tongue,
painshoulder-blade,
feelings of drowsiness
and restlessness, the food lying heavily on tho stem
with acidity and
of

belching

acb, accompanied

FIRST
ust

H. SCHEXCK & SOX.
Sixth and Arch streets, Phila.
And are for sale by all druggists and dealers.
Dr. Scuenck will be at the Quincy House, Boston, on the following Wednesdays: October 7th
and 21st, November 4th and 18th, and December 2d,
10th and 3otb.
mel2
eod&wlysnll
X. E.

TO

J.

corner

BY

BOSTON

RAIL.

Ticket. lo or from Ronton via Ronton <V
Maine or Eastern Railroad,

QUALITTES

SUCAR LOAF,
IfPKINU MOUNTAIN,

BROOK,
JOHNS,
HICKERY,

LORBEKY nod
FRANKLIN

PRINTING

Steam, Furnaces, Parlcr and Cook Stores,
Wo warraut

our

HOUSE.

Book, Card and Job Printing Basinets of the
late David Tucker, will be continued, rs heretofore,
at the Staud,

personal

or

by mail, will receive
jyiMdtlsu

ROBERT
THAYER
WILDE,
The Natural Magnetic Physician,
Rooms 11 aud 12 Fluent Block.
8iilw*ttf

anil

~DR.

MORSE.

Who has for the last twenty five years, given special
of

attention to the treatment

Diseases ot the lungs, Throat, Catarrh
and Bronchitis,
can be found at his office aud residence, daily.
Persons can be treated by letter.
73 FREE STREET,
PORTLAND, NIK.

no*_snd&wtim
Bit. SABAH W. BEVOLL,
A Hegulnr Practitioner ot Itlrdiciue,
formerly of Newton, Mass., odors her services to

Women aud Children.

Residence, 32 1-2 High Street.
OFFICE IIOlRS.SioOA.il. I to 1P.~H,

cc21_sntf

removalT
on. SI1AW, has removed his otBeo from Fluent
Bloek, to his residenco No 32 HIGH ST.
ocl6sntf

WHITE’S
SPECIALTY FOR DYSPEPSIA.
Thin Is the only prompt, efficient and safe master
of such symotoms as loss of appetite, heartburn, palpitation ot the heart, dizziness,
melancholy, costiveness, wied, mental and physical debility, as well as many others, which, it neglected, will
soon place “the house v/e livo In*' beyond the reach
of any remedy.
I had “Dyspepsia” twent v years, sometimes able
to eat only the plainest food, ami very little ot that.
I tried physicians and remedies without relief until l
learned ot “White’s Specialty for Dyspepsia,” which

sleeplessness,

has entirely cured

Coal to give perfect satisfaction in

QUALITY

AND

QUANTITY.

A liberal diseanut to purchasers of large

quantities.

t^“Pleaso call and get
elsewhere,

oar

prices before

pn rc-lia-

ng

S. ROUNDS &
SO.

3G

SON,

COMMERCIAL

HEAD

STREET,

FRANKLIN WHARF.

jy2H__snt/
THE

PATRONS OF THE

ATLAS INSURANCE CO.
—

OF

—

HARTFORD, CONN.,
are hereby advised that the Agency, heretofore iu the
hands of Messrs. Barucs Bros., has been trmi-'erred
to

Messrs.

ROLLINS,
LOPING
& ADAMS.

who will hereafter conduct tlio business ot the Company for Portland and vicinity at their office.

No. 23 Exchange Street,
Portland, Me.. Oct. 27th, 1HU.

J. H. SPRAGUE. Prcs t,
r.. o. 'H .MI .Ml I V, >. see:

y,

by E. !>. Lacy, Sp’l Ag’t.oi-.’Ssn.iliu

COUNSELORS-AT- LAW,
have removed to

MERCHANTS’

The

All orders, eithe
prompt attention

COAL'

The abovo Coals are every way suitable for

J. & E. HI. BAND,

11 EXCnANUE ITKEEI.

TUCKER’S

COAL

OF

city of Portthousand, viz.,

$2.95.
WOT. ALLEN, JR.,
a-2»sutl

STREET,

cheap as any other dealer in the
land from one ton to ten

as

up

wind. These symptims usually originate from a disordered condition of the stomach or a torpid liver.
Persons so attected, it they take one or two heavy
colds, and if the cough in these cases be suddenly
checked, will find the stomach and liver clogged, re
maining torpid aud inactive, and almost before they
are aware the lungs are a mass of sores, and ulcerated, tho result of which is death. Schenck’s Pulmonic Syrup is an expectorant which does not contain opium or anything calculated to check a cough
suddenly. Schenck’s Seaweed Tonic dissolves tne
food, mixes with the gastric juices of the stomach,
aids digestion and creates a ravenous appetite.
When the bowels aro costive, skiu sallow, or tho
symptoms otherwise of a billions tendency, Schenk’s
Mandrake Pills are required. These medicines are

prepared only by

SON

and sell all the

Cured.

persons

A

at

HONEY

Scuenck’s Pulmonic Syrup,
Scuenck’s Seaweed Tonic,
Schenck’s Mandrake Pills,
Are tho only medicines that will cure Pulmonary
Consumption. Frequently medicines that stop a
cough will occasion the death of tho patient; they
lock up tho liver, stop the circulation of the blood,
hemorrhage follows, and in fact, they clog tho action
of tho very organs that caused the cough. Liver complaint and Dyspepsia are the causes of two-thirds of
the cases of
of a dull
pain in the

keep

COMMERCIAL
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209 State St.* Portland.

ROUNDS
still

Music.

Teacher of Vocal
oc7

L~i

O A

Tlio old firm of

JOS. H. POOR & BRO.

nolS

(Signed)
WEST, Vineyard llaven, Mass.
Oct.
18.—Mr. White, Dear Sir:—
Springfield, Ms.,
The “Specialty” is liked very much by
every one who

3 4

BANK

Eschange

Portland, Nov. 12th,

1874,

BUILDING.
Street,
not3d*nlw

Elocution and Voice Culture.
MRS. ROBERTS will receive Pupils in Practice
Elocution, including Gesture, and a Systematic

training of tho voice. Apply at No. 13 Casco Street.
Mrs. H. Is also prepared to give Public Headings.
Lecturo Committees and Library Societies will pleas o
address GEO. E. BKOWN, Lecturo and Concert
Agency. Portland.
References—T. F. Leonard, Proi.ot Elocution, Boston; Hon. B. Kingsbury, Jr., Rev.Cbas. Pltblado,
Portland.
ocLDentf
NOTICE.-All officers, sailors
PBBMOXAI,
and soldiers, wounded, ruptured
injured in
the
or

lato Rebellion, however slightly, can ubtaiu a
Pension by addressing Dr. E. B. JACKSON. Late
Surgeon in United Slates Navy, No. 1 New Chambers St.. New York City. Communications promptly answered.
nc2!»snly

WINTER

RESORT!

KOVAL VICTORIA HOTEL.
NASSAU, N. P„ Bahamas. T. J. Portkr, Proprietor. I
?.r fnl! '"formation address J. lJdgtrwood A
Co., 738 Broadway, N. Y. Steamers sail every two

__nol3!m
Why Will Vow Lough?
No one who has used Dr. Morris’
Syrup of Tar
Wild Cherry and Horebouud, will be without it. As
a remedy for all throat aud
luug diseases, cure for
croup, aud preventive of consumption it baa no count
In whooping cough It acts like a charm. Conlaiua no
opium and is pleasant to take. Trial bottles 10 cents.
For sale by A. S. Hinds, PTeble House: T. G. Lorina.
Exchange and Federal St; C. L. Holt, B53 Congress
St.; C. B..Woodman, Saccarappa; A. T. Keen, Gorharn

t. P.

Weston, Fryeburg; W. F. Phillips & Co.,
Morris & Heritage, Phlladelp Ida

j
" holesale ageuts.
proprietors.

ocltoorKf

c. k. GKJtirr
Will receive a limited number of pupils iu Oil Paiutug. Charcoal Drawing, Ac., from life aud objects.
Apply at Studio, room S, Casco Bank Building. 1>1
Middle Street.

.vifoneodtl'

Awnings, Tents, Flags Boat Sails,
Covers, Canvass Letterings,
Decorations, Ac.
49 1-2

EXCHANGE

STREET..

me.

Mrs. B. L.

MAINE LODGE NO. 1, I. O. O. F

ICO PIECES BLACK ALPACAS.
JIOHAIBS AND BRIL-

Elegant Beaver Cloth, Jet Embroidered

115 EXCHANGE STREET.

for money and account.
American securities—Eric 264

matter how

all the new shades,
BO reals lo 81.00 a yard.

CLOAKSt

nn aaa

Nov. 18.-*Cotton quiet and slightly

CASHMERE,

CLOAKS!

0C0 bush oats.

A Triumph of Chemistry.
Among the nnmerous health-giving discoveries of
pharmaceutical chemistry, none has achieved a more
transcendent aud lasting success than IIostetter’s
Stomach Bitters. 01 course there is a reason for
this. It would have been impossible to palm otf for
nearly a quarter of a century, upon so shrewd a peo-

llrighfou Hides 8 @ S$ cents p lb. Brighton Tallow 6 (a 6Jc P lb.
Country Hides 7$ @ 8c p lb. Country Tallow 5$ @
6cPlb.
Calf Skins 14 @ 15c p lb. Sheep and Lamb Skins

OfTeriug.

27 pieces Gros Grain Black Silks

Erie preferred... .45

175.

manv

we are now

LOW

active in this

department.

of the

All of our housekeeping goods at equally

Union Pacific stock..
Michigan Central.7G
Lake Shore. 80$
Illinois Central. 97
Chicago & Northwestern. 413
Chicago & Northwestern preferred.59?
Chicago & Rock Island. 100$
The following were the quotations for Pacific Railroad securities:
Central Pacific bonds..
Union Pacific.90$
Union Pacific land grants.88$
Union Pacific incomes....90

At market for the current week: Cattle. 3771;
Sheep and Lambs, 10,346; Swine, 16,400; number of
Western Cattle, 2790; Eastern Cattle 331; Northern
Cattle and Milch Cows 650. Cattle left over from last
week —.
Prices of Beef Cattle, p cwt, live weight;—Extra
quality §7 25 @ 7 75; first quality $6 50 @ 7 00; second {quality $6 00 @ 6 37J: third quality $5 25 @ 5 75;
poorest grades of coarse oxen, bulls, &c., at §3 50 @

STREET

FREE

5

!*d FI.OOK,

Liverpool, Nov. 18—12.30 P. M.-Cotton market
is firm; Middling uplands 7^d; do Orleans at 8kl;
sales 18,000 bales, including 30*0 bales ior speculation
and export.

Brighton Cattle Market.
weekending Wednesday, Nov*. 18.

&

tow

a

■ OO Piece, llill. 4-1 Blearls Cotton. Hr
yard.
“
73 Piece. Boot 1-4,
9e.
Pine Brown 4-1, Sheeting, Sc.
■ 40 “
1 Case Washington Cambric, tt 1 -4c yd.
4 Bale. Fine Ru.aia Cra.be. 10c yd.
1 Case Bate. Quilt, only S3c each.

$10.00,815.00 and 818.00.

Western Union Telegraph Co.804
Pacific Mail.45
N Y Central and Hudson River consolidated.101$
Erie. 23|

For the

Bargains

..

5’s.112$

Stocks:

We mention

'•

37.50, $8.00 and810.00, worth,

day closed with a weak feeling in Stocks and Exchange and a rally iu Gold. Money at 3J @ 4 per at 9c.
cent, on call. Sterling Exchange dull closing lower I
Receipts—4,000 bbls flour, 8f,000 bush wheat.
at4.85@4 85J for bankers 60 days, and4 89@4.89£
Shipments—11,700 bbls flour, ,0400 bush wheat.
for demand. The Custom receipts to-day were $267,Detroit, Nov. 18.—Flour is quiet and steady at
000. Gold opened and closed atlllg, with sales iu
5 50 @ 5 90 for choice White Winter; 5 40 @ 5 50 for
the interim atlllj@ll0|; rates paid for carrying
Amber. Wheat is quiet; extra White Michigan nomwore 1, 2, £, 4 @ 1£ per cent.; loans also made at 10
inally at l 19; No 1 White Michigan at 115; No 1
per cent, to flat for berrowing. The Assistant TreasAmber Michigan at 1 C9$. Com nominal; No 1 new
urer paid out $156,000 in interest aud $121,000 in reMixed at 70c. Oats strong; No 1 Mixed at 53$c.
demption ot bonds. The final rally in Gold was causReceipts—4036 bbls flour, 24,760 bush wheat, 32

ed by the announcement that engagements had been
made for $400,000 gold coin by to morrow’s steamer;
shipments to Europe to-day w< re $374,40o, oi which
$250,009 was in gold coin and the remainder in silver
bars. Governments steady. State bonds are dull.
Railroad mortgages firm.
The Stock market was
at the commencement of business, but
barely
as the morning wore on the
speculative shares
became active and strong and prices advanced J @ g
Later
on
there
was
cent.
a
movement
all along
per
the line by the hears, and a decline of J @ 1J per
The features
cent, took place.
tilt between tlie bulls and bears were Noith Western, Lake
Western
Union
Pacific,
Shore,
Union, Wabash, Pacific Mail, and Rock Island. During the afternoon
there was a recovery, but at the close the bears bad
the best of tho fight, and prices were oft \ to J per
cent, from the best prices of the day. The transactions at the Stock Exchange aggregated 260,000 shares,
inf».lnrliri«T Np.ot York (kmr.rnY 64(10 sharps*. V.rin *4Riiii
shares, Lake Shore 91,100, North Western 37,400, do
preferred 20 0 ltock Island 4100, Pacific Mail 10,800. St
Paul 13,400, Union Pacific 28,500, Indiana Central 300.
The following were the closing quotations of Government securities;
United States coupon 6’s, 1881.1191
United States 5-20’e, 16G9.112?
United States 5-20*s 1864. .114
United States 5-20’s, 1865,
United States 5-20*s, 1865, new..118
United States 5 20’s, 1867...
.118|
United States 5-20’s, 1868.
118$
United States new
United States 10-40 coupon.1131
Currency 6’s .1181
The iollowing were the closing quotations of

New York and Boston Wholesale Prices.

Elegant Beaver Cloth Cloaks

Boston Boot and Shoe Market.
Boston, Tuesday, Nov. 17.
The shipments oi boots and shoes from this market
to places outside of New Eugland for the past week
have been 16,497 cases, and 1085 cases rubbers,against
12,608 cases ior the same week last year.
Total shipments since January 1,1,131,638 cases,
against 1.143,787 cases for the same period last year.
The market presents the usual features of the closing season, and business is confined to the filling of
small orders. There is a fair demand for fancy slippers, and the demand is quite as good as it was last
year. There has been a fair trade m goods adapted to
the New Ormans and San Francisco markets, but for*
New York and Baltimore the demand has fallen off.
Many of the factories are nearly idle, and none of
them are on full time. Hand-made goods are being
produced to a moderate extent, but there is less than
usual doing, as the New England trade has ruled
quiet. With the advent of wot -troather the demand
will increase, and there is no reason to doubt but tbe
more

In their stock otter their entire assortment of

change

a

at less than

ing and delaine selections. Fine fleeces are more inquired for, and we look for a more active demand.
Leading holders are confident about prices, are not
disposed to press sales, as the demand for fine fleeces
is believed to be only a question of time. Before the
end of the season fine fleeces are lively to be as short
as any other kind of Wool.
The production of goods
is being reduced by manufacturers, and this must in
the end bring about a healthier state of trade.
In New York the medium grades continue to meet
with fair domand, but the fine: descriptions are to a
great extent neglected. There has been no real settled
improvement as yet, for the goods market continues dull and the prospects for an early revival in
that branch of trade are very vague.
In Philadelphia the ouiot aspect of the trade noted
at the close of last week still continues, anti the manufacturers manifest no disposition to purchase beyond present exigeucies. The stock oi the medium
grades is reduced to a low figure, and full figures arc
obtained, but line Wools are neglected and cau only
be put off at some further concession in prices.

will be

•

Klfll AND I.OW PRICED UOODn

steady demand from manufacturers, and full prices
are readily obtained for all medium fleeces and comb-

season

NOTICE.

E, T. ELDER A CO.,

The Wool Itarket:
Press.]—The
Boston,is Nov. 13 —[iteported 'or theafternoou:
following a list of prices quoted this
Domestic—Ohio and Pennsylvania pick-lock 57 @
GOe; do choice XX 53 @ 55c; do tine X 62 @ 53c; medium 52 @ 5lc: coarse 48 @ 50c; Michigan extra and
XX 50 @ 52c; Cue 49 @ 5lc; medium 48 @ 50c; common 4547c; other Western fine and X 49 @ 52c;
medium 46 @ 50c, common 45 @ 47c; pulled extra
40 @ 56c; Buperfiiie 40 @56; No 1, 25 @ 35c; combing fleece 55 @G2c; California 20 @ 43c; Texas 25
@ 42c; Canada 40 @ 55c; do combing GO @ 62; Smyrna washed 17 @ 33c; do unwashed, 14 S) 23c; Buenos
Ayres 18 % 38c; Cape Good Hope 34 @ 39c; Australian 45 @ 58c; Donskol 20 @ 36c; Mestizo pulled 60
@ 82}C.
The market for domestic Wool is quite firm with a

remainder of tthe

SPECIAL NOTICES.

SPECIAJL NOTICES.

tra
815

We have Bold it for two years, ana aro not
uses it.
selling anything but the “Specialty” now for ••Dyspepsia.” Yours truly,
C. P. ALDEN.
Price $1 per Bottle. For sale by ail druggists.
Send for Descriptive Circular to the proprietor, H.
G. WHITE, Cambridgeport, Mass.
nelO
d*wCmos

F.

A

L E A V IT T

_

MIM ANNIE LATHAM
Iia» her SukUo in Room 3, No* S Clapp »
Block,
and will receive pupils In Drawing and raimlog on
Tuetiday, HVduFMilay. C'rid ay and ttatur»ol3
*ntt
dny Afiurnoon*.

—

Thursday mormag, moy. 19,

THE PllFBB
May be obtained at the Periodical Depots of FesBros., Marquis, Brunch & Co., Andrews,
Wentworth, Moses, N. B. Kendrick, aixl Chisholm
Bros., on all trains that run out of tl»e city.
W At Biddeford, of Pilisbury.
B'JAt Saco of L, Hodgdon,
C?At Waterville, of J. S. Carter.
senden

Bath, of J. O. Shaw.

SAt Lewiston,
At

of French Bros,

and Stevens & Co.

CITY AND VICINITY.
Advertisement. To-Day.

IVew

MISCELLANEOUS NOTICES.
E. T.Elden-3
NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
Notice—Hiram Hamilton.
■ I. O. O. F.—Maine
Lodge.
To Let—Three Floors.
Wanted Situation.
Trailing Ferns.
Do You Know—W. C. Cobb.
Wanted—Situation.
Board.
A

Challenge—Blanchard

story

more
us.

interesting than that which
Fifty years ago but little was

He described a
speak of the rock builders.
little organism found attached to seaweeds.
These conisted of little cubes of crystal joined
like necklaces. These cubes enclosed a little

spherical dot or cell,

which was a living organism, and which had the power of attracting to

itself the silica or flint from the water around
a hard covering which would
This was one of
melt no sooner than glass.
the simplest of plantlife known—only a single
cell enclosed in a crystal cube. Thcso diatoms,
as they were called, though almost invisible’
were shown by the microscope to be covered
with beautiful sculpture, in regular and symmetrical forms. The city of Berlin was built

it, and forming

CITY GOVERNMENT.
The regular meetings of the City Council take place
he first Monday evening of each month.
/The School Comm ittee meet the fourth Monday evening of each month.
MASONIC
At Jlatonic Hall, No. 95 Exchange Street.
Blue Lodges—Ancient Land-Mark, first WednesPortland, second Wednesday; Atlantic, third

dayj

Chapters—GreenleafR. A. C., first Monday; Mt.
\ ernon, R. A. C., third Monday.
Council—Portland C. R. & S. Masters, second

Monday.

Commanderies of K. T.—Portland, fourth Monday: St. Albans, second Thursday.
Grand Bodies—Grand Lodge, first Tuesday in
May; Grand Chapter, first Tuesday evening in May;
Grand Council, Wednesday 3 p. m.; Grand Commandery, Wednesday evening.
Ma8onic Relief Association—Fourth Wednesday in every month.
ACCEPTED SCOTTISH RITES.

ANCIENT

Lodge—Yates Grand Lodge of Perfection, first

Friday.

Council—Portland Oouncil P. of J., second Friday.
Chapter—Duulap Chapter Rose Croix de fc., third
Friday.
Consistory—Maine Consistory, S. P. R. S., fourth
Friday in March, June, September and December.
I. O. O. F.
A t Odd Fellows* Hall, No. 88 Exchange Street.
Lodges—Maine, on Monday evenings; Ancient

Brotheis, ou Thursday evenings; Ligonia, on Friday
evenings; Beacon, on Tuesday evenings; Ivy, D., of
R., second and fourth Saturdav.
Encampments—Machigonne, first and third Wedesdays; Eastern Star, second and fourth WednesPortland, first and third Saturdays.
days;
Relief Association—Every third Tuesday in the
Uonth.

TEMPLARS OF HONOR.
At Templars* Hall, No. 100 Exchange Street.
Council—Maine, first and third Mondays in each
month.
Temple—Forest
ty, No. ly every Wednesday

evening.

Good Samaritan Brotherhood.—Eastern Star

Assembly, No. 1, meets in Deering, Wednesday eve2
nings; Rising Star Assembly, No. 2, meets at Sons of
Temperance Hall Saturday evenings.
Maine Charitable Mechanic Association—
Corner of Congress and Casco streets. First Thursday in each month.
Young Men’s Christian Association-Corner
Congress and Casco streets. Every evening.
Portland Fraternity—No. 353J Congress street,

Every evening.

Knights of Pythias—Bramliall Lodge, No. 3
Thursday evenings; Munjoy Lodge, No. C, Monday evenings: Pine Tree, No. 11, Friday evenings.
At their Hall, Clapp’s Block, Market Square.
Portland

Congress and

Army and
Brown streets.

Navy Union- Corner
First

Tuesday in

each

month.
Sons of Temperance—Portland Division, No. 95;
Sons* of Temperance Hall. Friday evening.
Portland Typographical Union, No. 75—Corner Congress and Casco streets. Second Saturday in
each month.
Payson Literary Society.—Meetings every
Monday evening, Brown’s Block, cor. Brown and
Congress streets, at 7£ o’clock.
Mercantile Library Association, Congress
Hall Blozk. Second Monday in each month. Deliv
cry of books, 2 to 6,7 to 9, day and evening.
Boswobth Post G. A. R.—Meetings every Friday
evening in Mechanics* Hall, corner or Congress and
Casco streets.
Patriotic Order Sons of America—Camp No.
1

convenes

Hall, Williams’block,

at Arcana

corner

of Congress and Chapel Sts., Tuesday evening: No.
2 at School House, Turner’s Island, Cape Elizabeth.
Friday evening; No. 3 on Wednesday evening and
No. 4 on Monday evening at Temperance Hall, No.
35H Congress street.
Independent Order of Good Te mplars—Ar
oaua, Monday; Mission, Wednesday; Forest City
in Williams* block. Congress street. Mystic, Thurs
day, at Sons* of Temperance Hall, Congress St’
Iron Clad, Thursday, at West End.

over a bed of rock formed of these diatoms.
The bed was 120 feet thick and the diatoms
were so small that there were 70,000,000 in an
inch. The city of Richmond was also built
over such a bed, and if human mummies were
substituted for the diatoms they would be piled
to a height equal to half of the earth’s diameter, or 4000 miles. These diatoms were propagated with marvellous rapidity by another cell
forming and the cube containing it splitting off.
One single diatom would increase to twentytwo

in

onA

minntfl and

to

nno

Superior Court.
UUU

l&Adl) 1017)

million in

iirnn.

ty-four hours.

The Nile and the Ganges were
made shallow by them, and to them the Arctic
Ocean owed its hue of deep olive green. Along
the coast of Patagonia they bad built
band of white stone, and the Victoria

a

great

barrier,

for four hundred miles along the great An tactic glacier, was built by them.
Wherever water was they were found, slowly and surely
The
building up the substance of the globe.
stone of the great Pyramids of Egypt owed its
existence to animal life. They were formed by
microscopic animals, simply little masses of
jelly which had the power of attracting to

themselves with a calcereous secretion from
The sea was filled
the water around them.
with these creatures, which dying, dropped
their living covering to the bottom of the sea.
The delicate gray limestone of which Paris was
bnilt was made by these creatures, and the
great range of the Andes was in places entirely
formed by them. Thus it was seen that the
most minute microscopic creatures had had a
far greater influence in the formation of the
earth than the elephants, whales and mammoths at wbicb we wondered so. We had been
told that in the depths of the sea there was no
life; but deep-sea dredging showed that it was
with life. The dredge often came up
teeming
filled with a slimy ooze of gelatinous mass, all
of which was living matter.
The bottom of
the sea was carpeted with a living mass of
creatures, the like of which had built the chalk
cliffs of England.
So the microscope gave a
good look and a long look into the history of
the world.
Mr, Bolles went on to describe the fuel builders.
He showed on the screen pictures of the
beautiful fern impressions found in coal beds.
The coal formation of the earth were bnilt by
the lives of plants. The propagation of ferns
by the spores on the back of the leaves was described. Whole masses of coal were accumulated and compressed fern spores.
Coal was
formed not only of the ferns but of the gigantic

vegetation.
Much good poetryand bad science had been
written.about the coral insect building the is-

lands up from the bottom of the sea. The
truth was that there was no coral insect, but
the coral formation was owing to the polyps
who built on the flanks of the sinking islands
of the ancient sea. The coral was simply the
skeleton of the dead polyp secreted in the same
way as our bones were formed.
The last described were the frost builders.
Mr. Bolles first told about the concrete, tho
glaciers, ice fields and snow drifts. We were
accustomed to speak of winter as the season in
which there was an absence of life, but it was
a time when mighty forces were at work.
He
went on to speak of the powers of crystallization, and showed some beautiful forms of snow
crystals. We might as well try to count the
sands of the desert as the various forms of
the snow crystals.
It was remarkable that
when mosses of solid ice melted the crystals
appeared in exactly the shape in which they
were formed.
The lecture closed with a beautiful illustration of the forces of crystallization
at work, made by flooding a glass plate with
salts dissolved in alcohol.
The evaporation of
t.ha alp.nhnl nrrulnppfl prvfifnls

UbiGDI-U

rtn

thn

crlocg

orirl

the screen the rays conld be seen shooting
and
forming, mnch as the auroral light shoots
across the heavens.
on

U

aiMVitVD)

■)

1

UEOIU

INO.

al. vs.
Wednesday.—Thomas J. Woodward
David I>. Femald. Action against the General Inspector of Fish to recover damages for the alleged
misconduct ot one of his deputies in inspecting and
branding fifty-eight barrels as No. 1, which were less
than the statute lenth required for mackerel of that
number, and wroe poor and of Inferior quality. Testimony for defence fn progress.
Strout & Holmes—Howard & Cleaves for plaintifiii.
Stront & Gago for defendant.

BEFORE JUDGE MORRIS.

Bradburys.
Fined $50
Charles Mullen.
Paid.
costs.
with
Bradburys.
John McGee, George Duley, Peter Mercy and
Henry Butler. Trespass in orchard. Fined $1 with
Search and seizure.

costs. Paid.
Lewis Mercey.

Trespass

in

orchard.

Discharged.

Brief Jolting*.
The P. S. & P. railroad have been notified hy
the County Commissioners to remove the railroad track recently laid across the way leading
to the Portland bridge.
The officers of the Signal Service will rnovo
into their new quarters in the Custom House
this morning. They have a fine office provided.

Workmen are engaged on a new chimney on
the Cathedral. It is to ho used for the new
steam heatrng apparatus.
The Boston & Maine railroad are grading up
the foot of their bridge, and will help the

grade very materially.

yesterday morning from

The alarm of fire

box 42 was caused by the
chimney on TyDg street.

burning out of

give an
City Hall Saturday evening.
Charley Shay

will

a

Bos-

yesterday morning.
Grand Army sociable to-night.
The report that there is little if any freight
for the Caspiau is iucorrect, as there will he a

ton

full cargo for her.
The body of John Duran, late of this city,
was brought here yesterday from Dix Island,
where he died of consumption.
There is to be a sacred concert at City Hall
Sunday evening for the benefit of Miss Annie
Officer A. F. Harmon arrested John Girard
yesterday for fighting on Congress street. He
attempted to run away but Harmon caught

deputies

now.

They made

are

right after offenders just
a

seizure at Ithe Falmouth

and at several saloons, yesterday.
Marshal Parker and Deputy Williams were
thrown from a carriage on Congress street yesterday afternoon by the breaking of an axle.
The attention of members of Maine Lodge,
L O. O. F., is called to the special notices.
What about the weather

yesterday?

Westbrook Seminary.—The fall term at
Westbrook Seminary closes to-day. after a very
successful sessiou of fourteen weeks. The examination has been fully attended aud is spokof in high terms. Yesterday afternoon the
daises in Latin Prose, Elocution, Astronomy
aud Mental Science were certainly creditable to
both teacher and students. Ex Gov. Perham
was present, and. as usual, gave his hearty help
aud encouragement to the exercises. The wirj

en

ter term

begins

December 13tb.

North Yarmouth.— An interesting lecture
delivered at North Yarmouth on Tuesday
evening, Nov. 17,1874, by liev. Mr. Perry of
was

Subject—“The

Founders
of New England.” This was the fifth lecture
of a course of twelve. The next lecture, Nov.
Subject
27tb, is by Prof. Barbour of Bangor.
_'‘Bevolutions iu Social Life.”

Cumberland Centre.

She was built by C. S.
may be of interest.
Pennell, Esq., of Brunswick, who has spared
no

pains to

make her

a

model craft in every

She Is about 1,435 tons burthen,
particular.
new measurement, of a very elegant model and
is built at a cost of about $90,000.
Her length
all is about 220 feet, breadth of beam 39
feet, depth of hold 24 feet. Hemp and wire
tigging- She has a poop deck running forward
nearly to the mainmast. The cabin is very
tastily finished in black walnut and ash with
chestnut panels. The painting, which is very
done by Mr. Hitchcock of Yarmouth.
each side of the after cabin is a large
room finely finished and furnished. The forward cabin is also finished and furnished in
There are in the forward cabin
good shape.
two staterooms, pantry, store room, second
officer’s room, etc. In the after cabin there are

fine,

was

On

a spacious one for the capstate rooms,
tain, a bath room, water closet, store room,etc.
The entire frame of the ship is of the best
quality of white ash; the ceiling in in the lower
hold and between decks, beams, all inside work
and outside planking of clear Georgia pine.

Resides

Her fastenings are heavy—keelson bolted with
11-8 iron, bilge fastening 1 3 8 treenails driven
through and wedged,and butt and bilge bolted
The stern bears the full name; the figure
head represents Mr. Sewall of Boston as be appeared twenty years ago. She is pronounced
by the French Lloyds to be the finest vessel
built in Maine this season.

entertainment at

The revenue cutter Gallatin sailed for

him.
The

The Benjamin Sewaix.—'We recently gave
a brief notice of this new ship lying at this
port, but a more extended description of her

over

Wedkesday.—IUchard Collins. Search and seizFined $30 with costs. Paid.
ure.

Ward’s Opera House.—There was another
The presgood house at Ward’s last evening.
ent company is a good one and will close their
Next week they go to
engagement this wetk.
&
Lewiston and the celebrated Sheridan
Mack’s minstrel troupe will occupy the hall
under the management of Ward.
Temperance Meeting.—One of the most
interesting temperance meetings of the season
last evening.
was held at the Allan Mission,
Addresses were made by Messrs. Arnold, Jothe
seph Crockett aud others. To-night, at
same place, another meeting will be held.

The late Thomas
McEwan was the first to introduce this kind of
fish into this part of New England.
At first
they met with rather a slow sale, bHt now
wherever there there is a Scotchman, there can
Finnan haddies be sold. But a few years ago
there were only a few hundred pounds cured in
this city, while the past year there were over

800,000 pounds cured here.
The fish are caught along the coast by fishing

carrying from six to twelve men. They
brought to this port and then begins a
sharp competition between the venders of fresh
vessels

are

fish and the men who want tho fish to smoke.
Of course this competition has the effect to
keep up the price and the fishermen can al-

The
ways sell all they catch at a good price.
curing business makes Portland one of the besj
places for fishermen along the coast, as they
can always sell their fish for the very highest
price.
There are four of these curing establishments
in tho city. A Press reporter visited one of
them yesterday and witnessed the whole operation of curing the fish. The one selected was
that of D. Wyer & Co. at the foot of Franklin
street. This firm have been in the fish curing
busiuess about ten years. Their establishment

formerly located nearly opposite their present place of business, but they were obliged to
erect new buildings on their present site on account of increasing business.
Their new buildings are large and very convenient. They have a capacity for caring five
was

tons daily. The season begins about the a first
or October and lasts until the last of
April.
The firm employ about a dozen men to carry
on the work and their sales
this year cannot
fall short of 850,000.
The fish are brought
from the wharves in carts to the establishment
where they are dumped in a pile.
When a
sufficient

Personal.
Misses Hattie Bobie of Gorham, and Hattie
Brown of Baldwin, who have been absent in

Germany for the past eighteen months, arrived
home yesterday. They were passengers on the
steamship Westphalia from Hamburg.
Messrs. Gibson and Waterhouse of the Preble,
have gone to Montreal with their families.
The people of New Gloucester have present
ed Mr. T. H. Haskell with a handsome gold
watch, as a testimonial of their appreciation of
his services as historian of the town.
The Bev. Dr. Hamlin, Presideut of Kobert
College, Constantinople, has been in this counyear, suffering terribly with a tumor
on the thigh. Under apprehension that it would
soon prove fatal, he had it successfully remov-

try

nrl

over a

rpppntlir nml is

nnw

r:\nirllv ruonpprinnr

Hon. Josiah H. Dummond has left for Nashville, Tennessee, to attend the triennial meeting
of the General Grand Chapter of Royal Arch
Masons for the United States, of which body
he is presiding officer.
Gov. Dingley and ex Gov. Perham were in
town

yesterday.

Accidents.—Tuesday morning, as Mr. Cbasj
L. Palmer, a brakeman ou the Eastern road,
was shackling cars on Commercial street, his
right hand was caught and threo fingers crushDr.

band

and

Tewksbury
fingers.
Cumberland, No. 3, was going t« the fire yesterday morning a dog frightAs
ened the horses and they began to run.
they turned tbe corner of Daoforth street the
driver, Mr. Kennard, was thrown from his seat
Tho engiand the horses went dashing ou.
neer, Mr. Wiggin, seeing the state of affairs,
crawled over the top of the engine, caught
up the reins and stopped the horses iu season
to prevent a grand smauhup.
The driver,
strange to say, was but slightly injured,
A boy named Kelley, who resides on Turner
street, was knocked down by a passing team
ed.

dressed

tlie

hopes to save the
As the steamer

yesterday afternoon, and received

bad cut in
his "head. He was taken into the residence of
Dr. Tolford and his wound dressed.

quantity

have been

collected,

lippin Pntiinff nff ttin linnrls nnrl

fVirAw

two men
tVta fish

tnb of water. From here they are taken
by a man who “sounds” them and passes them
to a man who “scrubs” them, after which they

;nto

a

ready
“splitters.”
open they are put in a pickle
are

for the

After being split

and remain there
from one to three hours and a half.
The next
thing to do is to hang them up on nails driven
into sticks of
wood about four feet in
length. They are then dried a little and given
into the charge of the “smoker.”
They now
leave the main building and are carried into
smoke room. This room is provided with four
kilns, 8 feet by 14 and 16 feet high. They will
hold about 6000 pounds of fish.
The sticks
holding the fish are hung in the kilns and the
fire is kindled. The fuel nsed is sawdust with
a small quantity of wood.
The top of the
kilns are provided with an aperture on each
side to let ont the smoke and the steam from the
fish. It is necessary to have the smoke pass
the fish in order to have them well cured, and
the quicker it passes the better they are cured.
It requires from 20 to 30 hours to do the smok

ing. When smoked they are taken out and
hung in the drying room to cool. They are
then cured and are taken to the packing room,
packed, boxed and sent to .market. The market is principally in Canada and the West.
Large orders are almost daily received from
Chicago, Toledo, New York, St. Louis, Detroit,
Cincinnati, etc. etc.
The firm will retain their old building for the
curing of herring exclusively. They do quite
extensive business in this branch. The past
Of course
year they cured about 4000 pounds.
the amount of business done at an establishment of this kind depeuds upon the catch of
fish.
an

Cumberland Temperance Associatiox.^The meeting to organize this association, held
at the Second Congregational Church, Fal-

mouth, Tuesday
evening,
well attended, yet many were prevented from
attending on account of the rain storm. The
afternoon session was organized by the choice
of J. W. Munger, Esq., as chairman, and was
afternoon and

was

devoted to the discussion of the propriety of
and resulted in the appointment

reorganization,

of a committee of three to report a constitution. The meeting was then addressed by Rev.
Mr. Russell, of Falmouth, John Munger, Esq.,
of this city, and others. In the evening, the
committee appointed in the afternoon reported
a brief preamble aud constitution, which provides for a president and vice-president from
each town, who shall act as chairman of the
local town committee; a recording secretary,
a

ct

JTlaaicipal Coari.

to-tlay—“Finnan baddies.”

city

known as to who the real builders of the earth
were, but the microscope had thrown a great
deal of light on the subject.
He would first

Stated Meetings.

haddocks,” and acquired quite a reputation by that name. The first that were cured
;n this country were cured in some part of Canada by a Scotchman, and to shorten the name
he called them by that by which we know them
nan

and his lectures on the microscope a
year or two since greatly entertained the citiHe is an enthusiast in the
zens of Portland.
study of the minute forms of animal and vegatable life, and bis store of knowledge coupled
this

geology told

ENTERTAINMENT COLUMN.
Emerald Boat Club—Lancaster Hall.
Monster Qnincuplexal- City Hall.
Ward’s Opera House—Grand Combination.
Scientific Lecture— Congress Hall.
AUCTION COLUMN.
Cabinet Furniture—Morgan & Dyer.
Next Saturday-F. O. Bailey & Co.
Furniture Carpets-F. O. Bailey & Co.

YORK COUNTY.

claims to be the first place
Tho first lot
where haddock were smoked.
were called after the name of the town, “Fin-

The fourth lecture in the Mercantile Library
Association was delivered at the City Hall last
evening by the Rev. E. C. Bolles of Salem,
formerly of this city. The subject which was
was
“The Little Builders of the Earth,”
beautifully illustrated by means of the stereopticon which threw microscopic images against
a large screen.
Mr. Bolles is well known in

no

Boiler Co.

church, Bangor, Tuesday morning.

Model raring EUnblhhmeil.

Finnan, Scotland,

with an easy and graceful flow of expression
renders his lectures very popular and instructive. In opening Mr, Bolles said that there wa?

■Wanted—Situation.

A

Lecture by Rev. E. C. Relies of Salem.

>74

A requiem mass of the late Bight Bishop Bacon, was celebrated at St. John’s Catholic

FINNAN HADDIE8.

MERCANTILE COURSE.

the press.

treasurer

anu

au

executive

committee oi

to be located in Portland. The third article, or bond of union, is as follows.
The constitution was adopted and the followseven

ing officers were elected: Ellery H. Starbird,
Esq., of Falmouth, president; Mr. Daniel B.
Dresser, of Deering, secretary; John W. Munger, Esq., of Portland, treasurer. The executive committee are: Hon. F. N. Dow, Bufus
Deering, Esq., Job Sanford, Esq., and Dr.
True, of Portland; T. B. Chapman, Esq., and
Capt. J. B. Coyle, of Deoring, and Bev. H. H.
Haskell, of Falmouth. Among the vice-presidents elected are Bev. G. W. Bicknell. of Port-

land; Andrew J. Chase, of Deering: Bev. O. F.
Bussell, of Falmouth; Bev. D. B. Bandall, of
Cape Elizabeth; Bev. George B. Ilslcy, of Yarmouth; Bev. Mr. Bean, of Gray; Bev. Mr.
Whitcher, of Westbrook; Hon. William Goold,
of Windham; Major H. O. Sborey.of JBridgton;
Bev. C. Crawford, of Brunswick; Bev. B.
Freeman, of Gorham. The remaining offices
will be filled at the next meeting in December.
The meeting throughout was of most excellent
spirit, and this association starts again under
The evening
the most favorable auspices.
meeting was made very interesting by the fine

singing by Misses Witham and Black, and Miss
Hodgkins and Dresser, the Good Samaritan
Quartette of Woodford’s Corner.
Art. 3.—Tho members of this association
pledge to each other, and to tho world, that
they will abstain fro.u the use, as a beverage,
of all intoxicating liquor; that they will not
manufacture or traffic in them to be thus used;
and they will discountenance such manufacture, traffic and use by others, and that they
will make direct and persevering efforts to extend the blessings and principles of temperance,
and to recover the intemperate to habits of

sobriety.

Army and Navy Concert.—This- evening
the Mendelssohn Quintette Club aud Mrs. H.
M. Smith will give one of their popular concerts. The programme embraces many selections new to our people and as every piece is
executed with a finish equalled only by the
Thomas Ochestra all our music loving citizens
will go to hear them. Mrs. Smith is always a
favorite here.
She is the acknowledged queen
of tho concert room. Get your tickets at Band
& Thornes’

or

Stockbridge’s.

The

The
Weather.
following is the
weather record of yesterday as reported by
Serg’t. Thornett, in charge of the signal
—

station, U.

S.

A.,

in thi3

city:

in which
cess.

Mr.

Bartlett

has

won

great

suc-

Philadelphia.

Prevai.iDg Wind—NW.
Maximum Velocity—10 miles per hour.

NEWS.

•STATE

ANDROSCOGGIN

COUNTY.

A society of young ladies has been formed at
Barker’s Mills to raise funds to repair a school
house.
HANCOCK

COUNTY.

rousing temperance meeting
on Sunday evening last, under tbo auspices of
All of
the “Ellsworth Temperance League.”
the churches dispensed with their usual evening services, and nearly a thousand people attended the temperance meeting at Haucock
Ellsworth had

a

Hall. The choirs of the several churches united
in singing.
Prayer was offered by Rev. Mr.
Keese. Selections from the scriptures were
read by Rev. Mt. Garreston, and a logical address, full of sound and incontrovertible argument, iu favor of individual total abstiuence,
was delivered by Mr. Lyon.
KENNEBEC

COUNTY.

(Jne year ago this date the Keunebec was
closed with ice.
Legislators elect are seeuriug their boarding
places for the winter. Gcod board in private
families can be obtained at prices ranging from
£5 to S12 per week. Terms are quite reasonable at the hotels.
KNOX COUNTY.

Joshua Nye and H. M. Bryant spoke on
temperance at the Congregational church,
Rockland, Thursday evening.

PENOBSCOT COUNTY.

On last Saturday night the dwelling bouse
and outbuildings of Mr. Flanders of Patten,
There was no salvage, there b—
were burned.
iug a total loss of household goods and furnilive
stock and farming impleof
and
ture,
ments.

Bailor

clair,

Royal Roads, BC,

Sau Francisco.
Ar at
Antwerp 13tb,

nol9eod3t

The best place to buy clothing is at Bur-

leigh’s 89

Middle

street_

We would remind our readers that there has
been a Big Break, within the past week, in all
kinds of Diy Goods. Bead E. T. Elden ft
Co.’s advertisement in another column of our
nol9eod#t
paper of to-day’s issue.—Exchange
A Joy for Ever.—Such is a fine head o!
hair, it’s the pride of youth and the glory of
age. Alcoholic and mineral washes should
never be used; simple and healthful preparations are the beat Such is Bearine made by
Perry Davis & Son. Use no other.

novl8dawlw

Ten

pieces

of new

received, and selling
price—82.25 yd.

style Cloakings
at

this

day

just half price. Ont
E. T. Eldex & Co.

nol9eod3t

A Word of Thanks is Dub to the botanist
who first discovered the virtues of the Quillaya
Saponaria, or Soap Tree of Chili. The wonder-'
ful cleasing and purifying property of its Bark
gives to the fragrant SOZODONT much of its
unrivalled efficacy as a preservative of the
teeth.
nolfid&wlw

Marseilles 21st ult, brig Etta M Tucker, Mer-

Licata 26th ult, brig Atlas, Powers, Ancona,
taud sld 30th for Palermo and New York.
Cld at Liverpool 5th inst,
ship Alexander McNeil,

^ewport 2,1 ln8t' bardue Arietta, GUkey,

Old at St John, NB, I6tb,sch Timothy Field, Le-

land, Philadelphia.

SPOKEN.
SeptlG, ofl Cape Horn, ship Garnet, Oliver, from
Baltimore via Fayal for San Francisco.
-Oft lat 4o 06, Ion —, ship Beunion, Curtis, from
Philadelphia for Accapulco.

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

DO YOU KNOW
w.

in

num.

BAKING BUSINESS,
a

specialty of

In Kennebunkport, Nov. 18, by Rev. C. H. Gates.
Rev. Calvin Chapman of Andover, Me., and Miss SaAdo, daughter ot the late Nathaniel Ward ot
Keunebunk.
In Bath, Nov. 13, Josua Dunbar and Miss Amanda
Anderson.
In Lewiston, Nov. 12, Jos. A. Handy of Boston and
Miss Almira H. Nevens of Lewistoa.
In Auburn, Nov. 10, L. Insley Bumpus and Miss
Sarah E. Ayer.
DIES.
city, Nov. 18, Alvin S. Dyer, Esq., aged 60

years.

Ballowell, Nov. 7, Capt. Abishai Soule, formerly
of Augusta. aged 82 years.
In Hallowed, Nor. 7, Mr. OUver Tapley, aged 85
In

years.

In Biddeford, Nov. 12, Mrs. Rebecca L, Hall, aged
43 years.
In Richmond, P. Q., Nov. 12, veiy suddenly, of
heart disease, Rev. Jos. O. Emery of Auburn, aged
73 years 3 months 19 days.

DEPARTURE OF NTEATISHIPN.
For
Date.
From
Crescent City.New York. .Havana.Nov 19
Claribel.New York. Hayti. &c... .Nov 19
Westphalia.New York. .Hamburg... .Nov 19
Polynesian. Quebec.Liverpool_Nov 21

Please

of Mexico.New

York..Hav&VCrnzNov

21
21
21
21
21
24
24
Java.New York. .Liverpool... .Nov 25
Havana.Nov
26
New
York.
.New
York
City of
Alps.New York. Jamaica, &c..Nov 27

Colon.New York. .Aspinwail.

.Nov
Samaria.Boston.Liverpool... .Nov
Celtic. New York .Liverpool.Nov
Ethiopia.New York. .Glasgow.Nov
City of Merida.... New York—Hav &VCruz.Nov
Wisconsin.New York. .Liverpool.Nov

Caspian. Portland...Liverpool.Nov28
Siberia.Boston.Liverpool.. ..Nov28
iMisiiatnre Almanac.November 19.
Sunrises.6.56 | High water,.7.30 PM
Sun sets.4.341 Moon sets.1.35 AM

M-A-RIJSTIE

NEWS.

orders (•

iraaa raw

has 122 mem-

bin driven

or

Sch Mauna Loa, Sanborn, New York for Machias.
Sch Alcora, Robinson, Machias for New York.
Sch Texas, Leach, Bangor for Marblehead.
CLEARED.
Steamship Geo Cromwell, Bacon, New York—J N
Magna,
Brig Hattie E Wheeler, Armstrong, Cardenas—
Pbinney & Jackson.
Sch Lizzie Dewey, Davis, Havana—Isaac Emery.
Sch J G Craig, Woodbury, Port Antonio, Ja—C P

Ingraham.

now

on

HATE YOU TRIED
.

Nervous,

or Debilitated?
Are yen so Languid that any exertion requires more of an eflort than you feel capable of
maxing?
Then try JTURUBEBA, the wonderful tonic
and invigorator, which acts so beneficially on the
secretive organs as to impart vigor to all tlio vital

forces.
It is no alcoholic appetizer, which stimulates for a
short time, only to let the sufferer fall to a low r
depth of misery, hut it is a vegetable tonic acting directly on the liver and spleen.
It regulates the Bowels, quiets the nerves,
and gives such a healthy tone to the whole system as
to soon make the invalid feel like a new person.
Its alteration is aot violent, but is characterized Dy great gentleness; the patient experieuces
no sudden change, no marked results, but gradually
his troubles
“Fold their tents, like the Arabs,
And silently steal away.”
This is no new and untried discovery, but has
been long used with wonderful remedial results, and
is pronounced by the highest medical authorities,
“the most powerful tonic and alterative known”
Ask your

druggist lor it.
For sale by GEO. C. GOODWIN & CO., BOSTON,
Pol9t4w

Miss._

Let the Boys be cold this
Winter when

OWEN & MOORE,
CONGRESS ST. COR.BROWN.

Sell lieayy Shetland Shirts
and Drawers worth 75 cts.
for

~

sel8

New York.

NEW ORLEANS—Ar 16tb,ship Kentuckian, Dunbar, Boston; brigs Mariposa, Fletcher, New York;
Maria W Norwood. Andrews.

Rockport.

MOBILE—Ar 16th, sch Hattie Baker, Crowell,
Boston.
PENSACOLA—Ar 7th, brig Angelia, Evans, lrom
Nuevitas.
PASS CHRISTIAN. FLA—Sid I2th,sch Maggie
Daliing. Dalling, New York.
BRUNSWICK, GA-Ar lltb, scb W F Cushing,
Cramer. New York.
NEWBERN, NC—Ar 13tb, Melvin, lloberts, from
Antigua.
WILMINGTON—Ar 16tb, sch Henrietta, Langley,
Brunswick for Portland, dismasted.
Cld 17th. sch A R Richardson. Pray, Bull River SC.
BALTIMORE—Ar 15th, barque Olive, Sears, Boston, to load for Rio Janeiro.
Ar 16th, sch F H Oaiorne, Crowell, Boston.
Ar 18th, sch Emerson Rokes. Marston. Boston.
Cld 16th, sch Loretta Fish, Young, Bath.
Sid 14th, brigs John Wesley, for Rio Janeiro; 16th,
Mary C Mariner, for Demerara.
PHILADELPHIA—Ar 16th, barque Arizona, Conant, Stctlin; brig Edith Hall. Bunker, Charleston;
BChs E N Sawyer, Kelley, St John, NB; Annie May.
Simpson, Gardiner.
Below, ship John O Baker, from London.
Ar 17tb, sch Light ot the East, Harper, Cockburn
Harbor, TI.
NEW YORK—Ar 16tb. scbs Rio. Kelley, Shulee,
NS; Martha Nichols, Ross, St John, NB; Nellie,
Cook, Calais; Rising Sun. Jones, St George; WmB
Darling, Pendleton, Salem.
17tli. roh H H Seavev. Lee. Bancor.

18th. brigs Afton. Copp. Denia; Janies Crosby.
Bangor; Kossack, Peters, Boston; schs Lizzie Lee,
and David Fanst.do.
Cld 17th, brigs Sarah Emma, Carter, Oporto; P M
Tinker, Bernard. St Jago; schs Maggie U River,
Rivers, Martinique; O M Partridge, Mills, Baltimore; Billow, Averill, Bangor; Garland, Lindsey,for
Bridgeport.
Sid leth.scbsA K Eaton, lor Barbadoes; Mary
Helen, lor Pernambuco.
Passed through Hell Gate 16tb, barque Gertrude,
Croncben, Port Johnson for Portland; schs D Sawyer, Simmons, do lor Lynn; A Falkingburg. Packard. Philadelphia tor Eastport: Mary A Rice, Rice,
Woodbridge for Portland; J B Knowles, Wass, New
Yors for Boston; Calista, Ronclont for do; Canary,
Hart. Port Johnson tor Boston.
NEW HAVEN—Ar 10th, Bch
Pembroke.

Venus, Clark, from

BRIDGEPORT—Ar 14th iust, sch Dora M French,
French, St Marlins 13 days.
PROVIDENCE—Ar 17th. schs Five Sisters, Wallace. Machias; L B French, Gulliver, and Mary F
Cushman. Walls, Bangor; W H Mitchell, Cole, trom
Sliulee, NS.
BRISTOL—Ar 17th, sch John L Tracey, Meservcy, Alexandria.
VINEYARD-HAVEN—Ar, sch T Tenedict, Crockett, So Amboy for Portland; Almeda, Smith, do for
Portsmouth.
Sid 15th, brigs Walter Howes, Starlight, and Mauzanilla; schs H L Curtis. Clara W Elwell, Raven,
Tantamount, Wm Flint, Carrie Jones, Florida, Moses Eddy, G W Baldwin, Zampa, Saxon, Herald, T S
McLclian, Garland, Monticello. Maggie Mulvey, O P
Hinds. Dexter Clark, Trade Wind, H A DeWitt,
Nellie Treat, Astoria, L B French, Mauna Loa, W G
Farwell, Almeda.
Ar 16th, schs Leonora. Bonscy, Brunswick, Ga, for
Ellsworth; Hattie G Buck,Woodbury, BueksviUe for
Searsport.
Sid, brig Kosack; schs Kendrick Fish, F Arthemiui, A Lawrence. Louisa Smith, George W Glover,
Clara '''ankin. W H Mitchell M F Cushman. Laconia. Ellen H Gott, James Holmes, Geo Gilman, Five
Sisters, Geo B Ferguson. Ida Ella.
NEW BEDFORD—Ar 17th, schs Carroll, Robinson
and Reno, Foster, Machias; Watchman, rteal, Liucolnvtlle.
BOSTON— Ar 171b. brig Charles Miller, Hinckley,
New York; sobs Garland. Libby, fm Elizabeth port;
Xvlon, Haskell. Machias; Grampus. Joy, Sullivan;
A Havford, Gilchrist Eddyvllle; Josie. Look, Addison; Ida Blanche, Sellers, Castine; Arabella, Smith,
Portland.
Ar 18th, sobs I.ncy Holmos. Teel. Aqulu; sebs M A
Wiley, tVjlev, Baltimore; L F Whitteuiore. WbitteWm H Rowe. Whittemore, and
more. Philadelphia;
Tantamount. Warren, Port Johnson.
1
H
schs
Curtis, and Ospray,
Be'ow,
At

FOREIGN PORT*.
Swatow Sept 22, barque Alma, Lord, for New-

chwang.

Ar at Batavia 19tb, shin Kit Carson. Spencer, from
United States.

seen onr suits for

After repeated tests and trials of the

If not you don't delay any longer. We
hare verynice Children’s Cape Overcoat
for

Wednesday

on

We can fit every one, Old or Young, Rich
or Poor, Fat or Lean.
Our Pantaloons are aU the rage, Per-

R-E-E-F-E-R-S !
Double Breasted and lined with flannel,
for 5.00, 8.00, 10.00,12.00, and 11.00.
No trouble to show goods. Polite atten-

—

AND

C. J). B. FISK &

CO.,

One Price Clothiers,

—

FOB

233

UVEiddle

AT

—

nr a ni# u a nr
I1L.MU 1 "If I nUL

CLOTHING
AT

MOSS

Notice.

A

To Let.
FLOORS fitted np for a first-class Jobbing Hous«>
over Shepherd & Co., wholesale fancy goods,
Nos. 121—121 Middle Street, oelow the Post Office.
Inquire of Shepherd & Co., Lamb & Farnsworth,
next door, or H. E. Thompson, Lowell, Mass., Box

3

nol9tf

117.

Wanted.
SITUATION for a middle age Woman that can
do ad kinds of cooking. A small genteel family preferred. Good reference if required. Has lived
over two years at her last place.
Apply to No. B,
West Walnut St., for one week.no!91w»

A

Wanted.
SITUATION by a young lady as cashier or hook
keeper. Has had four years’ experience. Good
references. Please address, MISS H. A. J., Press
no191w*
Office, Portland, Me.

A

Board,
with good board, in a private family with
children, a large front room, suitable for man
at
wife, 116 Brackett Street. Two single gentle-

men

Let

no

accommodated also.

dim*

Situation Wanted.
House Keeper, call Vo
American
inquiry at 499 Congress Street, new

First Class

A found
number.

on

We shall

on

Street.

DOG that had probably been stolen was lets
with me by a boy last week. The owner can
have the same by proving property and paying
HIRAM HAMILTON, Sloop Amelia,
cnarges.
Merrill’s Wharf.
Portland, Nov. 19.
_no!93t*

TO
and

Bottom Prices !

—

_lw

nol9d3t*

at

MARTHA

7.30.

Monday, Nov. 16

the

sure

sale

ON ForeStreet.
■f.
nol9

public

are

as-

sured that when

we

say

we

goods
what

shall sell these
we

mean

jnst

receive donations.
nol8
Admission free.

we

say.

Please call and
if it is

see

HALL,

SATURDAY, NOT. 21st.

CHARLEY’

SHAY’S

SPLENDID SALE OF

FURS AND ROBES !
On Thursday,

ELEPHANT!

Special attention paid

Southern

to

Pine
—

furnishing

Lumber

ries, Railroads, dec.,
or

delivered.

West India and Sonth American Cargoes

No. 1 1-2 UNION WHARF
PORTLAND, MAINE,

M. C. M.

A

islwtti

from

a

dis-

former

prices of

Bonds and Mot tgages.
selected Western Municipal Bond,
and Real E,tate Mortgages and Trust Deeds.
Inquiries. Collections and Remit tancea promptly atCHARLES M. flAWKHS,
tended to.
96 Middle St.
augl7TuTh&Sly2dp

BOSTON,

other

no7

—

Quadrille

Band.

1

Monday,

uesday

a
rvtnmnnnr.

Large Catalogue Parcel Sale

AJAilVA

commence

we

This stock is going
to be smaller January

1875, than it is

now.

ALLEN & €0.,
187 Middle St.,

—

Biographies, Histories, Jnveuiles
and Holiday Works
from New York, Philadelphia, Hartford and Bovtou
publisher*, on

Dec.

Friday,

4th,

P, M.

3

at

Catalogues and particular* hereafter.
UORC.'AA A DYER,
uoTdtd
Auctioneers.

DRIVEN.
REAL YAK LACE,
2| incbe* wide 24 cent*. Other
widths at less than half price.

novl6t30.

40 per cent. Dine taut
our prices markod in
plain figures on

~

from

KOHLING,

Real Hair Switches.
We

guarantee to match any
shade in any quality.
SPECIALTIES

-HAS GOT HISReal

French

Hair

Switches
from $1.00 to $15 00 each, at
COCSIA HASUAN’*,
140
Middle, and O

Style Goods;
-FOR

Books,

COMI'ItlSIXl

—

These Lectures will he delivered on
miDAVItTItKIlVGOIIEICH H’KIK
in the
Library Roam, corner of Congress and
Cairo Street!,
and being free, all are cordially invited.
The Lecturer and Subject will he announced
weeklv.
E. P. Banks,
1
M. A. Blanchard. |
Lecture
Dan Carpenter, }•
Geo. A. Harhon, j Committee.
Natu’l Walker, J

THE-

Temple

no7

*t.
dtm

1874.

—IT IS THE—

BEST

VERY

BLANKET*,

STOCK

Ever Opened for Inspection

THE ASSORTMENT COMPRISES

Also,

5 00.
6.50.

trench, anti Eu»li«h
manufacture, in Straights,

German,

uair

|

a

inOiwlit. KP.l'incf c.hpanpr than ihn
rw.r
Call and we us betorc purchasing elsewhere and
your money.
SOWELL & SBEENOCSU.

save

ocSdtf

j

ETo. W4» fliddle Street.

BRUNEL & CO.,
150 Exchange Street,

,,,

INCLUDING THE

Keep Constantly

Scotch

Celebrated

on

Elesian.

PA NT “GOODS
Styles

WHOLE

and Finest Texture

A-IoL

style and in

n

Window

Han«l

—

OF

—

OF

n

full Supply

—

PAPERS.

ROOHI

ocifJ

—

G-RAJDISS*.

Shades,

ALSO—

Cords,

Ac.

Tassels,

Ini

SUITINGS,
Yarleties.

These Goods are of the Newest Patterns,
and were personally selected from Ihe
▼ery latest importations.

BF“They will

4.00
5.50

splendid line of DBKMM WOODS in
all Styles and Shades, very cheap.
SHAWLS, SHAWLS.
We can heat the world In prices (or all kinds
Striped India, long and square; Cashmere, long and
square; Ottoman in endless vatietv ol styles.
Also, a splendid line of WooleJs and Housekeop-

COATINGS

IN ALL THE NATTY PATTERNS,

BLANKETS.

JUST RECEIVED AT
COWELL & OKEEfOl'CH’S,
THREE CA.S3SS BLANKETS.
One lot worth $4 50.Selling for $3.00

in this City

he made up

thorough

iu

limitless

manner.

B

IKAES BRO'S,

General Insurance Agents,
28 EXCHANGE

STREET,
MAINE.

PORTLAND

First class and reliable Companies.
EQUITABLE RATES.

W. H. KOHLING,
99 Exchange St.illm

ICE.
CARGOES-OF
ICE

OPPOSITE CANAL BANK.

PURE

N. O CRAM,
de9illat!

Parties desiring In*,ranee will dad it
far their advantage la raa.ull thi* agency
bcfarc tnanriug.
d 1“

oct30

“GAS FIXTURES.
I have conssantly

Tarnished and Shipped by
illw

—

Miscellaneous

Hon. GEO. T. DAVIS.
Hon. ISRAEL WASHBURN, Jr.,
Hon. THOS. B. REED.
GEO. F. TALBOT, Esq.,
J. S. PALMER,
CHAS.S. FOBES,
Bov. Dr. THOS. HILL.
Rev. C. W. BUCK,
Rev. G. W. BICKNELL.
Dr. E. STONE,
E. H. ELWELL, Esq.,
D. H. INGRAHAM, Esq.

—

which

OF

EVENING,

and

of

Wednesday,

and

Nov, 30ih, Dec. lat and tld.
MORGAN Sc DYEB, Aaclionecra.
no7
dtd

DEC. 1st,
announce the following gentlemen ae engaged,viz:

New

—

MBfMilKU. CHAN. ROOE A €©.,
the well known collectors, on

completed arrangement*

For Business Wear in all Shades

All

GILT FRAMES

—

TUESDAY

American

FROM

—

uolddTt

nn
VI.

ELEGANT

IN

ASSOCIATION.

to

—

OIL PAINTINGS

Clothing checked tree.

flAvrnci D
VW UUli

OF

English and

—

TICKETS ONE DOLLAR.

IN n IN IN
M. MwMJMJ

dtd

Attractive and Valuable Sale

Thanksgiving Night, Nov. 36, ’74,

M. C. M.

goods not specified.
milBGAN At DYEB, AatUeaeen.

A

GRAND BALL

FIFTEEN PER CENT

nolO

2 B. W. Hair Cloth Parlor Suits, 2 B. W. Hair Seal
Easy Chairs. 2 Green Rep loth Parlor Salts, 2 B W.
Ext- nsion .able,. 1 Oak Office Chair, S Hair Seat
Lounges. 10 excelsior Wattrasses, 3 Oak Office Stools,
5 Carpet Seat Lounges, 3 B. W. M. Top Tables, 2
Wool Mattras ae. 4 Striped Seat Lounges, 2 Chestnut
Extension Tattles, also, 1 B. W. Chamber Set 1
Cooking Stove, 12 Spring Beils, 3 Garden Vases, with

Emerald Boat Club

nn2
Mech-

anic \„ociati*n, will be held at the Library
Room on THU KSDAY Evening, Nov. 19, at 7 o’clock,
for the consideration of the New Con-ti'ution.
L. F. PINGREK. Prc*.
no18dtd
GEO. A. HARMON, Sec.

to pay advances,
On Saturday. Nov. 91, at lO o'cl'fc,
AT Ol/K SALES BOOMS,
18 EXCHANGE STREET,

Formerly of Portland.
Admission 25 cents, Reserved Seats 50 cents
nol8
dtd

Music by Cole’s

SALE

—

Elegant new Cabinet Furniture Ac.

3t

BY

Of Nobbiest

aT~

Special Meeting ot the Maine Charitable

CAREFULLY

We will make

1st,

furnished to order.

aul8

Department

mean.

AND

Timber for Ships, Bridges, Facto,
either at mill

Custom
count

RICHARDSON & CROSS.
LUMBER
Commission Merchants.

OF

SELECT READINGS.

AT

OYER.

SATURDAY’S AUCTION

PORTLAND MUSEUM.

—

dtd

MORGAN A

Snnday Evening Entertainment, Nov. 22,

WILL GIVE

‘dial.

ad

nov7_

THE HINDOO BOX MYSTERY.

MR. E. C. SWETT, OF

and Saturday,
a

Catalogues anil parti alars hereafter.
MORGAN Sc DYEB, Aactiaacere.

PUNKY!

Day at Eatertaiumeat.

Friday

Wav. l»ih, “Olh

TA WORLD OF GENUINE NOVELTIES—PH
Prices of Admission as usual.
Meats Secured at the Has Office, City Hall,
on

aulldtt

Private (tale.
M. & D. are agents for tbe sale if “Herring A Parrels Champion Safes, “Wlcgaoils'’ Patent Sec Iona
Steam Boiler, '‘Haskins” Steam Engines, “Bi-ikes’
Patent Steam Pumps, and “Little Giant, Chernies
Fit e Engine.

P. T. BAUNUM’S EDUCATED

nol9

MORGAN, I
DYER,
J
At

33 | Celebrated Star Performer* | 31*
3 | FULL BANDS OF MUSIC | 3
3 | Great aid Popalar Comediaa* | 3

HUNKY

—

Merchants,

No 18 Exchange SU Portland.
A. M.
B. B.

Monster Quincuplexal!

BABY

AND

Commission

OVERCOATINGS, !

O UH

cent, interest free ot

Real Estate and Loan Agency,
BROWN S BLOCK- „

MORGAN & DYEB,

AUCTIONEERS

2t

THE GREAT SENSATIONAL EVENT.

Of

so.

._.i_

<pjt

•*

To Loan on First Class Mortgages
in Portland and Vicinity
in Sums to Suit,

DAVIS,

ff 1 ff CV M.

—

CITY"

■diagonal*.

G. R.

A.

and Evening, Nov. 20.
Refreshments for sale. Sapper served at six. A
Committee will be in attendance Friday morning to

FALL THE 'WINTER OF

The

We shall Mil the Furniture of a

taiuily leaving tbe Cf y. Parlor suit and ham her
Seta, Taqtsirv ami ingrain Carpet*, Dlainy Room
and Kitchen Furniture, Stores Ac.

SOCIETY

liiucvy Basket* and Eiainond Goods.

Real Estate Securities, paying 8 to 10 per
Taxes. Investments in Real
Estate in Portland and Vicinity, if judiciously
made, are the best and safest modes of employing
capital. First class securities always on hand. Interest and principal collected without charge. Guarantees perfect title and ample security in all its
Real Estate Loans.
Real Estate Invest
ments and Improvements made on commission
and on shares. Bankable paper bought and sold.

Furniture Carpets Ac. by Auction.
SATURDAY NEXT, hoy. 3t, at Room- 176

Friday Afternoon

of the

same.

BAILEY Sc €)•>» Aaetieaesrt.
did

V. O.
nol9

will hold a sale of fancy and useful articles at

Commence

Retailing
onr Stock of ReadyMade
Clothing at
prices that will in-

new

Seven Extra Huttalo robes.
One Light Double work harness.

noll2t

WASHINGTON

lor

—

48 Park

iiol9

HALL,

FRIDAY EVENING, NOVEMBER 20th,

Street,

nsroTiaiE i

DECORATIONS

PARLOR

Three Side Spring Wagons.
One Light marke* Wagon almost
Three Express Wagons.
Five Extra wolf robes.

AT

LANCASTER HALL.

—

SPANISH

ocl9tf

LECTURE

CONGRES8

body.

25 per cent.

FERNS,

Balcony

extra._
SCIENTIFIC

wagon and harness
Five Good drivlog aud work horses. This is a lot
of horses the owner has no use for,and wants to close
out.
One new pbaeton.
One Second band do.

Express

Orchestra Silon 75c: Dress Circle 50c:
Circle 50c; Balcony ana Family Circle 35c.
Doors open a 7, Curtains will rise at 7}

tion shown to all and One Price to every-

board the Tug Tiger, we are now satisfied of its
great saving of coal, and do hereby challenge anyjparty or parties in the sum of fifty dollars or more, that
we will .show a saving of

TRAILING

Next Saturday,
One Span Horses finely matched, twin brother., 7
okl,4weigli about 1900 Iba., very kind and Extra
roadsters.
One bay Stallion 8 years old weighs about 900 lbs.,
sound aud kind promises, to be last and au Extra
stock horse, bait brother to Ge*. Knox.
One Sorrel Mare 9 years old,very handsome splendid
driver safe for lady, sound and kind, A Perfect
pet
and family h rse.
One top Buggy Id good order, one gold mounted
harness, robe, blanket Ac.
One Horse 9 years old, a good driver or worker,

& Saturday,

2 1-2 o’clock.

tf

years

COMIC PANTOMIME OF

And we sell a complete snit for Children from 3 to 9 rears of age for

on

any other Boiler c? the same size.
BLANCHARD BOILER CO.
<13w

oc20

Scenery and elegant appointments.

Vespertlnes

Street, Portland, Me.

BALL.

The Illuminated Curriculum Scene

BLANCHARD BOILER,

nolO

Plum

Auction Sale Every Saturday at 10 A. S.

THE FAVORITE TROTTPE OF NEW ENGLAND.

(13m

A CHALLENGE.

Horse and Carriage Mart,

HUNCHBACK!

new

Tlii* Association having

over

DOMESTIC PORTS.
SAN FRANCISCO—Ar 17th, ship John C Potter,
McClure, Rio Janeiro.
GALVESTON—Ar 17th inst.baraue J G Norwood,
Harkness, Camden, Me; ship Lizzie Moses, Wright,

With

PORTLAND.
PQ»3w^

37 1-2 cts. each.

AUCTIONEERS,

Sheridan Knowle’s splendid play ot

THE

a

F. 0. BAILEY & Co.,

On Monday Tuesday and Wednesday,
Nov. 16th 17th & 18th,

fect in fit, Elegant in style and sure to
suit the most fastidious.

DON’T

CITY

of

Water, Gas
Faraelles’ Lot 30x100 feet. Terms liberal and made
known at sa e.
F. O. BAILS V A CO., Aatllearers,
noil
dot

Grand Extra Thanksgiving Hatlnee
Thursday, Nov. 36, commencing at3 oc’lt.
nolatfWM. S. IRVING, Agt.

We can fit

We can salt yon. Now is the time,
Cold weather has come.

Hare jon

2) Story House good Cellar,
Ac... conveniently arranged for two

Doors mon at 7, beg ns at 8 o’clock.
Seals secured three days iu adv&uce at Ticket Office.

yon.

JURUBEBA

o’clock P. M.

Street, consisting

Robert jflacaire.

no! 9tt

one come and see us.

Auction.

THURSDAY, Nov. 19, let 3
ON We
shall sell the valu <bl* property No. > ls>» Is

The Ludie. of the

this city, selling for $5.00,
6.00, 8.00, 9.00, 10.00, and in fact in
price and style to salt the times and
ever seen in

Every

...

solicited!._Qc3dtt
Beal Estate, ou Lewis Street, by

REFINED OLIO ENTERTAINMENT,
with Sig. Constantine's Scrio Comic
Pantomime entitled}

THE

W. ALLE>.

CouHignme u U»

Concluding

OpMk At 7 o’.look | Lwtnr,

Merchants, Farmers,
Mechanics, Laborers,

P. S.—A large stock of carefully selected
hand at the present reduced prices,

COMBINATION.

EUNICE, presenting
A

0.

Regular sale of Furniture and General Merchandise
every Saturday at salesroom, 176 Fore street, com*
M.
meucing at 9 o’clock

by WILLIAM MORSE WISWELL, ot Lnyn, Mass.,
formeily of Portland. Subject, "The Science ol God,
Han, and the Devil.” Admission 25 cents. Doors

The Most Magnificent line of

and he premise* to toil yon in both price
and quality or refund year money.

Sch Minnie C Taylor, (new, ot Portland, 3 masts,
tons) Taylor, Newark—Berlin Mills.
SAILED—U S revenue steamer Gallatin, Chase,

MEMORANDA
Ship Pacific, of Yarmouth, before reported wrecked, went ashore at Trewen. Cliff, 3d inst, broadside
on, striking heavily on the rocks. Her masts were
cut away, and one man drowned. The materials
were saved by the coast guard, and the wreck was
sold 6th.
Ship Enoch Talbot, Talbot, from Baker’s Island for
Queenstown, put into Papete Aug 16, in a cripled
condition, having experienced a gale July 31, lat 3i S,
Ion 151 W, and another on the following day, during
which she snrung her foremast, maintopmast, trussle
tress. &c. Her cargo was discharged and it is reported she has been condemned.
A cable dispatch from London states that barque
Joshua Loring. Nichols, from Riga for Tayport has
put into Christian Sand in a damaged condition.
Barque Investigator, from Bordeaux for Boston,
put into Fortress Monroe 17th, short of provisions,
sails split, topgallantmast sprung, &c.

Exchanged, or Money

parse.

192

tor Boston.

East of Boston.

28 & 30 PEARL STREET,

PORT OE PORTLAND.
Wednesday, Nsr, IS.
ARRIVED
Steamship Franeonia, Bragg, New York—passengers and muse to Henry Fox.
Ship Lucille, (new, 1400 t<msl H T Waite, ot and
from Freeport, in tow of tug Chas A Warren.
Brig Mauzanilla, Benson, South Amboy—coal to

Clothing

OVERCOATS

into his Make it,

Xame.

City

Garments sold at amazingly low prices.
People astonished at the great Bar*
gains In Garments and Prices.
Immense Stock to select from.

.furnlAing

Choice FamilyFlour.

Weak.

rah

& NOBBY !

Terrific Slaughter in Prices

One Price, Goods

connection with bis

F. 0. BAIUtY.

The Company embrace* the pretty Eur"pean
Blonde Character Artists, the STUART SISTERS;
tbe dashing representative of tbe swell of the day,
Miss ALECiA JOURDAN; the Piemler Danse use
and Columbine, M’Ue EVAL1NE; tbe beautiful
Gymnastic Won ’ers and Character Dancers, the
BOTHELL SISTERS: the great Character Actors of
the day, Messrs. SHERIDAN and MACK; the MonarchsofSong and Dance, LESTER and ALLEN;
Banjo Solo and Ethiopcan Comedian, EDWIN
FRENCH; Grotesque Dancers,CONSTANTINE and

0PF081TB

Refunded.

makes

Positively One Week Only,
COMmkNCIkG MONDAY, NOV. 93.

ted.

ARE YOU
MAItRIKD.

EVEBYTHIN©~NEW

Auctioneers auil Commission Merchanst
halearooui It# Fore street.
(Office IS Knkuo turret.)

PORTLAND MUSEUM.

Ages!

Every garment guaranteed as represen-

elasticity.

Does Advertising Pay?—There is n* instance on record of a well sustained system of
judicious advertising failing of success.
“My success is owing to my liberality in ad
vertising. ’—Bonner.
auvertisea my proauctions ana maae money.” —Nicholas Longworth.
“Constant and persistent advertising is a sore
prelude to wealth.—Stephen Girard.
“He who invests one dollar in business should
invest one dollar in advertising that business
—A. T. Stewart.
“Advertising has furnished me with a competence."—Amos Lawrence.
“Without the aid of advertisements I could
have done nothing in my speculations. I have
the most complete faith in printer’s ink.
Advertising is the royal road to business.—Bar-

C-L-O-T-H-l-N-G

can be found

c:>cobb,

Ladies prefer Eureka Machine Twist on acof its superior strength, smoothness and

India Street—Coats
dyed $1.25; overcoats $1.50; pants 75cents.
sel5eod2m*

Men’s, Boys’ & Children's

No larger or better line of

THAT

count

Dye House,

We have taken the lead and
shall keep it, regardless of all
others.

For all Siaes and all

F. O. BAILEY * CO,

Opera House.

GRAND

Followers Many!

Wiley, Savannah,

Ward’s

SALKS

_AUCTION

SHEEIDAN, MACK & DAY'S

for

Arat Bristol ICtb, barque Lavinia, Davis, from
Eastport.
Ar at Buenos
Ayres Sept 23. barque S R Lyman,
“earse, Portland; 20th, Lord Clarendon, Lavender,
Hew York.
Ar at Havana 8th inst.
barque Ellen Stevens, from
10th. brig R B Gove, Hodgman, New York;
Lizzie
Merry, Lawrence, Portland; sch
jotb, barque
Ellen M Pennell,
Thompson, New York; 11th, Clara
Leavitt. Lomoard. Portland.
Sid 8th, brig Faustina, Averill, for New York;
9th,
barque Harriet S Jackson, Bacon, North of Hatteras;
Jt“.«h John McAdam, Torbef, Pensacola
Cld 9th, brig Meniwa, Downs, North of Hatteras.
Sid fin Matanzas 7th, brig Ortolan, Dyer, tar Port
land.
At at Cardenas 7th inst. sch Eva May, Andrews,
Bangor; 9th, brigs Jeremiah, Ford, New York; L M
Merritt, Herriman, do.
Sid 6th, brig Geo W Chase, Patterson, for North of
Hatteras.
Cld at Halifax 14th, sch Robt Noble, Meservey, for
Bay St George.
Ar at Halifax 17th, sch Ocean Queen, Portland.
Ar at Yarmouth NS 11th
inst, ach Mary A Power,

_

In this

None !

Ar at

We have some extra bargains in parlor suits
and walnut chamber sets. We can show the
largest and best stock of furniture in Maine.
Geo. A. Whitney & Co. Bo. 46 Exchange st.
nol3d2w

Symonds’

ENTERTAINMENTS.

Leaders we have

riman, Nicolaleff.

Havana

E. T. Eldex & Co. offer at one price, and So
deviation, one case Shaker Flannels, worth
30c. vd., for 17 c.; one case more Washington
Cambrics, assorted colors, for 6i c. yd.; 50 do*.
Linen Towels for 15 c. each, worth 25 c., and
everything else in our stock at way down

prices.

ship P G Blanchard, Green,

Macabi.
“"Ar at

inst, barque Amle, Sin-

4tb

_

November 14th, Lisco Roberts, inn keeper at
Canton Mills, got thrown from bis carriage in
Weld, cutting a very bad gash on one side of
his head. He still remains iu a critical condition.

The fire department of
bers at the present time.

Daria**lalasa28111
lb

miscellaneous.

Sproul, Valparaiso.

IIHCELtANaoDS NOTICES.

Ar

OXFORD COUNTY.

Tue Museum .—Tbe Hunchback was brought
out again at the Museum last night, and in its
previous excellent manner. The managers deserve tho support of the public iu their enterprise, and if they do Dot secure it it will not be
their fault nor the fault of the company, which
is one of the best that ever appeared upon a
Portland stage.
To-night the well known
drama of East Lynne will be brought ont and
Monday evening the play of David Garrick

Naval Asylum

at

Ar

Mean Thermometer—43p.O.
Mean Relative Humidity—73.00 per cent.
Rainfall—.24 of an inch.

a

Mrs. George Cilley of Saco, proposes so ape
that city for $10,000 for damages received on
Elm street several weeks since.
Sergeant Charles Powell, who has carried the
mail between Portsmouth and the Kittery navy
yard for 90 years, has been transferred to the

At Macabi 20th ult. ship Hercules,
Snow, tm Callao
for United Kingdom, ldg.
At Valparaiso 17th nit,
Kobt Porter, Goodbarque
ell. from Hamburg, ar 15th.
ull> brl* Clarabelle, Allen, from

on

hand

a

good assortment'ot

GAS FIXTURES
AI.NO

PREP.IRKO

Gas and Water
I.
nolltt

TO

Dll

Piping.

KINSMAN,
I'M Exchange direct.

COPARTNERSHIP.

THE PRESS.
Partland Wholesale Price Cnrreat.
Corrected tor the Pxiss to November|18tli, 1874.
Lead.
Apples.
I
Green,. 1 75@3 00 Sheet & Pipe.. 9 @ 94
Dried,western 12® 14 Pig._.. 8 @ 8)
do

eastern.

@ 16

14

Ashes.

Leather.
York,
Light. 28® 30

New

Pearl,p ft. ..11® Hi

Kt...„.“....

9® 11
Mia.Weight 29® 31
29 ® 31
Beans.
Heavy
90
@3
38 @ 43
75
Slaughter..
Pea
.2
Mediums.2 124@2 S7J Am. Call.1 00 @110
00
2
Lime.
70®3
Yellow Byes..
Eockland v'sk.
Bax Shacks.
@120
Laasber.
Pine.. ®°@75
Clear Pine,
Bread.
Nos. 1 & 2.50 00 @60 00
Pilot Sup_ 9 00 @11 00
No. 3.4090 @4500
Pilotex.lOOlb 70 @ 800
00
50
5
5
No. 4.30 00 @35 00
@
Ship.
....

Dissolution of

40

Batter.

35
25

Family,PB>.•

tore.

Candles.

@

42
30

@

@13
Mould,PB>....
Sperm. 35 @ 37i
Cement.

Pbbl.2 25 @

Cheese.
Vermont,p 1b 14 @ 15

Factory. 16i@
N. Y. Dairy.. 14 @
Caal—(Retail.)

17
15

Cumberland.. .8 50@ 9 00
Pictou.8 00 @8 50
Chestnut.7 50 @8 00
Franklin.9 50 @10 00

L’ghaW.Ash. .8

Shipping. .20 00 @25 00
Spruce.14 00 @17 00
Hemlock. ,.1200 @1500
Clapboards,
Spruce ex.30 00 @35 00
do No. 1.20 00 @27 00
Pine.45 00 @60 00

Shingles,

Cedar ex... 4 00 @4 75
Cedar No 1. 2 50 @ 3 25
do Shaved 4 00 @ 6 50
Tine do... 4 50 @ 7 00
1 75 @ 2 00
Spruce
Laths, Spruce 2 00
Pine. 3 00 @ 3 50
Batches.
Star, p gros. 1 95
Balaasea.
55 @ 65
Porto Rico
..

Cienfuegos

Callce.

none

46 @ 48
Muscovado..
70 @85
New Orleans....
52
Barbadoes.
race.
Coape
Hbd. Shooks and Heads, Sagua
....... 50 @ 52
62
Nails.
Mol. City....
@2
Cask.4 @
Sug. City... .2 30 @
Naval Stares.
Sug. C’try.. .160 @ 1 65
Tar.p bbl.... 5 50 @5 75
Country Ri Mol.
Pitch (C. Tar). .4 50 @4 75
Hh’d Sh’ks 1 75@
11 h’d Headings,
Wil Pitch.... 5 60 @ 5 75
Rosin,.4 00 @ 7 00
Spuce 35 in. 28 @
45 @50
Soft Pine,..
Turpentine, gl
28®
Oil.
Hard Pine. 30 @
Hoops,(14ft),28 00 ® 33 00 Kerosene,....
@ 174
Port.Ref. Petr
R.OakStaves 50 00 @
@ 12J

iava,pn>.

I

Kio. 21

rnnnpp.

Oop.BolU.
Y. M. Sheathing
■

35

Ilov/w hnllin.nt

@

THE

Partnership heretofore existing

A

between

00
85
68
60

Sperm,.2

Startling

the stand of
the business at

THElow & Hunt, will continue

Har-

128 and 130 MIDDLE ST.,
Where the public will find New and Second Hand
Furniture,
Lounges, Spring Beds. Mattrasses,
Looking Glasses, Book Cases, &c.
Repairing of all kinds neatly done.

Qaker

aul2

& Co.

CITY ADVERTISEMENTS
City of Portland.
that the “Joint Standing
out New Streets,” to
petition of Nathan Webb and
others praying that whxt is known as “Pleasant
Street” may be laid out from “High to Park Streets,”
will meet on Corner of High and Pleasant Streets on
Friday, the twentieth of November, A. D. 1874, at
four o’clock P. M.. to hear all parties interested, and

is

hereby given
Committee
NOTICE
Laying
referred the

__

67, MI

People
and Dying.

Dead

Consumption
CAUSED BY

on

whom

GEO. P.

WESCOTT,

Com.

MIC AH SAMPSON.
F. W. CLARK.

EDWARD THURSTON,
WM. E. DENNISON.
LEMUEL M. LOVE JOY,

on

Laying

out

New

@

25
6
20
35
44

Boot,
Bi-Carb Soda,
Borax,.

Camphor.

Cream Tartar

Indigo,.125
Logwood ex., 11

Madder,....

3@

Eng.Ven.Red
Ked Lead,...
Litharge.

3)@

11
11
Plaster.

Naptha. )?gal
Opium,.
Rhubarb,....
Sal Soda

Rochelle Yell

Killed

more

4
12

@

12

@ 3 00

White,)? ton,..
2 75
Blue,.
Ground,inbls8 00 @900
Calcined, brls 2 75 @ 3 60

....

Saltpetre....
Sulphur,...
Vitrol,.

12

Duck.
No. 1,.
No. 3,..
No. 10.
Ravens,
8 oz.
10 oz.,.

@
@

40
36
22

@
@
20
25

Dyewoads.
8
Harwood.
Brazil Wood,
Camwood,..
Fustic.
Logwood,
Campeacby,
St. Domingo,
Peach Wood,
Ked Wood
Fish.

Produce.
9 @ 13
8 @ 10
Mutton. 12 @ 13
12
Chickens.
@ 18
Turkeys,. 18 @ 20
27
@ 29
Eggs,)? doz.,
50 @ 60
Potatoes,
bbl...
3 25@3 50
Onions,
Cranb’s)?bbl. 8 00@ 9 00
.8
9
Round hogs...
@
Provisions.
12
00
50
Mess Beef,..
@13
Ex Mess,.. 13 00 @ 15 00
Plate,.... 15 00 @ 16 50
Ex Plate,.. 17 00 @17 50

BeefSide,)?tb
Veal.

Pork,
Backs.

...

Cod, perqtl.,
L’ge Shore,

.5 25 @5 50
L'ge Bank, 5 00 @5 25

Herring,
Shore,)? bbl 4
Scaled,)? bx
No.

1.

25
35
25

.Mackerel,)? bbl.,
1,
Bay No. 2,
BavNo.

l.arge

3

@5
@
@

00
37
30

No. 1,..12 50@14
2,. 9 00@11
Medium..., 7 00@ 8
Clam Bait.4 50@ 5
Flaur.

5 00 @5
6 26 @7
xx,... 7 00 @ 7
7 00 @7
Aicli.
«
xx 7 75 @ 8
Family 8 00® 8
6 75 @ 7
Illinois x,.
xx. 7 75 S 9
St. I >aisx,.. 8 25 @9
••
XX, 9 00 @ 10

Superfine,....
x,...
Bpring
"

21
40
2 50
35

00
00
51)

50
25
50
75
00
00
00

@

®
@

2

18

new
new

Com, Mixed,
Sellow.

Spices.

40 (
55 (
20 (
75 (

pure,.

Mace.1
Nutmegs. 135L
Pepper. 25 @
Starch.
9 @
Pearl,.

Sognr.
Granulated,..

Barley,.

10)

11@11)

@11?

....

O,.
@10
Syrnps. 63 @ 75
Eagle Sugar Refinery:
C-

none

CC..,,
ExC....
Hay. Brown

@10}
none

(

10

Nos. 12 & 16

~~

Rye,.

none

St’m Ref’d

Ginger.

1 @10 3
1@1 03

Meal.....

3 00

@

@ 2 75
@

Ntt 1.

none

Refining,...

7}

Teas.
25 (
Souchong,
Oolong. 33 (
Oolong, choice 55 (
Japan,. ...45
Do.choice... 70 @ 100
...

Oats,...
Fine Feed,
Shorts.......

a«.m

Gunpowder.
Blasting,. 4 50 @ 5
Sporting. 7 00 ® 7

00
50

Bay.

Tin.

Straits.. 25 @ 28
25 @ 26
English,.
Char. I. C.,.. 11 25@ 11 75
Char. I. X. ,..13 75 @14 25

Pressed,etonic 00 @18 00
Loose.16 00 @ 20 00
Straw,.12 00 @14 00Teine”"...
Coke.

Iran.

Common,....
Refined.

3} Antimony,

3@
3}@

4

7}

@

Swedish.

8
22
14
7
12

7}@
18 @

Norway.
Cast Steel,-..
German Steel
Shoe Steel
Spring Steel
Sheet Iron,
Common,
H. C.
Russia,_

12

@

6} @

..

11
9

75@12 75

25@11

17 @
Zinc.
I10}@
Tobaeca.
Fives and Tens,
Best Brands, 70 @
Medium,.. 60 @
Common,.... 55 @
...

Half lbs.,.55 @
Nat’tLeaf,.85 @
5@ 5} Navy lbs.,.55 @
Varnish.
6}@ 6}
9

@

charge.

00
18
11

85
65
60
65
90
62

The necessity of a popular medium for the repre-

mercial triumph— THE ALDINE
THE ALDlftE, while issued with all the regularty, has none of the temporary or timely interest
characteristic of ordinary periodicals.
It is an elegant miscellany of pure, light, and graceful literature ; and a collection of pictures, the rarest specimens of artistic skill, in black and white.
Although
each succeeding number affords a fresh pleasure to
its friends, the real value and beauty of THE ALDINE will be moat appreciated after it is bound up at
the close of the year. While other publications may
claim superior cheapness, as compared wilh rivals of
a similar class, THE ALDINE is a
unique and original

THE

—

—

LUNGS.
By direct sympathy, the

LIVER,
That great housekeeper of the body, becomes altected
and refuses to perform its office.
The system becomes deranged and falls into decay. The mind becomes despondent, and the sufterer wholly unfit lor
business or society, and finally the whole body becomes as lout as a sepulcher-full of

DEAD MEN’S BONES
CONSUMPTION steps in, and DEATH and the
GRAVE is the result.

TO SUM UP ALL,
A simple cold in the head leads to CATARKH, Catarrh to CONSUMPTION, and Consumption to the
GRAVE.
AND YET,
Awful as the-statement may seem, there arc thousands and tens of thousands rushing by the CERTAIN MEANS of cure to their sad end. Now ho
great remedy and certain cure for

conception—alone and unapproached—absolutely

“Man’s Unselfish Friend”
will be welcome in every home.
Everybody loves
such a dog, and the po trait is executed so true to
the life, that it seems the veritable presence of the
Kegs, K>tb...
animal itself. The Rev. T. De Witt Talmage tells
Tierces, y lb
that his own Newfoundland dog (the finest in BrookPail.
lyn) barks at it! Although so natural, no one who
Caddlov.
sees this premium chromo will have the slightest
fear of being bitten.
Besides the chromo, every advance subscriber to
Portland Daily Press Stack List
! THE aldink for 1875 U constituted a member,
and entitled to all the privileges of
For the week ending November 18,1874.
THE ALDINE ART UNION.
Corrected by W. E. Wood, Broker, 67 Exchange.
The union owns the originals of all THE ALDINE
Par Value. Offered Asked
Descriptions
pictures,
which, with other paintings and engraving?,
1111
Gold..1101
are to be distributed among the members.
To every
Government 6's, 1C81. 119}....119
series of 5,000 subscribers, 100 different pieces, valued
Government 5-20’s, 1862,.112}. ...112
at over $2,500 are distributed as soon as the series is
Government 5-20’s, 1864,. 114 ....114
lull, aid the awards of each series as made, are to be
Government 5-20’s, 1865.1151
115
published in the next succeeding issue of THE ALGovernment 5-20’s, July, 1865. 117}. ...118
DINE. This feature only applies to subscribers who
Government 5-20’s, July, 1867.117}. ...118
pay for one year in advance. Full particulars in
Government 5-20’s, July, 1868.118} ., 118
circular sent on application enclosing a stamp.
Government 10-40’s.. ... .... 1131. ...113
TERMS.
Maine
State of
Bonds,.101J.. ..101
Portland City Bonds, Municipal,..
97
97
One Subscription, entitling to THE ALBath City Bonds,.921... 97
DINE one year, the Chromo and the
Art Union,
Bangor City Bonds, 20 years,. 92}.... 93
Calais City Bonds. 95
96
S .00 per annum, in advance.
Cumberland National Bank,... 40.59 ... 60
Canal National Bank,. 100.*137
(No charge for postage.)
138
First National Bank.100. *137 ....138
Specimen copies ot THE ALDINE, 50 cts
National
Casco
Bank,.100.*135 ....138
THE ALDINE will, hereafter, be obtainable only
Merchants'National Bank,.. 75.98
100
by subscription. There will be no reduced or club
National Traders’ Bank,. 100.137
138
rates ; casn for subscriptions must be sent to the
Portland Company. 80
85
publishers dir ct, or banded to the local canvasser,
Portland Gas Company,....... 50. 70
75
without responsibility to the publishers, except in
Ocean Insurance Company,... 100.103
105
cases where the certificate is
given, bearing the facA. & K. R. R. Bonds... 85
86
simile signature of James Sutton, President.
Maine Central R. R. Stock,_100. 40
60
CANVASSERS
Maine Central R. R. Bonds. 7’s.93
WANTED.
94
European & North A merican K.R bonds. .65
75
Any person wishing to act permanently as a local
Leeds & F’rm’gton R. R. Bonds, 100.85
87
canvasser will receive full and
prompt information
Portland & Ken. R. K. Bonds.. 100. 85
87
by applying to
Portland & OgdensburgR.R.Bonds,gola, 85
90
THE ALDINE COMPANY,
58 MAIDEN LANE, NEW YORK.
2
d!5t
uuoi
ruDLidhtu:
10
Lara.

In all Its different stages

No book is better tilted for “Home” Musical entertainment than this. Beginners can play the easiduets. Advanced players and teachers need not
to be told that practice with lour hands is the
very
best to acquire “time” and ‘•certainty." Practice in
the “Piano at Home” is nothing but a continual
er

This remarkable compound was discovered after
many years of patient research by that great German
Chemist, Professor Ruder. For this grand discovery
the German Goverment rewarded Professor Rseder
with a present of one hundred thousand thalers, Gold.
Immediately after its discovery it became the most
popular Remedy in Europe for Colds and Catarrh.
It Is now extensively used In the Prussian Army,
and in all the Hospitals of the Confluent. A short
time ago it was introduced into America, and now

THOUSANDS

LIVING WITNESSES,
RAISED,

From the

Dead,

to its

AND ISTONV

OLD

LET

AND YOUNG

Wlio have a cold in the head, with mucous mosisture
of the nasal organs, and dripping or dropping outside
or inside.
REHIEHBEK THAT THE

MONSTER CATARRH
Is clutching for your vitals, and ;thit in
cured, the

pleasure.

sheet music size.
cloth, #3.00; fall gilt, $4.00.
250 pages, lull

In

and will

boards, $2,30:

Choirs, THE LEADER. Price $1.38.
For Singing Schools ; THE SONG MON
ARCH,75c

By L. O. Emerson and TV. S. B. Matthews.
Easy and piogressive lessons, scales, studies, voluntaries, Interludes, quarters, songs, and other pieces
profaeion. Al! well arranged by skilful hands.
Price #2.50.
IFor Choirs; PERKINS’ANTHEM BOOK. 81.50.
For,QcARTETChoirs; THOMAS QUARTETS #2.59
Specimen copies sent post-paid for retail price.
OLIVER DITSON & CO., Boston.
CHAS. H. DITSON & CO., 711
Broadway, N. Y.

continue thfrtecu weeks.

Locust Treenails.
100.000 best Rift liocnut Treenails,
150.000 best Sawed While Oak do.
HO,OOO.be.t quality Canada Knees
—ALSO—

White Oak & Hard Wood Plank & Wedges
AT LOWEST CASH PRICES

L.

_

POKTLAIVP. ME.dtt

TEN PER CENT INTEREST.
non CITY OF LITCHFIELD,

DOLL’S CRADLES.
Every little girl should hare ODe. Name “Chichester” on every cradle. Beautiful, Cheap and

Durable. Chichester Toy Chairs to match. This
Cradle canuot he equalled lor a present to a little girl
for

ILLINOIS. 10 per cent,
twenty year Water Ronds. Coupons payable
January and July In New York, or at this office,—
$500 each; also other seven, eight and ten ptr cent.
Municipal securities. These represent the first claim
ontbe entire property, and the combine 1 wealth of
Cities, Towns and Counties: well selected; no loss:
absolute. Bought and sold by GEOItGK
WM. B ALLOU, 72 Devonshire
Street, Boston. Write
for

It will hold a
20
long. For sale by all
fay and furniture dealers. If your dealer does not
have them, ask him to send for catalogue, and take
none but tbu “Chichester.”

is the

FOR

SALE

KENDALL &

liY

WHITNEY,

sure

and

certain cure; that there is

no

YERMOAT COPPERAS.

GOODWIN,

FOB HALE.
PINE

FLOORING and STEP
SOUTHERN
BOARDS, in lota to suit purchasers, for sale low
to close
a

consignment

mj2e

RYAN & KELSEY,
No. 101 Commercial Street.

PBINTING of

every

cute* at This Office.

description

exe-

250,000
Seasoned White. Oak Treenails,
1 i in.

length.

1J

square, 14,16, 20, 28, 30, 32, 34 Inches in

In. square,
For Bale by

14, 20, 24, 26 and 28 inches iu length

Wilson Hammons,
t*29
ALFRED. ME.

w3m40

rne

over Boston & Maine and Eastern Railroads. Also
connect at Rochester with Dover and Winnipiseogee
Railroad for Alton Bay, and with Portsmouth, Great
Falls and Conway Railroad for Conway.
Leave Rochester for Portland and way stations at
7.20 A. M. 12 M. and 5 P.M.
The 12 o’clock train making direct connection at

Embracing the leading Hotelp In the State, at which,
the Daily Pbess may always be found.

Rochester with trains from Boston, leaving Boston
via Boston & Maine, und Eastern Railroads.
Leave Portland for Saco River at 6.20 P. M.
Leave Saco River for Portland at 5.30 A. M.
Stages connect as follows:
At Gorham for West Gorham, Standish, and No.

ALFRED.
Alfred House, H. H. Oediug, Proprietor.
AUBURN
Elm Honse, Court. St. W. S. A-A. Vouuk.
m

Limington, dally.

At Buxton Centre for West Burton, Bonny Eagle
and Limington .daily.
At South Waterboro for Ross Corner and Dam’s
Mills daily.
At Centre Waterboro’for Limerick, ParsonsSeld

Proprietor..

AUGUSTA.

Augusta Honse, State St. Harrison Bab
er, Proprietor.
Cony House, G. A. A H. Cony. Proprie
tors.

daily.

EASTERN & MAINE

TRAL RAILROAD.

BATH.
Sagadahoc House—E. B. Mayhew,
Prop
Bath Hotel, C. M. Plummer,
Proprietor

COIfLUENCINGAEG. 3, 1874.
Portsmouth and Boston, (Sunexcepted) at *2.00 A. M. t9.10 a.
""
M.J3.15 and 6.00 P. M.
Leave Portland for Portsmouth aud Dover daily,
(Sundays excepted), at 9.10 a. m. and 3.15 p. in.
Leave Bangor for Portland, Portsmouth and Boston at H8.00 A. M., *7.45 P. M.
Leave Boston for Portsmouth and Portland at 7.30
and 08.15 A. M, ttt.3U, *6.20 P. M.

Si. H. D. Parker &

Gurney

&'

Leave Boston for Portsmouth, Portland, Bangor,
Calais and St. John at *6.20 P. M.
Leave Boston for Portsmouth, Portland, Bangor
and St. John at 7.30 and 118.15 A. M.
Leave Dover for Portsmouth and Portland at 6.30,
0.50 and 5.00 p. m.
Leave Portsmouth for Portland at 10.00 and 110.20
A. M.. H3.05 a M., *8.23 P. M.
Leave Portsmouth ior Portland, Bangor, Houlton,
Calais and St. John at *8.23 P. M.
Leave Portland for Lewiston, Bath, Rockland, Au
usta, Watervillc and Skowhegan, at f7.00 A. M.
Leave Portland (via Danville) for Lewiston, Farmington^Waterville and Skowhegan at tl.05 P. M.
Leave Portland for Bath, Lewiston, Rockland, Augusta. Skowhegan, Belfast, Dexter and Bangor at
1.10 P. M.
Leave Portland for Bangor, via Augusta, (Pullman Palace Sleeping Cars,) at 10.45 p. m.
For Lewiston, Bath and Augusta at 15.50 P. M.
For Lewiston via Danville at 15.45 P. M.
Leave Biddeford for Portland at tS.OO A. M., returning at 5.00 P. M
The 9.10 A. M. and 3.15 P. M. trains from

Houlton,

BETHEL.

CPrSpr1eto“°"8*,_A"dreW*

*

Record,

BRUNSWICK, ME.

PPrapriitM "*“*
°etor*

Boom“» w- B. Field,

CAPE ELIZABETH.
,Iou”e—J' P- Chnmberlain, Propri.
CALAIS.
W.

International

Hotel,

Proprietor.

D.

Simpson,

CAMDEM.
V

U

n_..

Pnwtlnnf^

uw

American House.—S. Jordan &
Son, Prop
City Hotel.—A. II. Higgins 4cSous,

Props.

FOXVBOET.
Foxcroft Exchange, P. M. Jeffords, Pro.
prietor.

LIFE of

LIVINGSTONE,
marvellous achievements
a

illustrations, new features, positively unequalled. For particulars address
HUBBARD BROS.
„r
oc2&w
naihmstonSt., Boston.

500.000 Corriigaied
STOVE
PIPE
EIaSOLD LAST YBAR!
the
draft
of
the
Promoting
stove, preventing tno accumulation of soot, with no joints to
rust out aud come apart, but
lasting until the iron is actually worn
out. This beautiful and economical corrugated Stove Pipe Elbow found imnodiate and lasting favor with the pablic.
Sold by Enterprising Dealers everywhere.
Manufactured by the Corrugated Elbow Co. oi the
U. S., 52 Cliff St. N. Y., also in Chicago aud ClnC1MNATI.
4wt

|B«WS

LINIMENT OF IODIDE OF AMMONIA
Is considered to he one of the greatest discoveries
of the period for Rheumatic, Neuralgic, and
Erysipelatous Affections.
Bunions* Enlarged Joints of the feet, Neurtlgia,
Sore Throat, Paralysis, Rheumatism, Pains of all

COUGHS, COLDS, HOARSENE S,

IN

TIllS
■* mo

DI/VE

Is pronounced by medical savans, eminent physicians
and pharmaceutists to be the only safe and reliable
compound yet discovered for the cure of Colds and
Catarrh.
HU VIF VS I!I; It THAT

RAIDER’S

8endinB 35c.,
lSBy
coloi of
and
eyes

with age, height,

hair,

you will

re-

celvo by return mai a correct pliotograph ot your future husband or
,laaie anddate of marHlllTl Wllftriage.
nlie,^ile, withAddress
AI-U1I1
AY. FOX P O.
Drawer No, 50 Fultonville, N.Y.
nol2t4w

Catarrh in all its different stages, from its
first iucipieney uutil it has terminated in
Consumption, and even then many arc cured, for by removing
the original cause the lungs frequently Leal and the
patient becomes well.
Will

cure

iPA-REISTTS
should always have

a

box

SNUFF

bouse for themselves and children, for many a
promising child has boon scut into tbo dark valley of
the shadow of death by a simple Cold, which ended
in Catarrh and quick consumption of its
iu the

SNIFF

Smith, Doolittle & Smith,
WHOLESALE AEUGGISIS,

No. 36 Tremont St.,
General
oC!4

Boston,

Agents for the United

and WOMEN WANTED
1
Stereoscopic Views of
*“ Paru ‘“.“L1
of theou.r
World.
Great Wages

000.MEn
.f'-o y

Certainly.

Stale*.
Cm

Apply

at

Publisher, Concord, N.

once

H.

to D.

nol2t4w

Agents. Ladies Com.
FREE binntiontoNeedle
Book, with Ciiro-

A iltJD
mos.

Send stamp.

Dean

& Co., Now Bedford,

MaBB'___no12t4w

WATERS’ NEW SCALE PIANO.
and UPRIGHT, Snde! hr&
SQUARE
touchi elastic the tone
through the

entire

sweet.

RADER’S

N. H.
Merrill & Plais

Proprietor

GEO.

powerful, pare and
net mellow and

scale,

'W-A.TEJEiS’ Concerto ORG/iNS
cannot be excelled in tone or beamy: then defy
competition. The Concerto Stop is a line
imitation of the Raman Voice.
Warranted for li Years. PBIGEM
1BEMEL1 LOW for cash or pn« cash,
u»o! balance ire monthly payments. Second

5‘v*

<>r.eat

bnrguius.

* liberal diecounl
Churches, Schools, Lodges,
Catalogues mailed. IVOR,8'

^E1tTS Ministers,
°. Tcl?J}ers<
°Jc. Illustrated

suhs^ri-

Notice
the

County

of Cumberland,
deceased, and given
tbe law directs. All persons having denands upon the estate of said deceased, aro
required
:o exhibit the same; and all persons
indebted to said
(State are called upon to make payment to
11

Kinds

as

ELIZABETH D.
Poi tland, Nov. 3,

ROBINSON, Administratrix.

1874._noOdlawSwF*
IS HEREBY GIVEN, that the snbserilTNOTICE
er has been
duly appointed Executrix

JAMES

of the Will

McMILLAN, late of Gorham,

the County of Cumberland,
deceased, and lias
.aken
upon herself that trust by giving bonds, as
:ne law tweets. All
persons having demands upon
he estate of said deceased are
required to exhibit
he same: and all persons indebted to said estate
tro called upon to make payment to
ALMIRA McMILLAN, Executrix.
Gorham, Nov. 3,1874.
no7dlaw3wS

A

»T

Damariscotta,

Waliloboio,

Warren and Rockland.
No change of cars between Portland
and Rockland.
Steamers leave Rockland for all points on the Penobscot river, Machias, Mount Desert Vinal Haven,
Hurricane and Dix Islands.
Leave Maine Central Depot, at 7.0 A. m„ and 1.00
P. M.

AOBWAV.
Beal’s Hotel, O. H. Green, Prop.
Elm House, Main St. W. W. Wbitmarsh

Stages connect at Rockland, for Camden, Lincoln
viile, Northport. South Thomaston and St. George,
daily. At Rockland for Union, Appleton and Washington, Tuesdays. Thursdays and Saturdays.
At Thomaston for St. George daily.
At Warren for Union, daily.
At Warren for Jefferson and Whitetield,
Mondays
Wednesdays and Fridays.
At Waldoboro* for North Waldoboro*, Washington
and Liberty daily.
At New Castle for Bristol and Pemaquid, daily.
Freight Trains daily and freight taken at *ow rates

Proprietor.

NAPLES*
Elm House, Nathan Church 4c Sans, Proprietors.
NORTH BBIDGTON.
Lake Hotel—J, B. Martin, Proprietor.

jv29dtf

NOB1UDGEWOCK.
Dantorlii House, D. Dnnforth. Propriety

C. A. COOMBS. Sup*t.

Eastern Railroad.

NORTH ANSON.
Somerset Hotel Brown «c Hilton, Propr
etors.

SPECIAL

OLD ORCHARD BEACH.’
Ocean House, E. B. Drake, Proprietor.

*"£'V-'01'
the
Ev..Sif?5i??Hfurtker
Notice, *!“'?

22, 187*. and until

Red and the Yellow Tickets

prietor*#

PEAK’S ISLAND.
Union Mouse—W. T. Jones. Proprietor.

TO AND FROM BOSTON,
—

PARIS HILL.
Hubbard Hotel, H. Hubbard, Proprieto

CF THE

—

BOSTON & illAINU
Will be taken

PITTSFIELD.
Lancy Hon *e—Fletcher & Gale, Proprie-

EASTERN

tors.

ta

RAILROAD,
the

RAILROAD.

CHARLES F. HATCH. God. Manager.
July 21. 1874.
yatt

Kobbinaon,

PORTLAND & OGDENSBURG R.R

PORTLA1VU.

Adams House, Temple Sit. Charles Adam

Proprietor.

WINTER ARRANGEMENT.

Albion House, 117 Federal Si. J. O Perry

Proprietor.

American House, India St. E. Gray, Pro
priclor.
City Hotel, Cor. Congress and Green St.
J. K* lUnrtin, Proprietor.
Falusoath Hotel, P. E. Wheeler, Propri*

On and alter MONDAY, NOV. 16,1874,
until further notice trains will run
follows :
Leave Portland for all stations at 7.30 a. m.
Leave Portland tor Upper Bartlett and intermediate stations at 2 p. m.

House, Congress St. Gibson A Co.,
Proprietors.
St. Julian Hotel, Cor. middle aud Plana
Sts. G. E. Ward, Proprietor.
IT. S. Hotel, Junction of Congress and Fed"
cral Sts. E. Cram A Co., Proprietor.
Commercial sEojjsc-L, O. Sanborn A Co.,
Proprietors.

Ijeave Bemis for Portland and intermediate stations
at 9.15 a. m.
Leave Upper Bartlett for Portland and intermediate stations at 7.15 a. m.
7.30 a. m. from Portland and 9.15 a. in. from Bemis
will be mixed trains,
Stage connections with 2.00 p. in. from Portland for
Cornish, Porter, Kezar Falls, Freedom,

Htfl 'lTr3HHaiul

H3

Returning.

Bridgtou, Lovell, Stowe and Chatham.

Portland, Nov. 13, 1874.

HAGGAKAFFA.
Ceutral House—Alvin Alien, Propricto

J. HAMILTON, Supt.
nol4dtf

& MAINE
RAILROAD.

Kfiir.on. Proprieto

Ou and after Monday, Sept. 28, 1874,
Passeuger trains will leave Portfor Boston, at 6.15, 9.10 a. ni.
^s^laml
r-jw
> 6.00 p, in.,
arriving at Boston at
______

V1NAL HAVEN, LANE’S ISLAND.
Dccna House, F. Iff. Lane, Proprietor.

10.50 a. m., 2.00. 7.30 and 10.30
p. ni.
Returning, leave Boston at 8.15 a. in., 12.30, 3.30,
arriving at Portland at 12.45, 5.30, -8.10.

i.oot p. m.,
L0.O0 p. m.

Proprieto

Por Lowell (via Lawrence) at 6.15,9.10

U5* p. m.
For Concord aud

CRESCENT SPECTACLES
Improve Your Sight.
offered
rUE
teed

to the
superior to

all]

rivaled, the total abcolors and retractoIn Pebbles
Mar/:] i a 11 y desirable,
great care, they are

si__Jfound

icing ground with
from all imperfections and impurities. They are
nounted in Gold, Silver, Shell, Rubber ami Steel
rames and will last many years without change.
For sale only by our Agents.
ree

£3P*Xone genuine wit bout the trade-mark stamped
>n every pair.
Manufacturer! by
Fellow*, Holme*

n

Look

&

Clapp, New York

for Trade Marl:. No peddlers Employed.

Carriages
^TORED

i5

nolTiw*

C. D. MILLER,
Forest City House.

a.

ni.,

New

a.

ni„

SUMMER

Freight forwarded from Norfolk to Washington and
Alexandria by steamer
of the Lake.
Freight forwarded from Norfolk to Petersburg and
and
Va.
and
Tenn.
R. R. to all places in
Richmond,
the South, W. B. Clark, Agent, basement Old Stat**
Boston
House,
To all points of North and South Carolina, by Seaboard and Roanoke Railroad and Atlantic Coact Line.
G. H. Keith, Agent, 7G Washington street, Boston.
And to all points in the West by Baltimore •& Ohio
R. It., C. A. Chipley, Agent, 87 Wasnington street,
Boston. And Chesapeake & Ohio R. R., W. B. Clark.
Agent, basement Old State House, Boston.
Through bills of lading glvcu by the above named

Lady

Agents.
Passage $12.50.

For freight or passage to Norfolk, Baltimore, Washington, or other Information apply to
E. SAMPSON, Agent,
53 Central Wharf, Boston.
E. H. ROCKWELL, Agent.

no2dtf_Providence, K. 1
Last Trio of tills Season!

m.

A train will also leave Portland for Kenae>unk and Way Stations at 2.30 p. m., arriving
it Kenncbunk at 3.45 p. m. Returning, leave Kra*
, icbank at 7.30 a. m., arriving at Portland at 8.35
,
m.
Parlor Cars on trains leaving Portland 9.10 a. in.,
; .15 p. m.; Boston 8.15 a. m., 6.00 p. m.
♦Does not stop at Scarboro, Blue Point or Old Or* liard.
tDocs not stop at Blue Point or Scarboro except to
] eave passengers taken West of Biddeford.
»JAS T. FURBER, Gen. Superintendent,
j 1. II. STEVENS, Gen. Agent, Portland,

j

..

se2G

tf

4

STUBPS, Agent

Thursday Ev’ngr 5ov. 2tt, at 10 o’clock,
Or, on arrival of Express Train from Boston,
Belas Her la*t '1 rip for
For Rockland,
W. Harbor, (Mt.

Ocean

Boston and the West.
For further particular) inquire ut Railroad Wharr
Portland.
CYRUS STURDIVANT, General Agcut.
Portland, Nov.
noftdtd

11,1871,_

PORTLAND

Voyage.

Liverpool, touching at
Derry.
First-class fortnightly mail steamers of this liner
sail Irom Halifax
every other Tuesday, fo
Liverpool, touching at Queenstown. Passage
(first-class) $70 and $80 gold or its equivalent; thirdfor

class $20 U. S. currency to British ports, $26 to Denmark and Sweden, prepaid $20 and $26.
The Qlasjfow tjine of steamers sail from
Quebec eveiy Thursday for Glasgow direct. Cabin

passage $60, steerage $20.
Passengers booked to and from all parts of England, Ireland, Norway, Sweden, Denmark and Germany.
Prepaid and Return Tickets issued at reduced
rates. Apply to J. L. FARMER, Genefal Agent
for New England, No. 3 India street, Portland, Me.
I^ilicht Sterling Checks issued for £1
and Upwards.
au26dtf

LINE!

STOillMTOH
FOR
AHEAD

NEW
OF

Iron Line of Steamers

Clyde's

Rnnning 1-etween ProvMenct
Philadelphia every WEDNESDAY and SATURDAY gives
direct communication to aau
rom Portland and all other points in
Maine, with
Philadelphia and beyond. Turough rates are given to
Philadelphia and all points reached _>y the Penn.
Cential and the Phil. & Reading R. It’s., and to all
the principal cities in the South and Southwest. No
and

Wharfage.

No Commission lor

ALLAN_LINE.

Montreal

Ocean

UNDER CONTRACT FOR

and popular Steamer Stonington
Thursday and Saturday, arriving in
ant

ways in advance of all other

checked through.
Tickets

Baggag

procured at depots of Boston & Maine and

Eastern Railroads and at Rollins & Adams 22 Exchange St., and W. D. Little & Co., 49} Exchange St.
L. W. FILKINS.
D. S. BABCoCK.
Gen. Pasenger A g’t. New York.
President.
dlv

MAINE

STEAMSHIP

CO.

YEW

Steamers

and

leave tins

port tor Liverpool on

cording to acccommodations).870
880
Payable in Gold or its equivalent.
For Freight or Cabin Passage, apply to
II- & A. ALLAN, No. 1 India St.
For Steerage Passage inward and
outward, and for
Sight Pratts on England for small amounts, a "inly to
JAMES L. FARMER,
No. 3 India Street.
no...
Portland, Nov. 13,1874.
no47dtf
■

_

REPRINTS

Franconia

Chesapeake

Will until further notice leave
Franklin Wharf, Portland every
MONDAY.
TUESDAY
and
THURSDAY, at 5 P. M., and
leave Pier 38 East River, New

York,

London-

SATUKDAV, NOVEMBER iSlh, 187-1,
Immediately alter the arrival of the Train of the pro
vious day from Montreal.
Passage to Londonderry and Liverpool. Cabin (ac-

YORK.

Eleanora,

to

Caspian, Cnpt. Tracks,
vvm

TRI-WEEKLY LINE

TO

Co.

or THE

Return Tickets
-granted at Reduced Kate.-.
The Steamship

aln/»

every Tuesday,
New York al-

lines.

CARRYING

Passengers booked
derry and Liverpool.

Seamboat Express trains leaves Boston from Bosrovidence R. R. Denot daily, except Sunday
M. connecting at Stonington with the entirely new and superb Steamer Rhode Island, every
on/1 nrlfl,

Steamship

THE

Cnnndianw and Wailed Elates -ftails.

OTHERS.

ton & I
at 5.30 P.

Woilnoonav oiul

forwarding.

Full imlormation given by WALDO A. PEARCE,
Agent, 29 Devonshire St., Boston, or J. B. COYLE.
Jr., Portland.
WM. P. CLYDE & CO,, Gen'l Managers,
12 So. Delaware Avenue Philadelphia.
unllly

11lls is (he only inside route Avoiding Point Judith.

Mnniluv

A2TO

PlI3XADJEIgPIlf.fi.

YORK,

AKil.

IkisMcosoa,

Castino, I)cer Isle, Sedgwick So
Desert,) Millhridge, Jouespoit’au-i

Machlasport.
Returning will leave Machlasport Ylouday
Horning. Mot. :IO at 3 o'clock, touching as
above, arriving in Portland same night, connecting
with Pullman Train, and early morning Trains Ibr

SERVICE.

First-class Weekly mail steamers of this line sail irom Quebec
every Nnturday JUorniug,

every MONDAY, THURSDAY, and SATURDAY at 4P.M.
The Eleanora is a new steamer, Just built for this
route, and both sho and the Franconia are fitted up
with fine accommodations for passengers, making this
the most convenient and comfortable route for travellers between New York and Maine. These steamers
will touch at Vineyard Haven during the summer
months on their passage to and from New York.
Passage in State Room $5, meals extra.
Goods forwarded to and from Philadelphia, Mon-

treal, Quebec, St. John, and all parts of Maine.
sar-Freight taken at the lowest rates.

Shippers are requested to send their freight to the
Steamers as early as 4 P. M., on the days they leave
Portland. For further information apply to
HENRY FOX, General Agent, Portland.
J. F. AMES, Ag*t, Pier 38, E. R., New York.
Tickets and State rooms can also be obtained at 22
Exchange Street.

—OF TDE—

British Periodicals.
The political ferment among the European nations
the strife between Church and State, the discus-iou
of Science in its relation to '1
heology, and the constant publication of new works on these and kindred
topics, will give unusual interest to the leading foreign Iteviews daring 1873. Nowhere else can the inquiring reader linil In a condensed form, the tacts and
arguments necessary to guide him to a correct conlu sion.

The Leonard Scott Publishing Co.,
41 BARCLAY

Steamboat Comuanv.
FOR MT. DESERT & MACHIAS.
irALt, ARRANGEMENT.

ST., SEW-YORK,

continuothe reprint ot the four Leading Reviews, via:

Edinburg Review,(Whin.)
London Quarterly Bcvicw,'l'o*errnti«.)
Wextmin.ter Review, (Liberal.)
British Qnarterly Review, (Eia*fcKeaf.)
—AND—

Blackwood’s

ocdtf_
PORTLAND, BANGOR & MACHIAS

Edinburg Magazine.
TERMS:

IPtiya'ble fstrictly in advance.
For any one Review.$4.00 per
For any two Reviews. 7.00
For any three Review*.
lo.UO
For all four Reviews. 12.00 44
For Blackwood’s Magazine. 4.00 41
For Blackwood and one Review. 7.00 41
For Blackwood aud two Reviews.10.00
For Blackwood and three Reviews. 13 00 44
For Blackwood and the four Reviews.. 15.00 44

aim.

....

4*

44
4*
4*

Tho Steamer LEWISTON,
The Pontage will b© prepaid by the publishers
Capt. Chas. Deebing, will
leave Railroad Wharf toot of without charge to the subscriber,
ouly on the express
State St., every Thursday
condition that subscriptions are palu invariably
Evening, at lO o’clock, j advance at the commencement of each year.
or on arrival of Express Train from Boston, com- I
mencing Thursday, Oct, 14th, 1871.
.rur
CI/LTBS.
miCKicimi, ua»uuv, i/cer i»ie, oeugwic*, so.
West Ilarbor (Mt. Desert), Millbridge, Jonesport and
A discount of twenty per cent, will be allowed to
Machiasport,
Returning, will leave Machiasport every Monday clubs of tour or more persons. Thus: four copies of
morning at 5 o’clock, touching as above, arriving in Blackwood or of one Review will be sent too/.* «//.
Portland same night, usually connecting with Pull
tires* tor 91^.00: lour copies oi tuc four Reviews
aud
man Train, and early morninglTrains for Boston and
Blackwood for $48, and so on.
the West.
To clubs of ten or more, in addition to the above
discount, a copy gratis will be allowed to the getterup of tho club.
The Steamer CITY OP RICHMOND, Cant. C. Kilby, will leave Railroad Wharf every Monday
WedncMday and Friday EveningN, nt flO
PREMIUMS
o'clock,or on arrival ot ExnressTrain from Boston.
For Bangor, touching at Rockland, Camden, BelNew subscribers (applying early) lor the year 18*3,
fast. Searsport, Sandy Point, Bucjtsport, Winterport
may have, without charge, the numbers for tho last
and Hampden.
of 1874 of such periodicals as they may subReturning, will leave Bangor every Monday, Wed- quarter
for.
scribe
nesday and Friday mornings, at G o’clock, touching
Or instead, new subscribers to any two, three or
at the above named landings, arriving in Portland at
four of the above periodicals, may have ooe of the
5 o’clock p. m.
“Four Reviews” for 1874; subscribers to all five
For turther particulars inquire at Railroad Wharf,
may
have two of the^Four Reviews,” or one set of BlackPortland.
wood’s Magazine tor 1874.
CYRUS STURDIVANT, General Agent,
Neither premiums to subscribers nor discount to
Portland. Oct. 10, 1874.
tf
clubs can be allowed unless the money Is remitted direct to tho publishers. No premiums given to clubs.
CROMWELL STEAMSHIP LINE.
Circulars with further particulars wav lx* had on

application.

PORTLAND
—

AND

Tho Leonard Scott

—

_41

SEW YORK.
The first class Steamships, “GEO.
WASHINGTON”
and “GEO.

CROMWELL,” 1000 tons each,
will form a semi-weekly line,leav

ing Boston & Maine R. R. Wharf
P. M.

Portland, every Wednesday and Saturday at 6
and leaving Pier 9 North River, New York,

every

Wednesday and Saturday at 4 P M.
This line will connect at Portland with the principal Railroads and Steamboats for the interior and
the east, and at New-York with Cromwel. Steamship
line for New Orleans and other principal lines tot he
South and South-west.
Freight taken at low rates.
Passenger accommdatious are unsurpassed. Cabiu
passage. Including state-room and meals. $7.50.
Steerage passage,(meals and births inclnded),$3.50.
Until further notice the “GEORGE CROMWELL”
will be the only steamer sailing in this line.
Leaving Portland every Wednesday and New York twery

Saturday P. M.
For freight or passage apply to
J. N, MAGNA, Agent.
or

Jj28tf

Office ou the Wharf.
CLARK & SEAMAN,
8G West street. New York.

-AND-

1*181 §, A£>JEI, S*IS * A
Sifsunslitit Line.
Leave each port every

Rfo

WedVy

&

Sat’d’y.

Whanagc.
From
From

fxmg Wharf, Horton, 3

Fine Street Wharf. PhiU

detphia,
■

a: 10

Insurance

a. m.
one hall

sailing vessels.
Freight for the West by the Penn.

j y connectin'

*

the rate

U. 1!., ami Souili
lines forwarded lrco of Commission.

passage, ten dollars.
Passage, apply t o
E. B. SAMPNOiV, Agrui,

tot Freight ot

Jn23-1y

TO I Mg tVbsrf, Reton,

Publishing Co.,

BARCLAY ST., JiEW YORK.

Portland Daily Press

Job

Printing

OFFICE,
WM. M.

*

B O ST o isr

Found.
LL orders for hacking left at Gallison & Colby s
CJL 69 Spring Street, will be promptl ^attended to
*
1y
J. RYAN.
«U25
(14w
A

THE STEAMER LEWISTON,
CAPT. CHAS. DEEPING.
Will Leave Railroad wharf, Kiel
of State Street.

—

3.15*, 6.00

For Portflmonth (via Dover) at 6.15 a, m.
For IftocbcMter, Allou Bay. IVolfbor
n*Bh and Centre Harbor (via Dover & Winlipiseogee R. R. and Steamer “Mt. Washington”) at

j M0 a.

R.

allan_lineT

a. m.

For Great Fall* at 6.15, 9.10

myo____dlawT&wly
for the winter by

at 9.10

). m.

now
——Spectacles
Public are guaranothers in the marand distinctness ot

set. For clearness
,'ision they are unence of
prismatic
y rays a L w ay
■enders them espcc- [Trade

Manchester (via

Market, Junction) 6.15 a. m., 3.15* p, m„ (via Lawence

days of sailing until

on

A

Denmark,

BOSTON

SKOWHEGAN.
Turner Reuse, W. G. Reaction, Propri<*

Crescejst;—

83jr“Freight received

o’clock P. M.
se2Cdtf

land.

Proprietor.

WILTON.
Wiltou House, KB. N. Green*

erick ton,

Trains arrive at and depart from Eastern and
Maine Central Railroad Passenger Station in Port-

HIT11NCANE ISLAND.
Caldcrwood House.— E. A. Caldcrwood,

etor.
Elm House, NI. li.

P.M., forEastportandSt. Jolin,N. B.
Returning wi leave St. John and Eastport on the
same days.
Connections made at Eastport lor St. Andrews,
Robbinston, Calais, Woodstock and Houlton.
Connections made at St. John tor Digby, Annapolis, Windsor, Kentville, Halitax, N. S., Shediac, Amherst, Pictou, Summerside, Charlottetown, and Fred-

NOTICE. One
Trip per Week.

TnT rnmiT-mrar

NORTH STRATFORD N. Ft.
Willard House, C- S. Bniley A Co. P

Proprietors

f__n_

Diree rail route to Wiscasset. New

MACHIAS.
Eastern Hotel.—E. E. Stoddard, Prop.

Harden

—

FOR MT. DESERT & MAC HI AS,

at 6

BACHELDER,

Castle,

LOVELL.
Kezcr Valley House, C. U. Harris, Pro.
prietor.

YVSr.A.V/Y

is hereby given, that the
ber has been duly appointed and taken
upon
terself tbe trust of Administratrix of the estate
ot
WILLIAM G. MITCHELL, late of
Portland,

O An

KNOX & LINCOLN RAILROAD

LITTLETON, N H.
Thayers Hotel, II. L. Thayer, Proprietor.

PHILLIPS.
Ilonse, Adams A

Digby

New Brunswick, Capt. E. B. Winchester, will leave Railroad Wharf,
foot of State St.,every MONDAY, and THURSDAY,

General Agent Eastern Railroad. Portland, Me.
dtf

LINCOLNYIL LE.
Bench House—F. E. Phillips,
Proprieto

Preble

Stationery Package oat. Sample Package, post-paid, for 25 c. Circulars tree. J. BRIDE
767 Broadway, New York.
nol2t4w

even

o

JEFFERSON,

etor.

WANTED—AGENTS
Prize

Cleared with
E. Guernsey,

GERMAN SNUFF

prietor,

DOXE3.

Wr

SNUFF

Ml. Culler House,—Hiram Baston, Pro

AND AH THROAT DISEASES,

MD

GERMAN

Prop

IIIIIA.il.

and

veritable Hero, as also
wealth and curiosities of a most wonderful country. “We issue the most complete and authentic work, and want more Agents at once.
We
'Publishthe choicest Family Bibles cx:ant,
of

REMEMBER THAT

RADER’S

HABTLAAD.

LEWISTON.
HeWitt House,H. B. Wing,

4>in

The 8.15 A. M. train from Boston arrives tn Portland in season for passengers to take the cars of the
P. & O. Railroad.
The 8.15 A. M. train from Boston connects with
the Grand Trunk Railway lor
Montreal, Quebec and
all parts of Canada East.
Through tickets are sold in Portland and Baggage
checked through to Houlton, Calais, St. John, Halifax, Dover, Foxcroft, Rockland, &c.
A freight train will leave Portsmouth for
Dover,
and Dover for Portsmouth, daily.
♦Pullman sleeping car express train. N. B.
This
train runs Sunday Morning, does not run
Monday
morning.
t Accommodation train
BFast Express.
CHARLES F. HATCH,
General Manager.

Park House—B. t.
Williams, Prop.
Harlland Honsc—I, It. LitUctleld.

—

week.

KENNEDY.
BLACKSTONK.
and McClellan.
From Providence every WEDNESDAY
and SATURDAY.

On and after Monday September
28th,the Steamer City of Portland,
Capt. S. H. Pike, and tlie Steamer

Railroad.
\Conway
x

HAELOWELL.
Hallowi ll Hon.i—II. Q. BLAEE, Pro

Proprietors.

nvwl

make close connections to New York by one or
other of the routes from Boston. Passengers ticketed through by either route.
The 9.10 A. M. train arrives in Boston at 2.00
P. M. in season to connect with the train for
New York, all rail, also with the 5.30 P. M.
(steamboat) trains ior New York via Fall River,
Stonington and Norwich Lines. The 3.15 P. M. train
arrives in Boston in season to connect with trains
for K«w York via Springfield at 9 P. M and 0.30 P.
M. train via Shore Line.
The 9.10 A. M. and 3.15 P. M. trains from Portland
connect at Conway Junction with theGreat Falls and

OANVIEEE AEACTIOA.
Clark’s Dining Hall, Grand Trunk
Bail,
way Depot, AI. IV, Clark. Proprietor.

Wnumbek House,

Passenger trains leave Portland dai-

-...as-w

BOSTON.

Honse, Tremont St.-Chnftin
p
Co. Proprietors.

WORCESTER.

TWO TRIPS PER WEEK!

Shortest

g!?!!?!8p??Slly, for

BELFAST.
iIon*®• Cl"*** Bro’s, Propri

Tremont

AND

—

Calais and St. John.
Winduor and Halifax.

a

WM.

INTERNATIONAL STEAMSHIP COEast port,

times

First Class HUcaasship
WM. CRANE.
JOHNS HOPKINS.
GEORGE APPOLD.
WM. LAWRENCE.
TI'EMDAY
From Boston direct every
and .fATIBDAY.

Excursions will be continued through
the months of October and November.
1874
Return Checks will he honored for
seven days after Thanksgiving Day.
Tickets and State-rooms with C. C.
GREGG, 87 Washington Street, and at
Depot, foot of Summer St., Boston.
Express Train Leaves Boston at 0 PM., and Worcester (Foster St. Station)
at 7.20 P. M.
Boats leave Pier 40 North River, New
York, at 4 P. M.
octltiow

CEN^

Franblin House,-Harlow St.,
McLangh.
*
lin & Dans, Proprietors.

Motel—J. R, Crocker,
Propri-

Fonr

oct 187-1

—

or

Washington

Si

NTE.UIIIIIIP LINK

HOLLARS,

SIX

FROM BOSTON

WILLIAM H. TURNER, Superintendent.

Jjt

BANGOR.
Harrimau House, J.E. UarrimanACs.
Proprietors.

^cior111*11

FOB

—

eKSijS^I

HOTEL DIRECTORY,

Scl*ool
f,?rk®r.1Io,,“,‘io,j Propraetors,

COYLE, JR.. General Agent.

Norfolk, Baltimore

Norwich Line to New York
and Return

Passenger trains leave Portland ior
“^^ggSRochester and intermediate stations at
"fc,1.30 A. M., 1.30 and 4.1S P. M.. making
directconnoctlon at Rochester with trains for Boston,

HOTELS.

AtorsiCn“

For farther information apply to J. B. COYLE,
Jr., Franklin Wharf.
Oct28dtfJOHN PORTEOUS, Agent.

FRANKLIN WHARF, Portland,

FALL ARRANGEMENTS.

lowest

_

SIXTIETH THOUSAND IN PRESS.
one agent sold in one month, 501 copies of the

A TRIED AND MERE REMEDY.
Sold by Druggists.no7d4wt

GERMAN

—

WANTED for the PEOPLE’S
AOKNrs
JOURNAL.
Four magnificent Chromos
tree. The most

Wells’ Carbolic Tablets,
FUT UF ONLY

RADER’S

—

at

prices. Any information cheerfully given
and estimates promptly fuurnishcd.
HORACE DODD.

contract

CIONSTANT

uncer-

Send for a circular.
have a Chichester Swing Cradle.
sel7d&wtt
MnthP?* who try them
will have no other.
.v
Mother
pave your time
bv usiu<r -i ('himratov
Mothers buy no other
youthful
THE CBADLE AHONG CRADLEM
lungs.
I
BEST QUALITY GUARANTEED.
No rockers to wear out carpet.
No rockers to tumble over.
ALWAYS FOR SALE
No rockers for child to tall upon.
No squeaking treadle to get out of order
BY
No cradle equal to Chichester Swing Cradle
Dealers send for catalogue, to
HOWE
&
GEOKGIf T. <J«?!!>*
Is for sale by Druggists
154 North Street,
everywhere at 33 ceuts a box
Wholesale Agents, Boston,
Boston, anil
393 Pearl Street, New York.
<X*24
| and every box is worth its weight in gold. Be sure
ly
to take this preparation, and no other.
d3m

5u^?SVChiehesteV.

EMPLOYMENT—At home
J Male or Female, $30 a week warranted.
No
capital required. Particulars and valuable sample
sent free.
Address with 6 cent return stamp. C.
ROSS, Williamsburg, N. Y.
oc284w

kinds—cure guaranteed. Wm lTI. Oilcs’ Liniment Iodide of Ammonia. 50c. and $1.00 a
bottle. Depot 451 Sixth Avenue, New York.
For sale by Fred. T. Mealier & Co., and W. H
Phillips & Co.. Portland, Me.
no7d4w

wiikTimci

GERMAN

—

Address with ten
Greenwich St.,
oc24t4w

tainty or waiting for it to act; that it gives instant
relief and a speedy return to perfect health.

PRESS, SCREWS,GRINDERS, &
—

173

TTfil?.

CIDER AND WINE MILLS,

CHICHESTER PATENT.

SWING CRADLES.

be record-

GERMAN SNUFF

particulars.ocl3eod2m

Birthdaydollorinches
Holiday Gift.

free.

goods by

stamp, M. Young,

FOR

TAYLOR,

dbl/A

CHICHESTER PATENT

name

THEN BENENBER THAT

i»8 COMMERCIAL STREET,

d^=w2w

uo17_

Will ooze from every’ pore, and your
ed on the scroll of the dead.

KENTS HILL, Nov, 9, 1874.itolOwSt

THE EMERSON METHOD

FOB REED ORGANS

short time

COLD SWEAT OF DEATH

J. L. MORSE, Sec’y of Trustees.

For

a

unless

FEMALE COLLEGE.

30,

cent return
N Y.

experiences
thrilling
the varied

wonderlul curative powers, the like of
which is not known on the face ot tho Globe.

Testify

n

NOVEMBER

irrovmces

ing.

Leaving

gllMinER ARRANGEMENT.

EIiLAWOKTH.

At ho™8, male or female; 835 per
WatV
>7 VI A.
week, day or evening. No Capital
oil We send valuable package of
|'a«
IVI OH
mail

which unfolds the

WERE,

AS IT

—

The Winter term of this Institution will commence

PORTLAND & ROCHESTER RAILROAD.

WASHINGTON STREET, BOSTON.

—

liberal ofier ever made. Send 3 cent
stamp for circular and sample.
P. W. Ziegler &
Co., 518 Arch 8t. Phil. Pa.
oc284w

-OF-

MAINE WESLEYAN SEMINARY

II. P. TORSE Y, EE. D., President.

OF THE

equivalent for Interest.
CAPITAL PKEMILM 8100,000.
Address tor Bonds and full information,
MO RISEN TH AU, BRUNO & CO.,
Financial Agents, 33 Park Row, N. V
oc24
P. O. Drawer 39.
t2w

GERMAN SNUFF.

...

For the Piano-Forte.

ADVERTISING AGENCY,
121

as an
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Authorized by the Legislature or the state or It Y.
3d Premium Drawing DEC. 7, 1874.
lid Series Drawing,
Jan. 4, (875.
EVERY BOND will be Redeemed with a Premium,
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PIECES

The Company are not responsible lor baggage to
any amount exceeding $50 in value (and that personal) unless notice is given, and paid lor at the rate ol
one passenger lor every $500 additional value.
JOSEPH HICKSON, Secretary and Treas.
W. J. SPICEK, Superintendent.
Portland, September 19.1874.
ee21dtl

Row, New York.

skill and expebience.

WILL BUY A

First
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large

faculty

Bulfinch St. (opposite Revere House), Boston, Mass.
N. B. The author and consulting physicians can be
consulted, on all ot the above named diseases, and all
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tion.

Jype, Presses, etc.
Office No. 41 Park

Advertisements receiued for every Paper in the

author,
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Dealers in Printing Materials of every description
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what is fully explained, and many matters of the
most important and interesting character are introduced, to which no allusion even can be found in any
other works in our language. All the New Discoveries ot the
whose experience is such as probably never before fell to the lot of any man, are given
in full. No person should be without these valuable
books. The press throughout the country, the
clergy
and the medical
generally highly extol these
and uselul works. The most fastidious may read them.
Address the Peabody Medical
Institute, No. 4

CATARRH

...

.,.

THE GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY is in splendid
condition, is wed equipped with first-class rolling
stock, and is making the best connections and quickest time of any route from Portland to the West.
8dF**PULLMAN PALACE DRAWING ROOM
AND SLEEPING CARS arc attached to the trains
leaving Portland at 7.00 a. m. and 1.20 p. m.
Baggage checked from Portland to Detroit and
Chicago, and not subject to Custom House examina-

_--*■ ,wr*
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J C. FURNIVAL Agt.

1'OR ALL THE LEADING NEWSPAPERS.

■IflT ViWllanso
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GEORGE P. ROWELL A CO

AM>

a new eoition ot the celebrated medical work entitled SELF-PRESERVATION.
It treats upon
lost, how regained and how perpetucause
and
cure
of
Exhausted Vitality, Imated,
potency, Premature Decline in Man, Spermatorrhoea, or Seminal Losses (nocturnal and diurnal),
Nervous and Physical Debility, Hypochondria,
Gloomy forebodings. Mental Depression, Loss of Energy. Haggard Countenance, Confusion of Mind and
Loss of Memory. Impure State ot the Blood, and all
diseases arisiug from the errors of youth, or the
indiscretions or excesses ot mature years.
It is, indeed, a hook for every man, young and
middle-aved men in particular. 300 pages, bound in
beautiful French cloth, illustrated, price only $1.
A Book for Every Woman,
Entitled. SEXUAL PHYSIOLOGY OF WOMAN,
AND HER DISEASES; or, Woman treated of Physiologically and Pathologically, in health and disease, from Infancy to Old Age. 350 pages, bound in
beautiful French cloth. With the very best prescriptions forjprevailing diseases. Price $2.00.
A Book for Everybody.
The Peabody Institute has also Just published a
new book treating exclusively of NERVOUS AND
MENTAL DISEASES, more than two hundred
royal octavo pages, twenty elegant engravings, bound in
substantial muslin, price $2.
Either of the above books are sent by mail to any
part of the world, closely sealed, postage paid on receipt of price. Or all three books sent to one address
at the same time on receipt of onlv $4.
Here is offered over eight hundred and fifty pages of the ablest
and best printed and bound popular medical science
and literature, on subjects of vital importance to all,
for only $4—barely enough to pay for
mailing. It
should be borne in mind that these great Medical
Works are published by the Pmbody medical
Institute, an honored institution, established with
large funds for the sole purpose of doing good.
These are, beyond all comparison, the most extraordinary works on Physiology ever published. There
is nothing whatever that the Married or Single of
either sex call either require or wish to
know, but

points In the

Northwest, West and .Southwest

Contracts
Advertisements in all Newspapers ol
all cities and towns of the United States, Canada
British
nd
Provinces.
Office No. C Tremont Street, Boston.
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Every Man.
published by the Peabody Medical Institute;
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NERVOUS DISEASES.

JUST

DEPOT AT FOOT OF INDIA ST.

S. It. NILES,
ADVERTISING

The first
class
Steamship
“CHASE” and ••Georgia” will
leave Portland alternately every
TUESDAY and SATURDAY at
at 4 p. m for HALIFAX, direct,
making connections with the intercolonial Railway,
for Windsor,Truro, New Glasgow and Ptctou, and
steamers for Prince Edward Island; also at New
Glasgow, N. S., with Lindsey’s Stages for Cape Breton, and at Halifax with steamcTsfor St. Johns,N. F.
W RETURNING will leave Halifax on TUESDAYS, and FRIDAYS at 4 P. M.
No freight received after it) A. M. on day ol tail-

The Superior Sea Going Steamers
JOHN BROOKS AND FA I.TIOI TII,
will, until further notice, run alternately as follows:

J. B.

To Canada, Detroit, Chicago, TOil wan
kee. Cincinnati, St. Louis, Omaha,
Oagiusw, St, Paul, Salt Lake City,
Denver. San Francisco,

Temple Place, Bostou, Mass.

diseases
noi
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PIANO AT HOME.
collection of the
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Colds in the Head

The national feature of THE ALDINE must be
taken in no narrow sense. True art is cosmopolitan.
While THE ALDINE is a strictly American institut'on, it does not confine itself entirely to the reproduction of native art. Its mission is to cultivate a
broad and appreciative art taste, one that will dis-

tion.

—

No. 5 Washington Building,

Sole Agents,

DEATH,

Taints and Rots

without competition in price or character. The possessor of a complete volume cannot duplicate the
quantity of fine paper and engravings in any other
shape or number of volumes for ten limes its cost;

criminate only on grounds of intrinsic merit. Thus,
while placing before the patrons ot THE aLDINE,
as a leading characteristic, the productions of the
most noted American artists, attention will always
be given to specimens from foreign masters, giving
subscribers all the pleasure and instruction obtainable from home or foreign sources.
The artistic illustration of American scenery, original with THE ALDINE, is an important feature,
and Its magnificent plates are ot a size more appropriate to the satisfactory treatment of details than
can be afforded by any inferior page.
The judicious
interspersion of landscape, marine, figure, and animal subjects, sustains an unabated interest, impossible where the scope of the work confines the artist
too closely to a single style of subject. The literature
of THE ALDINE is a light and graceful accompaniment, worthy of the artistic features, with only
such technical disquisitions as do not interfere with
the popular interest of the work.
PREMIUM FOR 1875.
Every subscriber for 1875 will receive a beautiful
in
portrait, oil colors, of the same noble dog whose
picture in a former issue attracted so much atten-

Separate

MANHOOD, WOMANHOOD

magnificent Conception, wonderfully

sentation of the productions oi our great artists, has
always been recognized, and many attempts have
The successive failbeen made to meet the want.
ures which so invariably followed each attempt in
this country to establish an art journal, did not
prove the indifference of the people of America to
the claims of high art. So soon as a proper appreciation of the want and an ability to meet it were shown,
the public at once rallied with enthusiasm to its support, and the result was a great artistic and com-

a»o

—

WHEELER,

PROVIDENCE.

DIRECT1
With connections to Prince Edward laland, Cape Breton and Hit. Johns, If. E.

Daily, (Sunday* excepted) at 7 o’clock P.M.
Returning leave INDIA WHARF. Boston, same
days at 5 P. M.
Through Tickets to New York via the various
Sound Lines, for sale at very low iates.
Freight taken as usual.

Passenger Offices
74 EXCHANGE ST.

Tickets sold at Reduced Rates J

MANHOOD, how

Prospectus for 1875--Eighth Tear.

17J@ Is} Damar.1 25 @ 1 75
@ 12 Coach. 2 25 @ 3 80
125 @2 50
Furniture,
Waal.
151&1C,
15@15i Flovce washed 40 @ 42
Is do. nnwaabd 30 @ 33
none t ulled,Super
50 @
55
Pelts, large..
125@135

Galv.

a Tonic and Stimulant, and so partially supplies the
place of the accustomed liquor, and prevents the absolute and moral prostration that follows a sudden
breaking off from the use of Stimulating Drinks.

Co W. PICARD & CO.

Pure air drawn as breatli through the nasal organs
affected with CATARRH becomes foul, and

and Cham ion of
American Art Taste.

carried out.

and Auburn at 2.35 p. m.
Express from Lewiston and Auburn at 5,45 p. m.
Accommodation from South Paris at 8.15 p. m.

NEWSPAPER ADVERTISING AGENT

CURED

will be the same. Those who have Friends addicted
to the terrible vice of intemperance should give this
Sovereign Remedy a trial This preparation acts as

i?or laiaiuui uncureu

SURE

oc2dtf

ALDINE,

Secretly.

0c7d3m
Aim ns results.

Representative

THE

LOCKET

A

D. R. Locke, o Locke &
J. H. Bates, late of
S. M. Pettengill & Oo.
Jones, Toledo Blade.
for
list
of
100 choice newspapers.
Send

by the use of Dr. DeMoreno’s celebrated French Remedy, which is the best known Medicine for the love
of Strong Drink. It Can be Given Secretly,
so that the patient will not know it, bnt the effect

CATARRH

A. O. & €• W. PIKE,

Fryeburg, October 1,1874.

Express from Lewiston and Auburn at 8.50a. m.
Mail from Quebec, Montreal and West, Lewiston

PARK ROW, NEW YORK.

34

Wives Save your Htisbands
and Friends.

a. m.

Newspaper Advertising Agents,

Price One Dollar per Bottle. Neat to nay
addre.it on receipt of price.

Who will die from

friends and the traveling public generally, and assure them that they will endeavor to make this in all
be cariied to
respects a first class house Guests willR.
R. tree of
and from all trains ol the P. & O.

87)

Family,.

Grais,

They respectfully

the patronage of their

invite

Issued Montlily'.

Soap.

15 Coffee A,

3 25@3 38
3 90@4 00
L. M.
NewVal. 4? lb lll@12
Lemons,box 8 00@9 00

Layer,

Oranges V box,..

75
50
25

Canada,

Cassia,

Tuesday, the 6th Instant,

none

Cloves,.

22
55
3 00

14 @
14 @

Figs.
Prunes,

Ex

and having newly furnished it throughout, will open
it to the public on

A

37)@

2

Liverpool,duty
paid.2
Liv. in bond,. 2

do

Oxford House in Frjeburg,

9)

50 Gr’nd butter,
Meeds.
60 Clover lb., ....10) @ 11
25 Red Top bag, 4 75@
75 H.Grass, bush. 3 00 @ 3 25

@.40
8)@ 9
9 @ 10

Onrrants,
Dates,

hkd.(8tms),.
Martin,..

St.

Frait.

Pea Nuts,....
Citron.

Is. )?

BATES

Address, J. F. WIGG1N,
oc20-3m
Charlestown, Mass.

Every Ingredient Perfectly Harmless in

VICTIMS

The subscribers, having recently purchased the well

ns.

Malt.

..

Turk’s

OXFORD HOUSE.

THE ART JOURNAL of AMERICA,

2 50 @3 00
50@12 00 Bonaire,
00@ 9 50 Cadiz,duty pd 2 75 @ 3 00
00@ 9 50 Cadiz,in bond 2 00 @ 2 50

10
8
8

Micro
No.

Almonds.
Soit Shell,..
Shelled.

Salera

Saleratus, )?lb, 7@

Wood and Metal Type and all kinds ol
Printers’ Materials. Advertisements inserted in any
iu
the
United States or Canadas at publishers^’
paper
owest prices. Send for estimates.

FOR THE

Its

HOYEY, Proprietor.

A. H.

Mail train at 1.20 p. m.. for Auburn and Lewiston
and Island Pond, (stopping at all stations to Island
Pond,)* connecting with night mall train for Quebec,
Montreal and the West.
Express train for Auburn and Lewiston 5.43 p. m.
Accommodation for South Paris at 5.55 p. in.
Trains will arrive as follows:
Express from Quebec, Montreal and West at 8.40

WASHINGTON STREET, BOSTON.

Cure of Nervous Debility Free.

Only

TO

Halifax Nova Scotia,

50 Cents.

a. in.

Dealer In

prescription

ocl3eodly

none

Small,. 3 75 @ 4 25 Hams.
14)@15
Rice.
Pollock,.3 00 @ 4 00
Haddock.2 50 @ 2 75 Rice, )? lb,..
7)@9
Hake. 2 75 @ 3 00

than

YAWNING GRATES

5, 7 and 9 Union Square, Broadway, between 14th & 15th Sts., N. ¥.

50
27 25@27 50
28 50@30 00

Prime,....

more

Will be opened this year to receive the

26^5@26

Clear,.
Mess.

And

THOUSAND

SIXTY

(American and Enropcai. Plan.)

A

CO.,

1*2 Federal St.

Je23eodtf

DRUNKENNESS

Sixty Thousand People last

than

year In the United States alone.

3)

@

T. C. EVANS,

100

HICKS A

On anil after Monday, September 21st.

Fare

Express tr.in 7.00 a m. lor Montreal and Quebec,
Auburn, and Lewiston.
Passenger train tor Auburn and Lewiston at 9.30

ADVERTISING AGENCY & PRINT.
EBS> WAREHOUSE,

It Can be Given

CATARRH.

House.'

Spingler

@

CATARRH.
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ARRAN GEMENT.

®Sr“sffi»lM4, trains will run as follows:

inces.

tails to cure.

_

mil LI

furnished gratis for Advertising iu al
Newspapers in the Uniied States and British ProvEstimates

C. J.

dtd

HOTELS.

WINTER

LINK

IIAIL

FOR BOSTON.

ALTERATION IN TRAINS.

AGENCY
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Streets.
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Grand Trunk R. R. of Canada.

No. 10 State St., Boston, and 37 Park Row, New York,
lit needs only a trial
to satisfy the most
skeptical. No humbug about it. Money given back it it

STEAMERS.
~

S. 91. PE TTENGILL A CO.’S
ADVERTISING

STEAMERS.

RAILROADS.

ESTABLISHED IN 1849.

was

then determine and adjudge whether public convenience requires that said Street should he laid out, and
if they should so adjudge, will then and there lay out
said Street, and fix the damages as required by law.

@

_AGENCIES.

It
is
important
that people should
know it.
Dr. Evans’ Remedy will cure

THAT

STATEMENT.

....

Arrow

/“NI IDE?
\J
|\ C.

__ocDtt

undersigned having taken

@ 2 10

00
68
60
@ 50
78@ 79
83 @ 84
Lard. 110 @ 125
Olive,.1 25 @ 175
Castor..I 90 @ 2 00
Neatsfoot,.... 1 25 @ 1 50
Elaine,. 58 @ 60
Palais.
Port. Lead,.. 11 25 @
Pure Gr’d do 1100 @11 25
Pure Dry do 1100 @
10 @
12
Am.Zinc....

Manila,.
15) @16)
Manila B’ltr’p
17) @
Drags Bad Dyes.
Alcohol,)?gal.2 05

_MEDICAL

fri) */7

@22
Whale.
@ 22
Bank.
3b @
Shore.
Cordage.
Porgie,
American,)? lb, 12 @12) Linseed,.
13
Boiled do.,..
@13)
Russia,.
Bronze do.
Y. 51. Bolts,..

Copartnership.

the
subscribers under the firm name and style ot
Massure & Ojeda has been this day dissolved bv
mutual consent.
John Massure is to collect all
claims due the late firm and will pay the copartnership liabilities. He will continue the business at the
store occupied by us, No. 381 Congress St.
JOHN MASSUBE,
YS1DORO J. OJEDA.
Portland Oct. 8,1874.

_

CrackerePlOO 35®

_MEDICAL.

MARKS,

MANAGER
Posters, Hand Bills, Bill Heads,
Cards, Tags, Ac., printed at short
notice.

CONSULATE OF SPAIN,
fi'o MfifliiinH am! Sliijunastcrs.
notified that on ar.d after the first
are
1874. tho new regulations
irescribed by I lie Government of the lb'iublle
! lam In regard to Consular lees will take effect.
Tbe lees for clciyanee ot vessels are tts tolloira.

5youday olhereby
September,

For Vessel, with forgot

Ceitltving Manifest. $19.00
Bill of Health... 4.00—*49.00
For Vr,wli without Cargo:

Certifying Manliest.$7.00

Bill of Health. 4.00—$14.00
THOMAS LOZANO,
sc2atf
Spanish Consul.

